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ABSTRACT 

Fabricating smart materials with supramolecular switch is an attractive research topic. 

In this study, supramolecular polyurethane networks containing pyridine moieties 

(PUPys) were synthesized from N,N-bis(2-hydroxylethyl)isonicotinamide (BINA), 

hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI), 4, 4-diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI) and 1, 

4-butanediol (BDO). Thereafter, a series of studies were carried out to investigate the 

supramolecular structure, morphology and shape memory properties. Results show that 

hydrogen-bonded supramolecular structure and phase separation morphology are 

formed in the PUPys. The glass transition temperature (Tg) of soft phase is controlled by 

the pyridine ring via hydrogen bonding. However, the hard phase grows up from 

amorphous phase to crystalline phase as the BINA content increases. The addition of 

MDI-BDO promotes the formation of amorphous hard phase. Therefore, the PUPys 

have much higher glass modulus and much higher maximum tanδ. The rubber modulus 

increases with the decrease of BINA content as well as the increase of MDI-BDO 

content. The tanδ decreases with the decrease of BINA content.  

As for the thermal induced shape memory effect (SME), PUPys have high shape fixity 

and high shape recovery with the recovery temperature of 45 ℃-55 ℃. The pyridine 

ring is the key element to determine the shape recovery. To achieve satisfying shape 

recovery, 30wt% BINA contents are required in the PUPys. Additionally, the recovery 

force increases with the decrease of BINA contents. The addition of MDI-BDO 

improves the shape recovery force of PUPys. Moreover, recovery temperature increases 
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as the increase of deformation temperature. Finally, it is proposed that hydrogen 

bonding present in the pyridine ring serves as the molecular switch whereas the 

hydrogen bonding present in the urethane groups provides PUPys an elastic polymer 

networks acting as the physically netpoints for the thermal-induced SME.  

As for the moisture-sensitive SME PUPys have high moisture absorption which 

increases with the increase of temperature and relative humidity. Thus, the strain 

recovery start time, strain recovery time and strain recovery end time all increase with 

the decrease of relative humidity and temperature. The recovery speed is also quicker in 

the higher relative humidity and higher temperature. In addition, moisture absorption of 

PUPy increases with the increase of BINA content as well as the decrease of MDI-BDO 

content. The final shape recovery decreases with the decrease of BINA content 

significantly and the strain recovery start time, strain recovery time, strain recovery end 

time and the time length are also short in the higher BINA content PUPys. Moreover, it 

is found that the low critical value of BINA unit for PUPys having moisture-sensitive 

SME is still 30wt%. The addition of MDI-BDO improves the moisture-sensitive shape 

recovery. Finally, it is proposed that the hydrogen bonding present in the pyridine ring 

serves as moisture-sensitive “switch” whereas the formed hard phase via hydrogen 

bonding present in the urethane groups acts as the physical netpoints for the 

moisture-sensitive SME.  

Finally, potential applications of PUPys like smart windows and reshape applications 

and the future study are suggested in the end of this thesis.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Shape Memory Polymers (SMPs) 

1.1.1  Definitions-What are the SMPs? 

Shape-memory materials (SMMs) are those materials that have the capability of 

recovering their original shapes upon exposure to an external stimulus such as heat, 

light and pH etc. [1, 2]. Examples of SMMs may include shape memory alloy(SMA) [3], 

shape memory ceramic[4] and shape memory polymer(SMP)[5, 6]. The most prominent 

and widely used SMMs currently are SMAs, which have outstanding properties such as 

small size and high strength with wide technical applications. However, SMAs show 

some downsides that limit their applications, including limited recoverable strains with 

less than 8%, inherently high stiffness, high cost, a comparatively inflexible transition 

temperature, demanding processing and strict training conditions. Such limitations 

provided motivation for the development of alternative materials particularly polymeric 

SMMs [7-11].  

Gel and solid film, e.g. shape memory gel (SMG) and shape memory polymer (SMPs), 

are the common form of polymeric SMMs. However, the SMG usually cannot be used 

as structural materials due to their low mechanical strength while SMPs are attractive 

smart materials in many scientific and technological applications [12, 13]. As compared 

with the SMAs, SMPs possess many advantages, such as high elastic deformation, 

strain up to more than 400%, low cost, low density, potential biocompatibility and 

biodegradability. The shape recovery temperature (TBrB) of SMPs can be tailored by 
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tunable stiffness. Moreover, they do not only have the ability to show two stable shapes: 

original shapes and recovered final shapes, but some SMPs like triple SMPs [14] also 

show a third shape called intermediate shapes. Therefore, SMPs are defined to a class of 

polymers which can “remember” the original shapes. The definition of SMPs should be 

understood on the ground of ratio of elastically recoverable total strain, degree of 

recovered strain and even the application conditions. High strain fixity and high strain 

recovery under the application conditions will make SMPs satisfy the above definition.  

It is easy to confuse SMPs with heat shrinkable polymers (HSPs). In some literature, the 

terms “heat-shrinkable” and “shape memory” are used interchangeably. However, the 

technological developments of HSPs date back to 1906, in which a US Patent was 

awarded for a bottle closing aperture using heat shrinkable celluloid. The term “shape 

memory” was mentioned firstly in a patent in 1941 [15, 16]. Cross-linked polyelefins 

are the major HSP materials while shape memory polyurethanes (SMPUs) are the 

popular SMPs. According to their structure, either chemical or physical cross-linkings 

are permanent shape fixing moieties. Additionally, the strain recovery process is 

controlled by crystal melting of polyolefin in the polyolefin systems while strain 

recovery process in the SMPU is controlled by switching of switch segments. In this 

step, the molecular mechanism responsible for strain recovery applies equally to both 

materials. However, it should be pointed out that there are some differences between 

SMPs and HSPs. HSP shows a wide range of strain recovery from below 60% to above 

85%. The density of cross-links influences the shrinkage greatly. The strain fixity is not 

the key parameter for their applications in the HSPs. Particularly, SMPs usually require 
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higher shape recovery and shape fixity. For example, low density polyethylene (LDPE) 

without cross-links show very low thermal-shrinkage. As the cross-links increase with 

curing time, the shrinkage increases gradually. When the shrinkage reaches to a high 

value, e.g. above 80%, the cross-linked LDPE has good strain fixity after deformation, 

implying that these HSPs can be used as SMMs. Hence, SMPs can be thought as one 

special type of HSPs with high shape recovery and good shape fixity. SMPs can be used 

as HSPs, but not all HSPs can replace the usage of SMPs. Moreover, more functions are 

developing in SMPs. In addition to the thermal-induced SMPs, strain recovery is also 

achieved by exposing to the stimulus of light, electric and magnetic etc.. Even 

programmable shape recovery can also be achieved in the SMPs consisting of more than 

one kind of switch segment or different switch segments. Two-way SMEs or reversible 

shape recovery are also achieved in the liquid crystalline elastomers (LCEs) [17-19], 

and cross-linked poly(cyclooctene) semi-crystalline network [19]. From this aspect, 

SMPs are intelligent as compared with the HSPs. Therefore, the applications of SMPs 

are far beyond the applications of HSPs as shrink tubing and food packaging etc..  

1.1.2 Molecular Mechanism of SMPs 

SMPs are elastic polymer networks and the driving force used for strain recovery is 

entropic elastic force of polymer chains [1, 8, 17, 20, 21]. The polymer network of SMP 

consists of switch unit or segment and netpoints or domains as shown in Figure 1.1. The 

netpoints determine the permanent shape of polymer network in the form of a chemical 

(covalent bonds) or physical (non-covalent bond) nature. Physical cross-linking is 
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obtained in a polymer whose morphology consists of at least two segregated domains 

including crystalline, amorphous domains, entangled chains, and even strong 

non-covalent interaction like hydrogen bonding. The switch unit/segment, however, is 

the major constituent of SMPs responsible for elasticity during deformation and 

undergoes strain recovery. Either amorphous phase with low glass transition 

temperature (TBgB), or crystalline phase with low melting temperature (TBmB), and  liquid 

crystalline phase with low Tisotropization temperature (TBi B)T in the liquid crystalline 

elastomers (LCEs) can serve as the switch segment in the thermal-induced SMPs. Phase 

transformations from glassy state to rubber state, or from crystalline state to rubber state, 

or from anisotropic phase (liquid crystalline phase) to isotropic phase will result in the 

strain recovery. For example, in a block copolymer, domains related to the highest 

thermal transition temperature (TBpermB) act as netpoints (or a hard segment) while chain 

segments in domains with the second highest thermal transition TBtrans Bact as molecular 

switches (or a switching segment). If the working temperature is higher than TBtransB, the 

switching domains are flexible at above TBtransB, resulting in an entropic elastic behavior 

of the polymer network. If the specimen has been previously deformed by application of 

an external stress, it snaps back into its initial shape once the external stress is released. 

Similarly, in the light-induced SMPs, the switch unit is the reversible photo-reactive 

molecular switch which is independent of any temperature effects [22]. For example, 

cinnamic acid (CA) or cinamylidene acetic acid (CAA) moieties which work as 

light-triggered switches, have been incorporated into the polymer architecture. Upon 

irradiation with the light of suitable wavelength, a [2+2] cyclo-addition reaction occurs 
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between two of these light-sensitive moieties, forming a cyclobutane-ring as reversible 

covalent cross-links. Irradiation with different wavelengths results in cleavage of the 

covalent bonds.  

 

  Figure 1.1 Summary of molecular structure of shape-memory polymer 

Generally, the shape memory effect (SME) is not an intrinsic property of SMPs. This 

means that SMPs do not display SME by themselves, i.e. the SME usually results from 

a combination of polymer morphology and specific processing [1]. This combination 

process can be described as following. The polymer is firstly formed into its initial 

permanent shape B by the conventional processing. Afterwards, in a process called 

programming, the polymer specimen is deformed and fixed into the temporary shape A. 

Upon application of an external stimulus, the polymer recovers to its initial permanent 

shape B. This cycle of programming and recovery can be repeated several times with 
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different temporary shapes in subsequent cycles [1]. However, if there is no 

programming process, the shapes of polymer change little though they have the 

necessary morphology for SME. As shown in Figure 1.2, at a high temperature state 1 at 

above TBtransB , there are usually no switch segments and the permanent shape B is fixed 

by the netpoints when it is cooled to lower temperature state 2 at below TBtransB, the switch 

segments are formed on the morphology. However, shape changing cannot be found 

after reheating to above TBtransB.  

 

Figure 1.2 Illustration of SME mechanisms of thermally induced-SMPs 

Therefore, to display shape memory functionality, polymer network has to be 

temporarily fixed in a deformed state under environmental conditions relevant to 

particular applications. This requires the deformed chain to be reversibly prevented 

from recoiling. This is achieved by the introduction of reversible phase or net-points as 
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the molecular switches. These additional net-points can be formed by non-covalent 

interactions or by covalent bonds. Non-covalent interaction (physical cross-linking) is 

usually obtained by vitrification or crystallization of domains related to TBtransB. These 

switching domains can be formed either by the chain segments driving the entropic 

elastic behavior themselves or by side chains, whose aggregation is temporarily able to 

prevent recoiling of that chain’s side chains or the side chain segments themselves. 

Reversible covalent cross-linking is obtained by attaching functional groups to the chain 

segments. These functional groups must be able to form covalent bonds reversibly by 

reaction with each other or suitable counterpart functional groups [1]. 

1.3 Applications of SMPs  

The potential applications of SMPs exist in almost every area of daily life, i.e. (1) from 

self repairing auto bodies to kitchen utensils; (2) from switches to sensor; and (3) from 

intelligent packing to tools [8, 23, 24]. They can be used for heat shrinkable tube, auto 

repairing and self healing. Other potential applications are drug delivery, biosensors, 

biomedical devices, micro-system components and smart textiles [13, 25]. The 

applications of SMPs in smart textiles have been widely introduced in the previous 

thesis [26]. In the present study, it is intended to highlight the applications in biomedical 

fields [27]. 

SMPs have tremendous applications in biology and medicine in particular in the 

biomedical devices [27-29] which might permit new medical procedure. For example, 

current approaches for implanting medical devices often require complex surgery 
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followed by device implantation. However, with the development of minimally invasive 

surgery, it is possible to place small devices inside the body using a laparoscope. These 

types of surgical advances may create new opportunities to enable a bulky device to be 

implanted into the human body in a convenient way. Due to the ability of SMP to 

memorize a permanent shape which can be substantially different from an initial 

temporary phase, a bulky device can potentially be introduced into the body in a 

temporary shape like a string that can go through a small laparoscopic hole and is then 

expanded on demand into a permanent shape at body temperature.  

Thermoplastic elastomer-based SMPs can be used as smart sutures [27]. A challenge in 

endoscope surgery is the tying of a knot with instruments and sutures in order to close 

an incision or open lumen. It is particularly difficult to manipulate the suture so that the 

wound lips are pressed together under the right stress. When the knot is fixed with a 

force that is too strong, necrosis of surrounding tissue can occur. If the force is too weak, 

scar tissue which has poorer mechanical properties forms and may lead to the formation 

of hernias. A possible solution is to design a smart surgical suture whose temporary 

shape will be obtained by elongating the fiber with a controlled stress. The suture can be 

applied loosely in its temporary shape. When the temperature is raised above TBtransB, the 

suture will shrink and tighten the knot, resulting in applying optimum force. Since 

polymer can be made biodegradable, they can be used as short term implants so that 

removal by surgery can be avoided [9].   

The SMPs have also been proposed for dents application because of their high strain 
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recovery, facilitating the delivery of larger devices through smaller delivery vehicles. 

Additionally, the SMPs dents show the advantage of improving compliance matching, 

biodegradation capability, using for patient specific devices and molecular surface 

engineering [30]. Another area that polymer may prove useful is the realm of pediatric 

denting, in which metal dents cannot be sufficiently expanded throughout the growth of 

patient [31]. Recent work on design and performance evaluation of SMPs for 

cardiovascular dents application shows a considerable promise. The dent can be 

preprogrammed to activate at body temperature, resulting in natural deployment without 

a need for auxiliary [28]  

The SMP has been also proposed as a candidate for aneurysm coil [32]. An intracranial 

aneurysm can be a serious condition that can go undetected until the aneurysm ruptures, 

causing hemorrhage within the subarachnoid space surrounding the brain. The typical 

treatment for large aneurysms is by remobilization using platinum coils. However, in 

about 15% of the cases treated by platinum coils, the aneurysm eventually re-opens as a 

result of the bio-inertness of platinum. One solution to this is to develop suitable 

materials with increased bio-activity like SMPs to use as coil implants.  

Another example of a biomedical application is a micro-actuator made from 

thermosetting PU which has been used to remove blood vessel clots [8, 17]. A 

micro-actuator with a permanent shape of a cone-shape coil can be elongated to a 

straight wire and fixed before surgery and delivered to an occlusion through a catheter. 

On triggering shape recovery using an optical heating method, the original coil shape is 
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recovered and the blood flow is restored. SMPs can be used to develop the devices for 

orthodontic applications which simplify the ligation and other time-intensive 

orthodontic procedures. SMPs have also been viewed for applications as biodegradable 

intragastic implants that inflate after an approximate predetermined time and provide 

the patient with a feeling of satiety after only a small amount of food has been eaten. 

Hence, a major health problem such as obesity caused by the overeating can be 

addressed [24] . 

SMPs have potential to provide nanometer scale actuation. Nanometer scale imprints in 

SMP can be created with embossing and subsequently allowed to recover to provide 

actuation [33, 34]. Several applications of recoverable nanometer scale indents in SMPs 

are possible namely covered nano-imprints on medical device can be used for small 

volume drug delivery. Alternatively, small scale imprints can be formed in the arrays to 

create an active nano-structured surface with an adjustable adhesion characteristic. 

Finally, active nano-prints can be used to position nano-particles or nano-wire. Nelson 

et al. [34] have created nano-scale imprints in an epoxy based SMP using an atomic 

force microscopy tip and studied the indentation recovery as a function of time and 

temperature. It is found that at higher temperature (70 P0PC), the indents are barely visible.  

Recently, a concept of cold-hibernated elastic memory utilizing SMPs in open cellular 

structures has been proposed for space-bound structural applications [35, 36]. The 

concept of cold-hibernated elastic memory can be extended to a variety of new 

applications like micro-foldable vehicles and shape determination. Recent studies on 
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SMP-based conductive polymer composites with conducting polymer and carbon 

nanotube show considerable promise for their applications as electro-active and remote 

sensing actuators [37-39]. 

1.2 Supramolecular Polymer Networks Containing Pyridine Moieties. 

1.2.1 Supramolecular Chemistry 

Supramolecular chemistry aiming at constructing highly complex chemical systems and 

advanced materials by designing arrays of components held together through 

inter-molecular force was firstly proposed by Prof. J. M. Lehn [40-43]. Non-covalent 

bonding is the dominant type of inter-molecular force in HTsupramolecular chemistry TH[44, 

45]. These non-covalent interactions include HTionic bondTHs [46], HThydrophobic interactionsTH, 

HThydrogen bondsTH, HTVan der Waals forcesTH [47] and HTDipole-dipole bondsTH [48]. 

Non-covalent interactions in the smart materials or stimuli-responsive polymers permit 

a rapid response to a change in environment [49]. A perfect example is the assembly 

and disassembly of structural motifs such as DNA [50, 51]. Figure 1.3 shows that 

polynucleotide chains form DNA double helix structure through the hydrogen bonding 

formed among the four different types of nucleotides. For example, A (adenine) forms 

two hydrogen bondings with T (thymine) on the opposite strand, and G (guanine) forms 

three hydrogen bondings with C (cytosine) on the opposite strand. Therefore, it is an 

attractive approach to the construction of stimuli-responsive soft materials by linking 

the monomers via non-covalent interactions, or using non-covalent interactions of 

functionalized side-chains as shown in Figure1.4 [52, 53]. 
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Figure 1.3 Supramolecular chemistry in the DNA structure (download from the 

internet web: http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evosite/history/dna2.shtml) 

 

Figure 1.4 Cartoon representations of polymer architectures made using covalent 

and non-covalent links between building blocks [49]. 

1.2.2 Hydrogen Bonding  
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The non-covalent interactions that hold this molecular assembly together must be 

specific and directional, so that the assembly forms as intended and reversible. The 

finished assembly may be annealed or undergo self-healing of defects. The individual 

non-covalent interactions in question have low bond energies compared to covalent 

bonds. Covalent bonds typically have energies of 250–800 kJ·molP

−1
P, whereas the 

strongest hydrogen bonds have energies of 210 kJ·mol P

−1
P, with 12–25 kJ·molP

−1
P being 

more usual for OH···O and NH···N hydrogen bonds [53].  During the process of 

building stimuli-responsive soft materials, hydrogen-bonds are attractive since they are 

highly directional. When several are used in concert, strong binding is formed. When 

built into an array, the placement of donor and acceptor functionalities creates the 

selectivity[49]. Hence, there has been much interest in the study of hydrogen-bonded 

polymers since the strength and selectivity of interaction are all important in 

determining the properties of resulting polymers.  

Hydrogen bonds occur between hydrogen atoms and more electronegative atoms like 

oxygen, nitrogen and fluorine. They do not involve the exchange or sharing of electrons 

like covalent and ionic bonds. Hydrogen bonds occur over short distances and can be 

easily formed and broken. They can also stabilize a molecule and vary in strength from 

very weak (1-2 kJ molP

−1
P) to extremely strong (>155 kJ molP

−1
P). The bond strength itself 

is dependent on temperature, pressure, bond angle and environment, usually 

characterized by local HdielectricH constant. For example, the typical length of a hydrogen 

bond in water is 1.97 Å [54].  
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1.2.3 Function of Pyridine Moieties in Supramolecular Chemistry 

The first use of arrays of hydrogen-bonds was reported in chain polymers and 

cross-linked polymers by Lehn and co-workers [49]. Hitherto, a number of methods 

used for forming functional polymers have been developed. For example, in the 

hydrogen-bonded liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs), several hydrogen bonded system 

are observed, such as acid-pyridine hydrogen bonding, acid-aminopyridine hydrogen 

bonding, acid-imidazole hydrogen bonding and pyridyl-phenol hydrogen bonding [55]. 

Particularly, carboxyl-pyridyl hydrogen bonded systems have drawn wide attention, 

since carboxyl can form stable hydrogen bonding with pyridyl group as a stoichiometry 

of 1:1. They show higher hydrogen bond energy (>45KJ/mol) and association constant 

than that of carboxyl dimmerization. From these systems, it can be found that the 

pyridyl ring plays a key role in the formation of strong hydrogen bonds[56].  

The pyridyl ring is a rigid heteroaromatic moleculeT. Usually, polymers containing 

pyridyl ring particularly in the backbone of polymer show good heat tolerance and 

chemical stability. The dissolvability of polymer in polar solvent can be improved 

greatly through the protonization of nitrogen of pyridine ring. The complexation of 

nitrogen makes the polymer containing pyridine ring use as the Tcatalyst carrier. 

Therefore, polymers containing pyridine moieties have drawn wide attention of scientist 

in recent years. A lot of polymers like polyacrylate acid (PAA), polyurethane (PU) and 

polyester are synthesized to contain pyridine moieties. Not only the mechanical 

properties, Theat tolerance and chemical stability are improved due to their strong 
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hydrogen bonding, but also dissolvability is enhanced. Even some special functions like 

liquid crystalline properties or optical-electrical properties are achieved in some systems. 

Hence, polymer containing pyridine moieties are expected to find many applications in 

the mechanical field, electrical field, aeronautic field and astronauticT field. 

1.1.3 Relationship between SMPs and Supramolecular Polymer Networks 

Generally, polymers exhibit shape memory functionality if the material can be stabilized 

in the deformed state within the particular application temperature range. This can be 

reached by using polymer network chains equipped with one kind of molecular switch. 

The flexibility of chains should be a function of the temperature in the thermal-induced 

SMPs. One possibility for a switch function is a thermal-transition of the network 

chains. At the temperature above TBtransB, the chains are flexible; whereas the flexibility of 

the chains is partly limited at below this TBtransB. These functions can be achieved due to 

the glass transition between the rubber-elastic or viscous state to the glassy state in the 

TBgB-type-SMPs, or the strain-induced crystallization by cooling the material in the 

TBmB-type-SMPs. Whereas the permanent shape of SMP networks is stabilized by 

covalent or non-covalent netpoints with the higher transition temperature (TBpermB) . 

In fact, the glass transition and the strain-induced crystallization are related to the 

inter-molecular force. The inter-molecular force plays a key role in the phase transition 

of reversible phase and the formation of hard domains. Particularly, the inter-molecular 

hydrogen bonding influences greatly the thermo-mechanical properties of SMPs. For 

example, in the SMPU composed of hard segments and soft segments, hydrogen 
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bonding between C=O group and N-H influences the phase separation and the 

formation of hard domains.  

Furthermore, the formation of hydrogen bonding is highly sensitive to a change of 

temperature, concentration of ion and other parameters. One example is that the 

poly(carboxylic acid)s form inter-molecular complexes with poly(ethylene glycol)(PEG) 

due to the hydrogen bonding formed between the carboxyl groups of poly(carboxylic 

acid)s and ether oxygen atoms of PEG. This hydrogen-bonded complex is highly 

sensitive to a change in the concentration or molecular weight of PEG, temperature and 

other parameters. In this way, shape memory properties with a shape recovery of 99% 

are observed in the poly(acrylic acid-co-methyl methacrylate)/PEG complexes due to 

their large difference in storage modulus below and above TBgB. 

Additionally, it was proposed that the thermo-reversible, non-covalent interactions 

could be utilized in SMPs as many kinds of supramolecular polymers were developed 

from small molecules or oligomers. Recently; this proposal was confirmed in the 

cross-linked polymer networks containing only a small fraction of reversibly associating 

side-groups like ureidopyrimidinone (UPy). In this system, hydrogen-bonding 

interactions can stabilize mechanically the strained states in polymer elastomers. 

Excellent SME, strain fixity of about 90% and strain recovery of 100%, accompanied 

by the dynamics of its shape-memory response, can be achieved in this new kind of 

SMPs. Most recently, Zhu et al. also synthesized the supramolecular polyurethane for 

utilization as SMPs by grafting the UPy unit to the elastic polyurethane [57]. In addition, 
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supramolecular physical netpoints were also achieved through the inclusion between 

α-CD or γ-CD and PCL or PEG by Zhang et al. [58-62]. In this system, the α-CD or 

γ-CD inclusion crystallites with PEG or PCL served as a fixing phase while the naked 

PEG crystallites and PCL crystallites served as a reversible phase. 

Therefore, these various investigations imply that there are close relationship between 

shape memory functionality and supramolecular chemistry. The molecular design of 

SMPs should consider carefully the non-covalent interactions in particular the hydrogen 

bonding. In this condition, the introduction of large fraction of hydrogen-acceptors and 

hydrogen-donors in polymer chain would influence greatly the properties of SMP 

networks including the shape memory properties. 

1.4 Statement of Problems 

SMPs are an emerging class of actively moving polymers with wide applications. There 

are close relationships between shape memory polymers and supramolecular chemistry. 

However, there are less supramolecular SMP systems. Hitherto, there is still no report 

about the supramolecular SMPs derived from pyridine derivatives. 

Supramolecular complex based on pyridine moieties are widely studied. However, the 

structure and morphology of pyridine containing polyurethane have not been 

investigated systematically.  

The shape recovery of SMPs is mainly resulted from the change of surrounding 

conditions such as temperature, light and electric field. However, shape memory 
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functionality is expected without influencing the existed conditions.  

Hitherto, most of the SMPs are only responsive to heat. The present studies of 

moisture-sensitive SMPs and water-driven SMPs mainly concentrate on the changing of 

morphology from the physical aspect [63-65]. There are few reports focusing on the 

molecular design. The present water-driven SMPs cannot be put into practical 

application due to their low moisture absorption and slow shape recovery speed.      

Soft segment and hard segment are generally required in the synthesis of SMPUs. 

Hitherto, a lot of polyols are developed to synthesize SMPUs. However, there are no 

reports that SMPU is synthesized without soft segment. Material researchers always 

hesitate whether SMPU can be synthesized with only chain extenders and diisocyanates.  

Therefore, the objectives of this project are: 

(1) To synthesize one novel kind of supramolecular SMPUs containing pyridine 

moieties;  

(2) To characterize the SMPUs containing pyridine moieties systematically.  

(3) To investigate their SMEs including thermal-induced SME and moisture sensitive 

SME; 

(4) To explore the applications of SMPU containing pyridine moieties in smart textiles.  

1.5 Research Methodology 
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The hydroxyl-end capped pyridine derivative containing a pyridine ring, N, 

N-bis(2-hydroxylethyl)isonicotinamide (BINA), is selected in this project to synthesize 

supramolecular SMPUs containing pyridine moieties (PUPys). PUPys without soft 

segment is synthesized directly using HDI and BINA. A series of PUPys with various 

BINA contents or with various MDI-BDO contents are synthesized from BINA, HDI, 

MDI and BDO etc.. The fraction of pyridine ring content and the rigidity of hard 

segment are controlled by adjusting the BINA content and MDI-BDO content, 

respectively. 

Thereafter, the molecular structure and hydrogen bonding of PUPys is investigated by 

FT-IR spectroscopy. The dissociation-association of hydrogen bonding is studied with 

temperature-dependent FT-IR spectroscopy carefully. At the same time, the influence of 

BINA content and MDI-BDO content on the structure and morphology of PUPys is 

investigated by FT-IR, DSC, DMA and WAXD etc.. In order to investigate the role of 

pyridine ring, the pyridine ring protonization is investigated using the HDI-BINA 

copolymer by adding inorganic acid.  

On the basis of the morphology studies, the SMEs including thermal-induced SME and 

moisture-sensitive SME are mainly studied systematically by the thermal-mechanical 

testing and moisture immerse testing, respectively. The influences of pyridine ring 

content and MDI-BDO content on the thermal-induced SME and moisture-sensitive 

SME are also investigated systematically. 

To investigate the mechanism of thermal-induced SME, the association and dissociation 
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of hydrogen bonding are studied carefully by using temperature-dependent FT-IR. To 

investigate the mechanism of moisture-sensitive SME, the moisture absorption 

behaviors and the resulting influence are also investigated systematically by weight 

method, FT-IR, TGA, DSC and DMA etc..  

Based on the investigation of morphology and the study of thermal-induced SME and 

moisture-sensitive SME of PUPys, the potential applications are also explored in this 

study, such as reshape applications, shape memory hair and smart windows etc.. 

1.6 Significance of Investigation 

It succeeds to synthesize supramolecular SMPU networks containing pyridine moieties. 

This study provides a new strategy to fabricate SMPs by using supramolecular entities.  

It greatly reinforces the understanding of shape memory functionality.  

The present project provides a typical example to achieve SMEs without heat by 

changing the morphology of SMPs. It promotes the development of multi-responsive 

SMEs significantly in the polymer networks. The investigation of moisture-sensitive 

SMEs will further promote the applications of SMPs greatly.  

This work succeeds in combining supramolecular chemistry with smart materials. This 

research will promote further fundamental research about smart polymers, and it is 

benefit to the development of supramolecular chemistry. Finally, it is expected to bridge 

the gap between supramolecular chemistry and smart polymers. 
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1.7 Arrangement of Thesis 

This project concentrates on the studies of supramolecular SMPUs containing pyridine 

moieties. The main tasks include (1) the study of supramolecular structure and 

morphology, (2) the study of thermal-sensitive SME, (3) the study of moisture-sensitive 

SME, and (4) the exploration of potential applications. Thus, this thesis can be arranged 

as shown below. 

The thesis is divided into 8 chapters: 

Chapter 1 is the introduction. In this chapter, introduction of SMPs and supramolecular 

polymer networks containing pyridine moieties, and the relationship between SMPs and 

supramolecular polymer networks are introduced. Thereafter, the problems and 

significances of this project are stated. 

Chapter 2 is the literature review. In this chapter, SMPs are reviewed briefly according 

to the history, classification, and development of TBgB-type-SMPs, TBmB-type-SMPs and 

TBi B-type-SMPs, and the research frontier of SMPs. In addition, polymers containing 

pyridine moieties are also reviewed with respect to the functional polymers, 

supramolecular polymers, supramolecular LCPs and polymer blends.  

Chapter 3 is the preparation of supramolecular SMPU containing pyridine moieties. In 

this chapter, the preparation processes of SMPU containing pyridine moieties are 

introduced in detail. At the same time, the raw materials, synthesis routines and 

chemical compositions for two main series of BINA-based-SMPU are also described 
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systematically.  

Chapter 4 is the characterization techniques. In this chapter, characterization 

techniques used in this project are introduced including Differential Scanning 

Calorimetry (DSC), Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA), Fourier Transforms 

Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR), investigation methods for thermal-sensitive shape 

memory properties, moisture absorbability and moisture-sensitive shape memory 

properties, and some other characterization methods. 

Chapter 5 is the study of structure and morphology of supramolecular SMPU 

containing pyridine moieties. In this chapter, the structure of BINA-based-SMPU is 

introduced according to the molecular analysis, theoretical analysis using G03W 

program, FT-IR analysis and NMR analysis. In addition, the morphologies including 

thermal-properties and dynamical mechanical properties are investigated systematically. 

At the same time, the influence of protonization, BINA contents and MDI-BDO 

contents will be studied in detail. These works provide the fundamental knowledge of 

structure and morphology for the further investigation of thermal-induced SMEs and 

moisture-sensitive SMEs. 

Chapter 6 is the study of thermal-induced SME of supramolecular SMPU containing 

pyridine moieties. In this chapter, the thermal induced-SME of PUPy comparing with 

other SMPUs is firstly described to give a comprehensive introduction about the 

thermal-induced SME of BINA-based-SMPUs. The influence of BINA content and 

MDI-BDO content on the thermal-induced SME including shape fixity, shape recovery 
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and shape recovery stress are introduced systematically. Moreover, the temperature- 

dependent strain recovery process of PUPys with various BINA contents and MDI-BDO 

contents are also investigated; and the effect of deformation temperature are studied 

carefully. Furthermore, the thermal-induced SME mechanism is also discussed in 

Chapter 6. Hence, a clear understanding about the thermal-induced SMEs of 

supramolecular SMPU containing pyridine moieties is obtained.  

Chapter 7 is the study of moisture-sensitive SME of supramolecular SMPU containing 

pyridine moieties. In this chapter, the TmoistureT absorption of PUPy is investigated firstly 

followed by the study of effect of RH, temperature, BINA content and MDI-BDO 

content. The influence of moisture absorption on the thermal-properties and dynamical 

mechanical properties is also investigated carefully. Based on the investigation result of 

moisture absorption, the moisture-sensitive SME are investigated systematically 

including the effect of RH, temperature, BINA content and MDI-BDO content. In 

addition, the moisture-sensitive SME mechanism is also discussed in this chapter.  

Chapter 8 is the conclusions and applications of PUPys. In this chapter, the conclusions 

summarize all important results of this project including the structure and morphology 

of PUPys, the thermal-induced SME of PUPy and moisture-sensitive SME of PUPys. In 

addition, the potential applications of PUPys are explored, such as the reshape 

applications, shape memory hair applications, two-way SMPs applications and 

antibacterial applications in medical fields and intelligent windows for smart textiles. 

Finally, the outlook and future work are also proposed in Chapter 8.  
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Through these introductions, the structure and morphology of PUPys, thermal-induced 

SME and moisture-induced SME of PUPys, and the relationship between morphology 

and properties of PUPy are expected to be discussed clearly in this thesis.   
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Development of Shape Memory Polymers (SMPs) 

2.1.1 History and Classification of SMPs 

The term “shape memory” was firstly proposed by Vernon in 1941 [15, 16], ten years 

earlier than the appearance of the first shape memory alloy (SMA) [66]. However, the 

importance of SMPs was not recognized until 1960s when cross-linked polyethylene 

(PE) has been used as heat shrinkable tubes and films [8, 67, 68]. Significant efforts to 

development of SMPs began in the late 1980s and accelerated in the 1990s. Hitherto, a 

lot of polymers such as polynorbornene, poly(trans-isoprene), styrene–butadiene 

copolymers and segmented PUs have been developed to demonstrate SMEs for diverse 

applications [2, 17].  

The classifications of SMPs are widely discussed. According to the external stimulus, 

SMPs have been widely reported as thermal-induced SMPs, light-induced SMPs, 

electro-active SMPs and magnetic-sensitive SMPs.  Based on the nature of netpoints, 

Ratana et al.[8] and Liu et al.[17] divided the SMPs into physical-crosslinked SMPs and 

chemical-crosslinked SMPs. Even the biodegradable SMPs are also regarded as one 

special kind of SMPs. In addition, based on the nature of switch, SMPs are sometimes 

subdivided into Tg-type-SMPs with amorphous phase and Tm-type-SMPs with 

crystalline phase [8]. However, Behl et al. [24] divided the actively moving polymers 

into shape-memory polymers and shape-changing polymers. These classifications are 
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not accepted uniformly since they do not or partly show the principle of SMPs.  

In this chapter, SMPs are classified according to the phase transition of polymer since 

the basic principle of SMEs in SMPs is the phase transformation. In the DSC curves, 

glass transition, crystal-melt transition and liquid crystalline phase transition are three 

kinds of typical phase transitions of polymers. In this chapter, Tg-type-SMPs, 

Tm-type-SMPs and Ti-type-SMPs are used to delegate the SMPs based on the glass 

transition, SMPs based on the crystal-melt transition and SMPs based on the liquid 

crystalline phase transition, respectively. The following sections will summarize the 

development of SMPs from these three categories.  

2.1.2 Tg-type-SMPs  

 

Figure 2.1 Typical DSC curve of glass transition of polymers 

Figure 2.1 presents a typical DSC curves showing the glass transition of polymers. This 
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kind of phase transition shows that the polymer enters into rubber state from glassy state 

to rubber state as the temperature increases to above Tg. Glass transition appears in 

almost all polymeric materials. Polymers having a Tg above room temperature are good 

candidates of SMPs when they have stable netpoints. In this kind of SMPs, amorphous 

phase serves as the switch, and the Tg corresponds to the transition temperature (Ttrans) 

of SMPs. Generally, an external force applied above the Tg causes deformation to a 

secondary shape; thereafter, the secondary shape can be fixed when SMPs are cooled 

down below Tg. Hence, the elastic energy exerted during deformation is stored. The 

recovery of the original shape can be accomplished by reheating above its Tg, thereby 

releasing the stored energy [8]. 

In the covalent cross-linked SMPs, they show excellent shape recovery accompanied by 

rubbery elasticity due to the nature of permanent (or near permanent) cross-linking [17]. 

Tunable shape recovery capacity can be adjusted through the extent of covalent 

cross-linking. However, the primary shape is covalently fixed. Thus, these materials are 

difficult to reshape thereafter. An example of this class is a chemical cross-linked 

vinylidene random copolymer consisting of two vinylidene monomers, one being 

methyl methacrylate and the other butyl methacrylate. These homopolymers show two 

very different Tg at 110℃ and at 200℃, respectively [69]. The random copolymer itself 

gives a single, sharp Tg that is tunable between the two values by varying the 

composition. The rubbery modulus is precisely adjustable to accommodate each 

particular application by varying the extent of cross-linking. In this case, it is achieved 

by copolymerization with a tetraethylene glycol dimethacrylate. This thermoset shows a 
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complete shape fixing and fast complete shape recovery in hot water at the stress-free 

stage. In addition, this polymer has the advantage of being castable and optically 

transparent [17].  

In addition to the chemical cross-linked polymers, amorphous polymers with ultra-high 

molecular weight (Mn> 106 g .mol-1) may also show similar properties with the chemical 

cross-linked polymer because of their lack of flow above Tg and good shape fixing by 

vitrification. Such polymers feature a significant number of entanglements per chain 

(>25) and these entanglements function as physical cross-links on the time scale of 

typical deformations (1s<t<10 s). Such physical cross-linking forms a three dimensional 

network that gives excellent elasticity above Tg, but makes thermal processing difficult; 

instead solvent-based processing may be required. These characteristics make the 

polymers essentially behave like the chemical-crosslinked SMPs. The most widely 

known materials with these characteristics include polynorbornene (PN, Norsorex1), 

with Tg ≈ 40 ℃[9, 70-72], and high molecular weight poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA), with Tg ≈ 105℃ [73]. Such polymers show quite complete shape fixing when 

vitrified and demonstrate fast complete shape recovery due to the sharp glass transition 

and high entanglement density. However, the disadvantages of such materials are: 1) the 

transition temperature cannot be easily varied; 2) the modulus plateau which controls 

the energy stored when deforming is adjustable; 3) the polymer will creep under stress 

at high temperature due to the finite lifetime of the entanglements; and 4) difficulty of 

processing because of the high viscosity associated with high molecular weight 

polymers. Hence, the processing of such materials is limited to solvent casting instead 
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of more desirable thermal processing such as extrusion, injection molding, or 

compression molding [17].  

It is a processing technological advancement of SMPs that the crystalline or rigid 

amorphous domains serve as physical cross-links. When the temperature is raised to 

above Tm or Tg (symbolized as Thigh) of physical domains, the material will flow and 

can be processed and reshaped. Another continuous phase, having a lower Tg 

(symbolized as Tlow), exists and softens to a rubbery state at Tlow<T<Thigh and fixes a 

secondary shape upon cooling to T<Tlow. For some block copolymers, the soft domain 

shows a sharp glass transition that can be tuned to be useful for shape memory [74]. For 

example, in the thermoplastic PU based on the PCL soft segment blends with phenoxy 

resin, a single glass transition forms and is tunable by varying the ratio between the 

phenoxy resin and the PCL segments. In another system where norbornene is 

copolymerized with a polyhedral oligosilsesquioxane (norbornenyl-POSS) hybrid 

monomer, the thermal process-ability and suppressed high temperature yielding of 

polynorbornene homopolymer are improved. Both the critical temperatures and the 

stored energy during deformation (rubbery modulus) are enhanced. However, the Tg of 

copolymer broadens somewhat which can slightly retard the shape-recovery speed [75]. 

Furthermore, SMEs are also achieved in some low crystallinity, semi-crystalline 

homo-polymers, or melt-miscible polymer blends,[76, 77]. In these systems, the crystals 

serve as physical cross-links (or hard domains) and the composition-dependent 

amorphous phase serves as the switch phase. For the miscible blends, the Tg of the 
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amorphous phase and the work output during shape recovery can be easily tuned by 

changing the blend composition. Some examples of this system are poly(vinyl acetate) 

(PVAc) with poly(lactic acid) (PLA); and PVAc or PMMA with poly(vinyldiene 

fluoride) (PVDF). In the PLA/PVDF polymer blends, both PLA and PVDF show 

semi-crystalline features and have a degree of crystallinity of about 50%. Hence, the 

degree of crystallinity of the blends varies from 0 to 50% according to the blend ratio. 

The crystallinity controls the rubbery modulus. The Tg of the amorphous phase works 

as Ttrans and can be tailored between the Tg values of the two homopolymers. 

Accordingly, the multi-bock copolymer, PLA-co-poly(glycolide-co-caprolactone) and 

PLA-HA composites have also been developed to show desirable SMEs [76, 78] . 

Other physical cross-links within the hard domains can also help set the network acting 

as netpoints. Some examples of physical netpoints include hydrogen bonding [79] and 

ionic clusters [80]. The existence of these interactions strengthens the hard domains by 

decreasing chain slippage during deformation and therefore increases the extent of 

shape recovery. Ionomers themselves can be very strong in setting a network, giving 

elasticity similar to the chemical cross-linked SMPs [81]. 

In addition to the examples given above, a lot of other materials are also reported to 

show SMEs based on the same mechanism mentioned above, such as poly(alkyl 

methacrylate) copolymers [82, 83], polystyrene copolymers [84, 85], filler-modified 

epoxy networks [86-88], chemical cross-linked amorphous PUs [89], poly((methyl 

methacrylate)-co-(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone))–PEG semi-IPNs [90], dehydrochlorinated 
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crosslikined PVC [91], HDI–HPED–TEA network [92], and biodegradable 

copolyester–urethane networks [93]. PLA-co-poly(glycolide-co-caprolactone) [76], 

PET-PEG copolymer [94], PLAGC multiblock copolymer [76], PLA–HA composites 

[78], PVDF/PVAc Blends [74, 95], POSS-PN block copolymer [70], Poly(ketone- 

co-alcohol) [95], Corn oil copolymer [96]. Particularly, segmented PUs have been 

extensively researched [97-101].  

2.1.3 Tm-type-SMPs 

 

Figure 2.2 Typical DSC curve of crystal-melt transition of polymers 

Another important phase transition in the semi-crystalline polymer is the crystal-melt 

transition. Figure 2.2 provides the typical DSC curves of crystal-melt transition of 

polymers. In this kind of SMPs, the crystal melting transition is employed to trigger 

shape recovery, typically giving a sharper recovery event. The secondary shapes are 

fixed due to crystallization. Similar to the Tg-type-SMPs, the permanent shapes of 
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Tm-type-SMPs can also be established by chemical cross-linking or physical cross- 

linking. When compared with Tg-type-SMPs, the Tm-type-SMPs are generally more 

compliant below the critical temperature with a stiffness which depends on the degree 

of crystallinity. Shape-recovery speeds are also faster for this first-order transition with 

an often sharper transition zone [17].  

One classic Tm-type-SMP is chemically cross-linked trans-polyisoprene [102, 103]  

This polymer is a semi-crystalline polymer having a Tm of 67℃ and a degree of 

crystallinity around 40%, giving a stiffness of about 100 MPa at room temperature. 

Another example is trans-polyoctenamer (polycyclooctene, PCO) which is synthesized 

with a Trans content of 80%. The polymer have a Tg of -70℃ and a Tm of 58℃ [16, 104, 

105], showing much better thermal stability. In addition, Lendlein and co-workers have 

also developed one kind of biodegradable SMPs by synthesizing and copolymerizing a 

narrowly dispersed, oligomeric poly(ε-caprolactone) dimethacrylate with n-butyl 

acrylate under UV radiation to yield a multi-block structure [105, 106]. In this example, 

the PCL segments form a crystalline structure to fix a secondary shape at lower 

temperature, leaving the Tm of the PCL segments to control the shape recovery 

temperature. Meanwhile, the amorphous n-butyl acrylate main chains together with the 

PCL dimethacrylate form a cross-linking network, prompting the shape recovery by a 

softening effect with its low Tg  (e.g. -55℃). The merit of this material lies with the 

very sharp crystal-melt transition. Recently, other synthetic methods based on radiation 

cross-linking have also been proposed to construct this kind of biodegradable SMPs 

networks [107-109]. 
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Cross-linking a semi-crystalline material will impede crystal formation and might cause 

a lower degree of crystallinity, broader crystal-size distribution, resulting in a lower and 

broader Tm. Efforts are undertaken to specifically cross-link the amorphous fraction 

only but not the crystalline fraction so as to keep a sharp transition and avoid a drop in 

Tm due to cross-linking effect. Successful implementation of this approach was reported 

recently for a blend composition composed of a semi-crystalline polymer acting as the 

reversible phase and a specially functionallized, co-continuous rubber matrix as the 

permanent phase. Special curing techniques have been performed to only cross-link the 

rubber matrix, leaving the semi-crystalline phase unaffected [110]. 

in addition to the the crystalline and glassy domains, some other physical cross-linking 

techniques can also help to set the network within the hard domains. The Tm of soft 

domain functions as Ttrans; and the secondary shapes are fixed by the crystallization of 

soft domains. These examples include multi-block PU featuring PEO as a soft segment 

[111], and styrene–trans-butadiene–styrene (STBS) triblock copolymers [112]. In the 

STBS system, STBS is a strongly segregated ABA-type triblock copolymer with a 

minor component of polystyrene (PS) segments, ca. 10–30 volume percent, serving as 

A-domains at each end of the macromolecular chains, and a major component of 

semi-crystalline poly(trans-butadiene) (TPB) segments as B-domains in the middle 

block. Due to the immiscibility between PS and TPB blocks, the copolymer phase 

separates and PS blocks form discontinuous, amorphous micro-domains having Tg = 

93℃. TPB blocks form a semi-crystalline, comparatively compliant matrix having a Tm 

of 68 ℃ and a Tg far below room temperature at -90℃. Since the rigid PS 
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micro-domains remain rigid up to 90℃, hence they serve as physical cross-links whose 

configuration set the permanent shape. When heated to 68℃ <T<90℃, the material 

becomes flexible and rubbery due to the melting of the TPB crystals in the matrix, but 

does not flow due to the rigid PS microdomains. At this stage, the materials have a 

storage modulus resembling rubber as dictated by the TPB molecular weight. When 

cooled below 40℃, the TPB matrix crystallizes so that a secondary (deformed) shape 

can be ‘‘fixed’’ by these crystals. The energy exerted during deformation is then 

‘‘frozen’’ into the material. The shape can return to the permanent shape upon melting 

of TPB.  

As a similar approach, PU with semi-crystalline flexible segments has been widely 

investigated for shape-memory applications [99, 101, 113-115]. Conventionally, PUs 

are multi-block copolymers consisting of alternating oligomeric sequences of hard and 

soft segments. The hard segments form physical cross-links through polar interaction, 

hydrogen bonding or crystallization. Meanwhile, crystalline soft segments form the 

thermally reversible phase and the crystallization of soft segments governs the 

secondary shape. PUs are attractive because of their advantage including tunable 

stiffness, adjustable transition temperature and good biocompatibility. In addition, PUs 

can also easily be foamed [116-119]. Hitherto, a series of SMPUs are designed and 

synthesized through the selection of different soft segment from various polyols such as 

PHAG, PCL, PBAG and PTMG [100, 120]; and hard segment such as POSS hybrid 

monomer [70, 121] and MDI-BDO domains [122]. On the other hand, the materials 

may also be designed to be biocompatible and biodegradable. Hydrophilic polyols  like 
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PEG have been also incorporated in soft domains, allowing the potential for strain 

recovery triggered by water vapor [123].  

2.1.4 Ti-type-SMPs 
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Figure 2.3 Typical DSC curves of LCPs for anisotropic-isotropic phase transition 

In addition to the glass transition and crystal-melt transition, another first-order phase 

transition appears on the DSC curves of liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs) as shown in 

Figure 2.3. Similar to the crystal-melt transition, an endothermic peak appears on the 

heating curves, and usually an exothermic peak appears on the cooling curves. This 

phase transition is called “liquid crystalline phase transition” showing the phase 

transition from anisotropic phase to isotropic phase. To demonstrate shape memory 

functionality, chemical cross-links or physical cross-links are also required. This 

crosslinked LCPs are developed to liquid crystalline elastomers (LCEs). If the LCE is 
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judiciously prepared; all liquid crystal mesogens will be oriented uniformly in the whole 

sample as a mono-domain called “liquid single crystal elastomer”. The microscopic 

molecular shape change during the anisotropic-isotropic phase transition will then be 

translated to a macroscopic shape change of elastomers.  

The concept of LCEs was firstly proposed by de Gennes in 1975 [124], and the first 

example of LCEs was prepared by Finkelmann et al. in 1981 [125]. The importance of 

LCEs was not recognized until 26% contraction was observed in this material owing to 

the change in order parameter as a result of the change in molecular alignment of 

mesogens [126]. This anisotropic deformation behavior has been the subject of 

extensive studies since then [127, 128]. In 2000, Finkelmann group had synthesized a 

main-chain LCEs having spontaneous thermal expansion capability which was quite 

suitable for artificial muscles [129]. In 2001, Terentjev et al.[130] have studied the 

mono-domain (single-crystal) nematic elastomer materials by synthesizing side-chain 

siloxane polymers with various cross-linkers. Most recently, Terentjev group have 

synthesized another new thermoplastic LCE again using the telechelic principle of 

microphase separation in tri-blcok copolymer[131]. The large central block was made 

of a main-chain nematic copolymer renowned for its large spontaneous elongation 

along the nematic director. The resulting transient network retained the director 

alignment and showed significant SMEs. Its plasticity at temperatures above the 

nematic-isotropic transition allowed drawing thin well-aligned fibers from the melt. 

The fibers exhibited reversible contraction of heating and elongation upon cooling. The 

maximum amplitude of actuation strain corresponding to the full range between Tg and 
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Ti was about 500%.  

In addition, Terentjev group also presented one kind of SMP nano-particles that had an 

intrinsic non-spherical shape. They observed for the first time that within a certain 

range of particle sizes, their shape became naturally ellipsoidal with a significant 

aspect ratio. This shape was determined by the quasi-equilibrium shape memory of 

entangled main-chain LCP and changed reversibly back to spherical shape on heating 

the polymers into isotropic phase. This observation made the shape memory effect 

important for nano-technological applications such as nano-actuators [132].  

In 2001, Ratna group prepared another free-standing anisotropic side-chain LCE films 

with laterally affixed polymerizable side chains. In this system, 35-45% strain changed 

with 210KPa stress was achieved through the nematic-isotropic phase transition [133]. 

Using the same monomers, they continued to prepare a well-oriented nematic 

elastomer fiber actuator in 2003. This actuator showed the muscle-like physical 

properties with an elongation up to 35% and break stress of 280KPa [134]. Recently, 

they restudied the physical properties of the LCE films again by varying the amount 

and concentration of two crosslinkers. They tuned the strains from 10 to 35%, elastic 

moduli form 3 to 14 MPa, and transition temperatures from  60 to 75°C , [135].   

In addition to the thermal-induced SME, photo-induced SMEs like  photo-induced 

contraction and photo-induced bending has been also achieved in the LCEs containing 

photo-responsive moieties. The reversible contraction/expansion or bending/unbending 

can remember more than two states of shapes. For example, film is bent towards the 
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direction of irradiation of the light with the bending occurring parallel to the direction 

of light polarization after exposure to 366nm light. When the bent film is exposed to 

visible light with a wavelength longer than 540nm, it can be completely reverted to its 

initial flat state. Moreover, the bending-unbending cycle of this mode can be repeated 

without apparent fatigue [136] 

 

Figure 2.4 SME mechanism induced by light in LCEs [129] 

The mechanism of light-induced SMPs is different from that of thermal-induced shape 

memory LCEs. It is well known that upon alternate irradiation of UV and visible light, 

azobenzene undergoes reversible trans-cis isomerization accompanied by a significant 

change in molecular length from about 9.0Å in trans form to 5.5 Å in cis form. 

Therefore, by the incorporation of azobenzene chromophores into LCEs, a large 

photo-contraction is observed [137, 138]. In this system, the driving force used for the 

deformation is suggested to arise from the variation of alignment order caused by the 

well-known photo-chemical phase transition. Upon UV light irradiation, the 

azobenzene LCs experience a reduction in alignment order. It even results in phase 
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transition from LC phase to isotropic phase. The rod-like trans-azobenzene moieties 

stabilize the LC alignment. Whereas the bent cis forms lower LC order parameter 

[131]. This is considered to be the photo-deformation mechanism of LCEs containing 

photoisomerizable groups as shown in Figure 2.4. 

Since this kind of LCEs shows response to both temperature and light, it has been 

extensively explored as functional and high-performance materials. For instance, 

Terentfev’s group had studied a wide range of photo-sensitive nematic LCEs. They 

observed both the thermal expansion/contraction behaviors and photo-sensitive 

expansion/contraction behavior in the polymer containing a suitable content 

azobenzene unit and cross-linking density. Recently, the photo-induced and precisely 

direction-controllable bending have been also realized in azobenzene LCEs [139, 140]. 

The cross-linked LCEs were prepared by in-situ photo-polymerization of a LC 

monomer containing an azobenzene moiety and a diacrylate with an azobenzene 

moiety. In addition, LC gels and LC networks with a large deformation and fast 

response had been obtained in Ikeda’g group[138]. In these systems, bending and 

unbending were observed only in good solvents such as toluene and chloroform, but 

not in poor solvents such as methanol and n-hexane. Interestingly, the cross-linked LC 

polymer films showed a bending toward the irradiation direction even in air, i.e. in the 

absence of any solvent, when the films were heated to 90℃ which was above the Ti of 

the films. The response of the cross-linked LC polymer films for bending in air was 

also fast; the bending was completed in 80 seconds and the bent film was restored to 

the initial flat film in 90 seconds. The bending was ascribed to a volume contraction 
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induced by the photo-chemical phase transition only in the surface region due to the 

limitation of absorption of photons. 

Furthermore, azobenzene-doped LCE floating on water was observed to swim away 

from the light [139]. These LCE materials doped with azo dye “Disperse Orange 1” 

showed a large isochoric contraction when irradiated with ultraviolet light. Using 

ATRP technology, recently, Cui et al. [141] had prepared photo-active thermoplastic 

elastomers of azobenzene-containing tri-block copolymer. In this system, the elasticity 

coupled to the LC phases of the Azo-SCLCP form the micro-domains and the 

photo-activity of azobenzene mesogens related to the reversible trans-cis 

photo-isomerization imparted new features and properties.  

From a reaction point of view, two basic approaches were reported to prepare LCEs. 

The first approach developed involved the cross-linking of an acrylate polymer 

prealigned in a magnetic field. The second method involved a two-step cross-linking 

strategy of a siloxane LCPs. The first stage involved a lightly cross-linking of the 

polymer while applying a stress field. Subsequently, a second cross-linking reaction 

was performed to fix the large dimensions with permanent alignment, so that the 

highly anisotropic mechanical properties were produced. An alternative approach to 

produce inter-molecular cross-linking was photo-cross-linking [142].   

Recently, researchers have realized that the synthesis of block copolymers with a 

well-defined structure and narrow molecular-weight distribution is a crucial step for 

the realization of RNR triblock LCEs. Only the block copolymers with a narrow 
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molecular weight distribution would display very regular, long-range ordered 

structures. However, most of the main-chain LC polymer exhibited fairly large 

polydispersities due to the polycondensation reactions. In contrast, the polymerization 

technology used to prepare side-chain LC polymers, e.g. living or controlled 

polymerizations, allowed the synthesis of macromolecules with narrow molecular 

weight distributions. In this way, some novel synthesis technologies like atom transfer 

radical polymerization (ATRP) and ring-opening metathesis (ROMP) were used to 

synthesize the side-on Iso/LC/Iso, e.g. RNR, tri-block copolymer [143]. For instance, 

Li et al. in 2004 had synthesized a muscle-like material with a lamellar structure, based 

on a nematic triblock copolymer using ATRP technology [144]. As different from other 

LCEs, the contraction of this kind of elastomers could be completely reversible on 

cooling down to room temperature. Therefore, it is believed that these novel 

technologies will bring the synthesis of LCEs into another “sky”. 

2.1.5 Research Frontiers of SMPs. 

2.1.5.1 Supramolecular SMPs 

In the traditional SMPs, SME results from the increasing movement of molecular chain 

at above Tg or Tm. However, most recently, the thermo-reversible non-covalent 

interactions are proposed to utilize in SMPs. In this kinds of SMPs, there are a lot of 

non-covalent bonds like hydrogen bond which may influence the interaction of polymer 

chain. The dissociation of strong hydrogen bond results in the movement of polymer 

chain greatly while the association of non-covalent bond results in the ‘fixing’ of 
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polymer chain. For example, supramolecular shape memory elastomers were achieved 

in the polymer networks containing the reversibly associating side-groups, e.g. 

ureidopyridinone (UPy). In this system, the self-complementary hydrogen-bonding 

interaction was used to stabilize mechanically the strained states in polymer elastomers. 

The shape recovery was achieved upon heating due to the dissociation of hydrogen 

bonds as shown in Figure 2.5 [145]. In addition to the excellent strain recovery, one 

unique feature of this new SMP is the dynamics of its shape-memory response. Hence, 

fabricating SMPs with supramolecular switches has been an attractive research direction 

of SMPs.  

 

Figure 2.5 Illustration of molecular mechanism of supramolecular SMPs [137] 

Apart from the supramolecular switches, non-covalent bonding was also used to 

determine the permanent shape of polymer network as the physical netpoints. For 

example, Zhang et al. reported the novel supramolecular SMPs networks based on both 
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the partial ɑ-CD-PEG inclusion complex and biodegradable ɑ-CD-PCL inclusion 

complex. In this system, the ɑ-CD-PEG inclusion crystallites or ɑ-CD-PCL crystallites, 

served as fixing phase, Whereas the naked PEG crystallitesor PCL crystallites served as 

a reversible phase. Recently, they also prepared another novel supramolecular SMP 

networks based on the self-assembly of γ-CD with PEG with the same principle.  

2.1.5.2 Light-induced SMPs 

 

Figure 2.6 Illustration of molecular mechanism of photo-responsive SMPs [22] 

Most of the SMEs are activated by increasing the surrounding temperature or by heating 

indirectly with an electrical current or light illumination. SMEs have also been reported 

by the incorporation of reversibly reacting molecular switches upon irradiation with 

light without any change in temperature [24]. The typical example is the 

photo-responsive SMPs based on the photo-responsive cinmic acid type molecules such 

as cinmic acid (CA) and cinmylidene acetic acid (CAA). These monomers are able to 
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undergo efficient photo-reversible [2+2] cyclo-addition reactions when exposed to 

alternating wavelengths, i.e. λ>260nm or λ<260nm. This kind of SMPs enables shape 

recovery at ambient temperature by using remote activation. Therefore, the 

photo-responsive SMP also has drawn the wide attention of scientists.  

2.1.5.3 Water/Moisture-sensitive SMPs 

Recently, another important innovation in the SMP fields is the shape-recovery 

achieved through decreasing Ttrans or dissolving crystal inside by applying the external 

stimulus. This shape recovery is quite different from the traditional shape recovery 

activated by an increase in temperature. A typical example is the water-driven 

programmable shape memory behavior in the commercial SMPUs (MM3520 and 

MM5520) demonstrated by Yang et al. [63-65, 146]. They found that the Tg of SMPU 

could be reduced dramatically after immersing in water. Another kind of 

water-responsive shape memory behavior was observed in the PEG-based-PU 

modified with POSS [147]. In this system, the nano-structured SMPU block 

copolymers were synthesized by using POSS and PEG. More than 70% shape recovery 

was achieved at 30 ℃ temperature in the water condition since the PEG crystalline 

segment of PU is dissolved upon immersion in water, resulting in the disappearance of 

switch segment. This kind of SMPs provides another way to achieve SME without 

heating and light. This research will be very important to the development of SMPs.  

2.2 Development of Polymers containing Pyridine Moieties 
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2.2.1 Functional Pyridine Containing Polymers 

In the past decade, pyridine containing polymers were widely studied [148]. Some 

typical examples include the thermally stable and easy process-able resins containing 

pyridine units and pyrrolonebenzimidazole moieties [149], polyamides based on 

pyridine containing monomers [150]; conjugated polymers having electro-conductive 

and photoconductive properties like poly (2, 6- or 2, 5-) pyridine, alternating 

copolymers like poly-pyridine-N-alkyl carbazole [151], photo-conductive 

poly-thienyl-pyridine [152] and conjugated semiconductor polyazomethine containing 

pyridine units. In addition, polyureas incorporating 2,6-pyridine rings were synthesized 

and used for the production of light emitting diodes based on the terbium immobilized 

polyurea chelates [153]. 

Self-Assembly is the main preparation method to achieve functions in the pyridine 

containing polymers; For example, diverse polymers functionalized with 2, 

6-diaminopyridine were synthesized by self-assembly with complementary 

thymine-functionalized gold (Au) nano-particles [154] for preparing nano-composites; 

or for selective sorption of Au(III) from solutions containing the related metal ions 

[155]. Polymers bearing structures able to non-covalently crosslink were prepared by 

the ring opening metathesis polymerization of the corresponding norbornenes. Side 

chain groups from diaminopyridine, uracil or diaminotriazine act as recognition 

elements and polymers self-assemble into spherical polymersomes. ABC tri-block 

copolymers showing self-complementary abilities were prepared via ring opening 
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metathesis polymerization starting to three monomers derived from exo-7-oxabicyclo 

[2.2.1] hept-5-ene-2,3-dicarboximide, one of them bearing an acetylated 

diaminopyridine moiety [156]. The polyamide obtained by polycondensation of 

2,6-diaminopyridine and 2,6-pyridine dicarboxylic acid was created as the first polymer 

that assembled itself into a double helix (DNA type) in solution. Synthesis and 

physicochemical characterization of some polymer-supported rhodium catalysts based 

on polyamides having 2, 6- and 2,5-pyridine units were reported [157]. These catalysts 

were used for hydrosilylation of vinyl compounds like phenylacetylene. 

Polyamide-esters were prepared from 2,6-pyridine dicarboxylic acid and ethanolamine 

derivatives and investigated for the polymer sorption behavior towards heavy metal ions 

[158]. In addition, higher performance polymer based on the polyureas containing 

2,6-pyridine moiety and polyparabanic acids, and polyurethane-ureas containing 

2,6-pyridine rings were prepared [148]. 

2.2.2 Supramolecular Pyridine Containing Polymers 

Many studies regarding molecular recognition in the construction of supramolecular 

polymer architecture through non-covalent bonds were reported. For example, 

telechelic macromonomers end-capped with either nucleobase (adenine, thymine) 

derivatives or a tridentate ligand, e.g. 2,6-bis(benzimidazole)pyridine, show 

polymer-like properties in solid state (nucleobase derivatives) or in the presence of 

metal ion solutions (tridentate ligand). The synthesis of thermally reversible polymer 

built by non-covalent cross-linking was reported [148]. Hence, a soluble polymer 
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containing diacyl-diamidopyridine moieties can be precipitated by non-covalent 

cross-linking at room temperature using bivalent molecules such as bisthymine. The 

obtained micron-scale spherical aggregates can be completely dissolved by heating at 

50 0C. A cyclobarbital-imprinted polymer was prepared from a fluorescent functional 

monomer, e.g. 2,6-bis(acrylamino) pyridine. It indicated not only selective binding 

based on multiple hydrogen bonds, but also enhancement of fluorescence intensity, 

suggesting that the polymer could be used as a selective fluorescence probe [159]. 

Finally, hydrogen-bonded polymer complexes were also reported to consist 

macrocycles (crown-ether type) containing a pyridyl moiety and carboxyl- 

functionalized polystyrenes [160]. 

2.2.3 Supramolecular Liquid Crystalline Polymer Containing Pyridine Moieties 

Specific inter-molecular interactions play major roles in the supramolecular assembly of 

liquid crystals. For synthetic liquid crystals, hydrogen-bonded materials such as benzoic 

acids have been known since the early 20th century [160, 161]. However, 

hydrogen-bonded materials had not been recognized to be useful for advanced 

technologies until supramolecular approaches involving hydrogen bonding were 

introduced into the design of liquid crystals in 1989 [162]. Kato [163] and 

Gulikkrzywicki et al.[164] reported that complementary inter-molecular hydrogen 

bonding between different molecules leads to the formation of the well-defined 

structures of mesogenic complexes. The first examples of supramolecular liquid crystals 

were more complex with one hydrogen bond that exhibits smetic and nematic phases, 
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and complex with three hydrogen bonds. Mesogens with rigid rod structures were 

simply obtained by the self-assembly of complementary molecular components based 

on pyridyl moieties. Another example was that a liquid-crystalline phase was induced 

by the 2:1 complexation of non-mesomorphic components, 4-methoxybenzoic acid and 

4, 4’-bipyridine [165, 166]. In this case, nematic mesogen is obtained by simple 

assembly of two independent components. A nematic phase was seen from 153 0C to 

163 0C in the monomer. When the methoxybenzoic acid was replaced by a 

trialkyl-substituted molecule, the resulting complex showed a columnar phase up to 98 

0C [167]. The materials could also be functionalized by the incorporation of a dye as a 

hydrogen-bond-proton acceptor. Fluorescence was also observed in the supramolecular 

LCPs complex [168] and their properties may be tuned by changing hydrogen-donor 

components. A variety of mesogenic complexes such as cones and bananas, have been 

obtained by connecting two different components through carboxyl-pyridyl hydrogen 

bonding [169]. 

The pyridyl-based hydrogen bonding was also developed for the side-chain LCPs where 

polymers with mesogenic side chains were prepared by the association of the 

functionalized polymers and small molecules through the acid-pyridyl interactions. For 

example, the benzoic acid/pyridine mesogenic complexes were formed through the 

formation of the single hydrogen bonds in the side chains [170, 171]. This type of 

structure exhibited thermally stable smetic phases. And another structure with doubly 

hydrogen-bonded side-chain mesogens showed columnar liquid-crystalline phases [172, 

173]. Additionally, polymeric complexes were obtained by the complexation of end- 
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functionalized mesogenic molecules and backbone-functionalized polymers such as 

poly(vinylpyridine) and poly(acrylic acid) [174, 175]. Moreover, simple alkylphenols 

which were not mesogenic also form supramolecular LCP complexes [160]. 

Recently, alternative supramolecular LCP complexes where pyridyl unit was 

introduced on the backbone of polymer chain have been prepared via pyridyl-acid 

hydrogen bonds [176]. For example, Kato et al. described the first examples of such 

supramolecular LCPs with the complexation of 4-alkyloxybenzoic acid derivatives and 

polyamides containing 2, 6-diaminopyridine moiety in the main chain [177, 178]. 

Hydrogen-bonded liquid crystalline polyurethane complexes with 4-aklyoxybenzoic 

acid were also prepared with 2, 6-bis(hydroxymethyl)pyridine or isonicotinamide[179, 

180]. In these systems, the formation of complexes was also primarily resulted from 

the hydrogen bonding between pyridine as the hydrogen-acceptor and the carboxylic 

acid group as the hydrogen-donor. The urethane groups on the polymer backbone 

contributed to the binding of DOBA molecules to a minor extent. 

2.3.4 Pyridine Containing Polymer Blends 

Two dissimilar polymers are likely to form a miscible blend if they are capable of 

undergoing specific interactions such as hydrogen-bonding or dipole-dipole interaction 

[181]. Miscible polymer blends have been of great interest to materials scientists 

because of their improved or modified properties over individual constituent polymers. 

A vast majority of the studies are aiming at enhancing the miscibility of polymer blends 

by incorporating local centers into the blend components that are capable of 
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participating in strong hydrogen-bonding interactions. Hence, two polymers 

respectively with hydrogen-bond donor like hydroxyl or carboxyl group and acceptor 

like pyridine group may self-assemble into a miscible polymer blends. In addition to the 

supramolecular liquid crystalline polymer, another active study of hydrogen-bonded 

pyridine complexes is the polymer blends, such as inter-polymer complexes of 

polyacids and poly(vinylpyridine)s in their 2- and 4-isomer forms [poly(4-vinyl 

pyridine) (P4VP) and poly-(2-vinyl pyridine) (P2VP)]. The polyacids include 

poly(carboxylic acid)s such as poly(acrylic acid) [182] and poly(ethylene-co- 

methacrylic acid) [183], and other Lewis acids such as poly(2-acrylamido-2- 

methylpropanesulfonic acid), poly(vinylphenol), and pentadecylphenol [182, 184].  

Based on the hydrogen bonding of pyridine moieties, good miscibility and good thermal 

stability are obtained in many kinds of polymer blends. For example, P4VP is 

immiscible with polysulfone while it is miscible with four carboxylated polysulfone 

having a degree of carboxylation of 0.43, 0.93, 1.38 and 1.93 [185]. Another example is 

that in the poly(ethylene-co-mathacrylic acid)EMAA copolymer blends with 

poly(2-vinylprydine) (P2VP) system [186], pure EMAA copolymers are strongly 

self-associated at ambient temperatures through the formation of inter-molecular 

carboxylic acid dimmers. P2VP which is inherently weakly self-associated forms a 

strong association with EMAA by forming inter-molecular hydrogen bonds between the 

carboxylic acid and pyridine groups. The fraction of the interacting sites in these blends 

plays a major role in determining the solution and film forming properties of the 

mixtures, and ultimately the degree of molecular mixing of the two polymers. In the 
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polymer blends of an amorphous polyamide (PA) with poly (2-vinyl pyridine) (P2VP) 

system, it can be found that the miscible binary mixture possesses a relatively lower 

critical solution temperature (LCST). 

On the basis of the self-assembly of polymer containing pyridine moieties, many 

unusual structure can be achieved. For example, when the polystyrene-block 

-poly(acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA), polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO) 

and polystyrene-bloc k-poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (PS-b-P4VP) are put in block-selective 

solvents, there is a core consisting of the insoluble PS block and a shell consisting of the 

soluble block of PEO, PAA, or P4VP. Hence, it is reasonable to find that P4VP unimers 

can be adsorbed into the micelles self-assembled by PS-b-PAA due to the presence of 

hydrogen bonding between the PAA chains and the P4VP unimers [186].  

Another example is that nano-wire and mesh conformation structures can be induced in 

di-block copolymer blends when the blends of poly(styrene-b-ferrocenyl silane) 

(PS-b-FS) and poly(styrene-b-2-vinyl pyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) are spread at the 

air/water interface. In contrast to the pure copolymer films, the morphologies can also 

be controlled with surface pressure and applied external electric fields. This greatly 

increases the range of nano-structured patterns that can be produced by this technique 

in the fabrication of polymeric templates for lithography. Moreover, nanotube also can 

be fabricated through the blends of poly(4- vinylpyridine)(PVP) and poly(acrylic 

acid)(PAA) by hydrogen bonding based on the layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly [187].  

The molecular design based on pyridine hydrogen-bonding show a method to produce 
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the high performance polymers, functional materials and adaptive materials or smart 

materials. It provides an original approach to the nanoscience and nanotechnology.   

2.3 Summary of Literature  

In conclusion, SMPs are an emerging class of active polymers with applications 

spanning various areas of everyday life. There are close relationships between the 

SMPs and supramolecular chemistry. However, there are less SMPs by utilization of 

supramolecular unitilies. In addition, shape recovery mostly results from the change of 

surrounding conditions like temperature, light, magnetic and electric field. However, 

there are fewer reports about the SME which can be achieved without heat stimulus. 

Hitherto, the studies about the water-driven SMPs mainly concentrate on the 

morphology change from the physics aspect. There are few reports about the molecular 

design and synthesis of water-driven and moisture-sensitive SMPs.  

Supramolecular chemistry is one of the most attractive topics. Fabricating smart 

materials with supramolecular switch is interesting. Many kinds of non-covalent bonds 

are used to construct highly complex chemical systems and advanced materials. 

Serving as hydrogen-acceptor, pyridine moieties have been widely used to fabricate 

functional polymer, supramolecular polymer and liquid crystalline polymers. 

Additionally, several supramolecular SMPs system are achieved by using the 

non-covalent bond. However, there are no reports that pyridine based supramolecular 

unities are used to fabricate SMPs and their SME are not reported systematically. 
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Therefore, there is a research gap between SMPs and supramolecular chemistry. It is 

desirable to achieve SMEs in the supramolecular polyurethane networks containing 

pyridine moieties in this study.   
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CHAPTER 3. PREPARATION OF PYRIDINE CONTAINING SMPU 

3.1 Synthesis of Traditional Shape Memory Polyurethanes 

Segmented PU materials have been widely used in many products due to the diversity 

of the properties and processing technologies since Otto Bayer and coworkers 

discovered and patented the chemistry of PU in the late 1930s [139, 188]. shape 

memory polyurethane (SMPU) was discovered firstly by Misubishi in 1988 [189]. 

Generally, SMPU composed of soft segment and hard segment is a stimuli-sensitive 

block copolymer, having the ability to change its shape at a temperature above its Ttans 

[2, 190].  

In the Tm-type-SMPU, a high crystallinity of soft phase at room temperature and the 

formation of stable hard segment domains acting as physical netpoints in the 

temperature above the Tm are the two conditions for the segmented PU having SME 

[80]. Accordingly, the soft segment with good crystallizability can be the reversible 

phase of SMPU. So far, PCL[122, 191, 192], PBA[193], PEA[193], PTMG [189] and 

PHA [193] were all reported to synthesize SMPU with diisocyanate like 4, 

4’-diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI) and chain extenders like 1,4-butandiol (BDO). 

Particularly, the PCL-based-SMPU and the PTMG-based-SMPU were extensively 

researched. For example, Li et al. investigated PCL-based-SMPU by varying the soft 

segment length (SSL) and hard segment content (HSC), and proposed the above critical 

conditions for the segmented copolymer having SMEs. They also studied the 

dependency of SSL and HSC on its response temperature, final shape recovery and 
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shape recovery speed [194, 195]. Furthermore, Lee et al. investigated the structure and 

thermo-mechanical properties of PTMG-based-SMPU with various HSCs [189]. Lin et 

al. also studied the influence of SSL and HSC on the shape memory behaviors of 

PTMG-based-SMPU [196, 197]. Because PHA had a higher crystallizability than that of 

PEA and PBA, PHA-based-SMPU was found to exhibit better shape memory behavior 

when comparing with the PCL–based-SMPU, PEA-based-SMPU and 

PBA-based-SMPU [193]. Furthermore, the cross-linked SMPU [191], SMPU ionomer 

[198, 199] and SMPU composite blended with either resin [73] or functional inorganic 

particles [200] were developed from PCL or PTMG recently. In addition, a lot of work 

conducted on the water vapor permeability of SMPU and various applications of SMPU 

were also setup in many fields [201-203].  

On the other side, since their Tg can be improved to the above ambient temperature, a 

lot of polyols with low Mn are also used for the Tg-type-SMPU, such as PBAG with Mn 

of 600, PTMG with Mn of 250 or 650. In these systems, higher HSC is usually required. 

In order to get a Ttrans above room temperature, the HSC is usually beyond 60wt% in the 

PBA600 based SMPU. HSC should be beyond 55wt% in the PPG400 based SMPU, and 

the HSC is usually above 65wt% in the PTMG650 based SMPU. It seems that the 

polyols with higher Mn need higher HSC. Hence, excellent SMPU with desiring Ttrans 

can be synthesized by controlling the SSL and HSC.   

According to the literature review, it can be found that shape memory properties of 

SMPU are adjustable by controlling the SSL and HSC. In the Tm-type-SMPU, as the 
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SSL increases, the crystallinity of soft segment will increase. Consequently, the Ttrans 

increases and the shape fixity will be improved. However, as the HSC increases, the 

crystallinity will decrease. The Ttrans and shape fixity will also decrease. The shape 

recovery is usually higher in the SMPU with higher HSC. In the Tg-type-SMPU, the Tg 

will move to lower temperature range as the SSL increases or the HSC decreases. Hence, 

the Ttrans decrease with the increase of SSLand the decrease of HSC. 

Hitherto, two polymerization methods are mainly used to synthesize the desirable 

SMPUs. They are solution polymerization method and bulk polymerization method. As 

for the solution polymerization method [204, 205], reaction is conducted in a 

four-necked, round-bottom flask equipped with a mechanical stirrer, nitrogen inlet, 

thermometer and condenser with a drying tube. Dehydrated polyglycol like PBAG or 

PHAG and one molar excess of MDI are dissolved in the dried DMF (20 wt %); and the 

reaction mixture is stirred at 80 0C in the dried nitrogen atmosphere for 2 hours. Chain 

extender like BDO is charged into the flask, and the reaction solution is stirred at 800C 

for another 2 hours. The feed molar ratio of the isocyanate groups to the hydroxyl 

groups ([NCO]/ [OH]) is controlled to close 1.00. Finally, the resulting solution is cast 

onto a glass plate. DMF is evaporated in a vacuum oven at 800C for 2 days to give PU 

films with a thickness of 0.5 mm. As for the bulk polymerization method [5, 206], no 

solvent is used. Taking the polymerization of PHA-based-SMPU as an example, the 

reaction to prepare pre-polymer was carried out in a 500 ml conical flask equipped with 

a mechanical stirrer. PHAG mixed with MDI for 30min at 60°C, followed by the chain 

extension with BDO for another 30 minute. After they are mixed together, the resulting 
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pre-polymer is poured onto a Teflon pan for a post-curing process in a vacuum oven at 

80℃for 10 hours, to produce the bulk polymerized samples, the SMPU solution can 

also be obtained after the SMPU dissolves into DMF, and films used for the following 

testing are prepared by casting the solution onto Teflon pan which is placed at 60°C for 

24 hours and further dried at 75°C under vacuum for 24 hours. 

3.2 Synthesis of Polymer containing Pyridine Moieties 

In the past decades, a lot of polymers have been synthesized to contain pyridine 

moieties [148]. Usually, they are synthesized from the monomers containing pyridine 

moieties such as vinyl-pyridine like 2-vinyl-pyridine and 4-vinyl-pyridine, pyridine 

containing glycols like 3,5-pyridine dimethanol pyridine and 2.6-dimethanol pyridine, 

acrylate or methacrylate monomers with pendant pyridine groups like 4-(3-methacryloyl 

-propyl)pyridine; Bromo-pyridine like 2,5-bis(5-bromo-thiophen-2-yl) pyridine; amino- 

pyridine like 2,6-diamino-pyridine, and some pyridine monomers without reactive 

groups like 4,4-bipyridyl etc.. Therefore, there are also a lot of polymerization methods 

used to synthesize the pyridine containing polymers from the monomers. Some typical 

polymerization methods are introduced in the following sections. 

Radical Polymerization  

Radical polymerization method is the widely used method to synthesize pyridine 

containing polymers, e.g. amphiphilic 4-vinyl pyridine and n-vinyl pyrrolidone 

copolymer [207]. Figure 3.1 presents a typical synthesis routine of pyridine 
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containing polymers by radical polymerization. The 4VP/NVP copolymers with 

various ratios are prepared with AIBN as the free radical initiator and cyclohexane as 

the diluent system. A homopolymer P4VP is also prepared following the same 

procedure. However, the copolymer synthesis is rather difficult due to the large 

difference in the reactivity ratio. 

N

N O
+

N

N O

x y

x y

4VP
NVP

AIBN

P(4VP-co-NVP)  

Figure 3.1 Synthesis routine of pyridine containing polymers by radical 

polymerization 

ATRP 

Well-defined pyridine containing polymers and copolymers with controlled molecular 

weight and narrow molecular weight distribution have attracted many interests due to 

their potential applications such as coordination reagents for transition metals. The 

common radical polymerization method cannot satisfy this requirement. Whereas, living 

polymerization methods including living-anionic polymerization, group-transfer 

polymerization (GTP) and atom radical polymerization (ATRP) can be introduced to 

synthesize the well-defined functional polymers. For example, Poly (4-vinyl pyridine) 

(P4VP) is synthesized by ATRP in propanol using 1-PECl as the initiator, CuCl/Me6 

and N4 as the catalyst and ligand. As for the synthesis of polyimide (PI) films with 
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antibacterial surfaces as shown in Figure 3.2, the chloromethylation of PI chains is first 

conducted to introduce ATRP initiators onto PI film surfaces. Functional polymer 

brushes of 4-vinylpyridine (4VP) are then prepared via surface initiated ATRP, 

followed by the alkylation of the grafted (P4VP) with hexyl bromide [208]. 

N

O

O

*
N

O

O

O *

 

(a) Molecular Structure 

 

Figure 3.2 Synthesis routine of pyridine containing polymers by ATRP [208]. 

Condensation Polymerization  

Pyridine containing polymers can also be synthesized by condensation polymerization. 

For example, a novel series of benzimidazole-containing sulfonated polyarylene 

sulfones with a controllable amount of basic 2,6-bis(benzimidazol-2-yl) pyridine (BIP) 

and sulfonic acid groups have been reported to be synthesized by the 
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copolycondensation of a new BIP-containing arylene difluoride monomer (DFSBIP) 

with a sulfonated arylene difluoride (DSDFS) and 4,4'-biphenol (BP)[209]. Another 

example is that a series of new polyimides are prepared by reacting 2, 

6-diaminopyridine with various aromatic dianhydrides in DMF in 1:1 mole ratio.  
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Figure 3.3 Synthesis routine of polyimide containing pyridine moieties by 

condensation polymerization method [209] 

Self-assembly  

In addition to pyridine containing polymers based on the covalent bond, there are also a 

lot of non-covalent linked polymer assemblies using arrays of hydrogen bonds. In these 

non-covalent supra-molecular polymer systems, self-assembly is the basic preparation 

method. For example, hydrogen-bonded LCPs with well-defined structures including 

main-chain, side-chain, combined, and network structures have been prepared by the 
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self-assembly of polymers and small molecules [177, 210]. Even the cross-linked 

polymers or polymer networks also can be achieved through the self-assembly of 

pyridine-based hydrogen bonding. 

Urethane Polyaddition Reaction  
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Figure 3.4 Synthesis routine of pyridine containing PU by urethane polyaddition 

reaction [206] 

Segmented PUs have drawn much attention in many fields not only because of their 

excellent properties, but also their high reactivity between diisocyanate with glycols. 

Hence, a lot of PUs have been synthesized to contain pyridine moieties. For example, 

using the chain extenders containing pyridine ring, PU can be synthesized to containing 

tertiary nitrogen atom. During the PU synthesis as shown in Figure 3.4, 0.02M poly 
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(tetramethylene oxide) glycol (PTMG 1000) is added dropwise to TDI (0.04 M) in a 

250-ml three neck round bottomed flask at 40  ℃ in nitrogen atmosphere for 1 hour. The 

temperature is then raised to 70  ℃ and the reaction is allowed to proceed till the 

isocyanate content reached half of the initial value as determined by dibutylamine 

titration. The temperature is reduced to 65℃ and the chain extender (0.02 m) in 20 ml 

DMF is added dropwise. 0.01 g of DBTDL catalyst is then added and the temperature is 

raised to 70℃ and the reaction is carried out for another 4 hours [211]. Similarly, 

Polyurethane-ureas containing pyridine units are also synthesized by the urethane 

polyaddition reaction between a macro-diol of polyether (PTMG) or polyester (PEA) 

type, and aromatic diisocyantate such as MDI, and 2,6-diamino pyridine (DAPy) as 

chain extender [148] 

3.3 Synthesis of SMPU containing Pyridine Moieties 

3.3.1 Raw Materials for Synthesis of SMPU containing Pyridine Moieties 

Table 3.1 Raw materials used for the synthesis of pyridine containing SMPU 

Code Full name Supplier 

HDI 1,6-hexandiisocyanate 

BINA N,N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl)isonicotinamide 

BDO 1,4-butandiol 

MDI 4, 4’-diphenylmethane diisocyanate 

DMF N,N-dimethylformamide 

 

Aldrich 

Chemical 

Company   

USA 
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The main raw materials used in this project is provided in Table 3.1. Extra pure grade of 

1 ,6-hexandiisocyanate (HDI), 1,4-butandiol (BDO), 4, 4’-diphenylmethanediisocyanate 

(MDI) and pyridine derivates：N, N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl)isonicotinamide (BINA) were all 

bought from the Aldrich Chemical Company of USA. During the synthesis of PU, they 

were used without any treatment. HPLC grade DMF was also bought from Aldrich 

Chemical Company of USA. To get rid of the water, DMF is usually dried with 4 Å 

molecular sieves before using.  

3.3.2 Synthesis Routine and Recipe of SMPU containing Pyridine Moieties 

BINA-HDI Copolymers (PUPyA) 

The preparation of BINA-HDI copolymer was carried out in a 500-mL flask filled with 

nitrogen and equipped with a mechanical stirrer, a thermal meter and a condenser. The 

detail synthesis routine of BINA-HDI copolymer is presented in Figure 3.5. BINA 

powder, e.g. 4.52g, was added to the flask according to the composition as given in 

Table 3.2. 10ml DMF was added to dissolve the BINA under the mechanical stirring. 

The equal molar HDI, e.g. 4.19g, was then added to the flask. The oil temperature was 

increased to about 70℃ in the first 2 hours. After 30min, 0.02wt% catalyst (Dibutyltin 

dilaurate) was added to the solution. The reaction started immediately and the viscosity 

increased significantly. At this moment, 10ml DMF was added into the solution to 

control the viscosity of solution occasionally during the reaction process. After 2 hours, 

the reaction temperature was raised to 80℃ and the reaction was kept for another 4 

hours. Followed by te addition of another 8% excess HDI, e.g.0.334g, to the solution for 
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another 12 hours. Finally, the polymer solution diluted to 10wt% solution was obtained.  
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Figure 3.5 Synthesis routine of BINA-HDI copolymer 

BINA-HDI-BDO series (PUPy-BDO series) SMPU 

The preparation of the PUPy-BDO series SMPU was carried out in a 500-mL flask 

filled with nitrogen and equipped with a mechanical stirrer, a thermal meter and a 

condenser. The detail synthesis routine of PUPy-BDO series SMPU is presented in 

Figure 3.6. BINA powder, e.g. 4.0g, was added to the flask according to the 

composition as shown in Table 3.2. 10ml DMF was added to dissolve the BINA under 

the mechanical stirring. Followed by the addition of an excess molar of HDI, e.g. 5.0g, 

to the flask, the oil temperature was raised to about 70℃ in the first 2 hours. After 

30min, 0.02wt% catalyst (Dibutyltin dilaurate) was added to the solution. The reaction 

started immediately and the viscosity increased significantly. At this moment, 10ml 

DMF was added into the reaction to control the viscosity of solution occasionally during 
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the reaction process. After 2 hours, BDO, e.g. 1.0g, was added to the solution; and the 

reaction temperature was raised to 80℃ for another 4 hours. Another 8% excess HDI, 

e.g.0.4g, was then added to the reaction for another 12 hours. Finally, the polymer 

solution diluted to 10wt% solution was obtained.  
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Figure 3.6 Synthesis routine of PUPy-BDO series SMPUs 

BINA-HDI-BDO-MDI Series (PUPy-MB series) SMPU 

The preparation of PUPy-MB series SMPU was carried out in a 500-mL flask filled 

with nitrogen and equipped with a mechanical stirrer, a thermal meter and a condenser. 

The detail synthesis routine of PUPy-MB series SMPU is presented in Figure 3.7. BINA 

powder, e.g. 5.24g, was added to the flask according to the composition as shown in 
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Table 3.2. 10ml DMF was added to dissolve the BINA under the mechanical stirring. 

The equal molar of HDI, e.g. 4.18g, was then added to the flask. The oil temperature 

was increased to about 70℃ in the first 2 hours. After 30 minutes, 0.02wt% catalyst 

(Dibutyltin dilaurate) was added to the solution. The reaction started immediately and 

the viscosity increased significantly. At this moment, 10ml DMF was added into the 

reaction to control the viscosity of solution occasionally during the reaction process. . 

After 2 hours, BDO, e.g. 1.39g, and MDI, e.g.3.86g, was added to the reaction; and the 

reaction temperature was raised to 80℃ at which the reaction was kept for another 4 

hours followed by the addition of another 8% excess HDI, e.g.0.334g, to the solution for 

another 12 hours. Finally, the polymer solution diluted to 10wt% solution was obtained. 
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Figure 3.7 Synthesis routine of PUPy-MB series SMPU 

3.3.3 Preparation of Specimens 
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The specimens used for testing were prepared by the solution casting method. 10.0wt% 

SMPU/DMF solutions were prepared firstly as mentioned above. Thereafter, the 

10.0wt% SMPU/DMF solution was poured onto the PTFE mould and the PTFE mould 

was put in an oven at 80 0C for DMF evaporation. After 12 hours, the temperature of 

oven was raised to 100 0C for another 12 hours. The film with a thickness of 0.5mm 

could be obtained when the temperature was cooled down to room temperature. Before 

testing, each film was put in an oven at 1000C for 24 hours again to get rid of the 

moisture present in polymers completely.  

3.3.4 Chemical Composition of SMPU containing Pyridine Moieties 

Aiming at investigating the supramolecular structure of BINA-based-SMPU, the 

influence of the pyridine content or BINA content and the hard segment on the 

morphology and properties, two series of BINA-based-SMPU were investigated. The 

PUPy-BDO series of SMPU with various BINA contents and the PUPy-MB series of 

SMPU with various MDI-BDO contents were synthesized in this study. Their chemical 

compositions are summarized in Table 3.2. For comparison, the PCL-based-SMPU and 

the PHAG-based-SMPU were synthesized by bulk polymerization as mentioned in 

section 3.1. For the sake of convenience, the PUPy-BDO series of samples and 

PUPy-MB series of samples are coded as PUPy-BDO?? in which “??” shows the 

content of BINA, and PUPy-MB## in which the “##” shows the content of MDI-BDO. 

For example, PUPyBDO45 indicates that the sample contains 45wt% BINA content. 

PUPyMB25 indicates that the sample contains 25wt% MDI-BDO. 
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Table 3.2 Chemical composition of samples used in this project 

Series Samples  BINA 

(g) 

HDI 

(g) 

BDO 

(g) 

MDI 

(g) 

BINA 

wt% 

HDI 

wt% 

MB 

wt% 

PUPyBDO53 5.24 4.52 0 0 53.7 46.3 0 

PUPyBDO45 4.5 5.22 0.66 0 43.3 50.3 0 

PUPyBDO40 4.0 5.4 1.0 0 38.5 51.9 0 

PUPyBDO30 3.0 5.8 1.6 0 28.8 55.8 0 

PUPyBDO20 2.0 6.22 2.23 0 19.1 59.5 0 

PUPy 

-BDO 

Series 

PUPyBDO10 1.0 6.63 2.86 0 9.5 63.2 0 

PUPyMDI15 5.24 4.52 0.46 1.29 45.5 39.3 15.2 

PUPyMDI25 5.24 4.52 0.86 2.38 40.3 34.8 24.9 

PUPyMDI35 5.24 4.52 1.39 3.86 34.9 30.1 35.0 

PUPyMDI45 5.24 4.52 2.12 5.87 29.5 25.5 45.0 

PUPy- 

MB 

series 

PUPyMDI55 5.24 4.52 3.17 8.74 24.2 20.9 55.0 

BINA wt% is the weight fraction of BINA which is calculated by WBINA/Wtotal *100% 

HDI wt% is the weight fraction of HDI which is calculated by WHDI/Wtotal *100% 

MB wt% is the weight fraction of MDI+BDO which is calculated by (WMDI+WBDO) 

/Wtotal *100% 
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CHAPTER 4. CHARATERIZATION TECHNIQUES 

In this chapter, characterization techniques used in this project are introduced. The 

hydrogen bonding present in the resulted PUPy was investigated theoretically using the 

Gaussian-03 suite of programs. The molecular structure of PUPy was characterized with 

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC), Fourier Transforms Infrared Spectroscopy 

(FT-IR) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). The thermal-properties and 

dynamical-mechanical properties were characterized with Differential Scanning 

Calorimetry (DSC) and Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA), respectively. In addition, 

the thermal-induced shape memory behaviors were investigated by means of thermo- 

mechanical testing and thermal-strain recovery testing. At the same time, the 

moisture-sensitive shape memory behaviors were investigated using moisture 

absorption testing and moisture strain recovery testing etc.. Furthermore, 

temperature-dependent FT-IR and WAXD were also used to investigate the morphology 

and shape memory effect (SME) mechanism of PUPy.  

4.1 Computational Analysis 

Ab-initio calculations were performed on the Hartree-Fock level for the truncated 

species and the complexes. Species were the subject of full geometry optimization in 

which several starting structures were considered. Minima were proven to be the real 

minima rather than transition states by scanning the inter-molecular degrees of freedom 

around the stationary points. The calculations were performed using the basis set 

6-31G(d). This double-zeta basis set, augmented by polarization functions on the heavy 
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atoms, is flexible enough to faithfully describe the interaction energy of the medium 

strong molecular complexes and still be computationally tractable. Ab-initio 

calculations were performed using the Gaussian-03 suite of programs on a Hewlett 

Packard C180 workstation [212, 213]. The counterpoise method of Boys and Bernardi 

[214] was applied to calculate the interaction energies in order to correct the basis set 

superposition error [178]. 

4.2 Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) 

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC), a type of size-exclusion chromatography 

(SEC), is a technique that employs porous non-ionic gel beads to separate polymers in 

solution. Beads containing pores of various sizes and distributions are packed into a 

column in SEC. Such beads are commonly made of glass or cross-linked polystyrene. A 

solvent is pumped through the column and then a polymer in the same solvent is 

injected into the column. Fractionation of the polymer specimen results as 

different-sized molecules are eluted at different times [215].  

Fractionation of molecules in SEC is governed by hydrodynamic volume rather than by 

molecular weight. The largest polymers in the solution cannot penetrate the pores within 

the cross-linked gel beads, and so they will elute firstly as they are excluded and their 

retention volume is smaller. The smallest polymer molecules in the solution are retained 

in the interstices within the beads, and so they require more time to elute as their 

retention volume is larger. Therefore, a molecular weight distribution could be obtained 

accordingly.  
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Table 4.1 GPC results of PUPys used in this project 

Samples 
Mn(×104) Mw(×104) Mz(×104) PDI 

PUPyBDO53 15.38 25.07 36.00 1.63 

PUPyBDO45 10.37 16.89 26.43 1.63 

PUPyBDO40 8.63 11.26 14.59 1.31 

PUPyBDO35 7.32 10.35 14.59 1.41 

PUPyBDO30 6.35 8.81 12.46 1.39 

PUPyBDO25 6.76 8.97 11.94 1.33 

PUPyBDO20 11.16 18.18 27.60 1.63 

PUPyBDO15 9.03 13.65 20.81 1.51 

PUPyBDO10 9.54 14.20 21.02 1.49 

PUPyMB0 10.40 16.75 26.08 1.61 

PUPyMB15 12.37 17.31 23.89 1.40 

PUPyMB25 19.51 25.57 32.56 1.311 

PUPyMB35 11.76 17.52 24.45 1.40 

PUPyMB45 10.40 15.86 22.88 1.44 

PUPyMB55 8.53 12.86 19.12 1.51 

In this project, the average molecular weight of specimens was determined by gel 

permeation chromatography (GPC) using Waters Breeze 1515 series liquid 

chromatograph equipped with a differential refractometer (Waters 2414) as detector and 

a stryragel column with DMF as an eluent. The flow rate is 1.0ml/min and the testing 
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temperature is 30oC. Integral method is used to calculate the number-average molecular 

weight (Mn), Weight-average molecular weight (Mw), z-average molecular weight (Mz) 

and polydispersity (PDI=Mw/Mn) of the resulting PUPy specimens accordingly. Finally, 

the Mn, Mw, Mz, PDI of specimens were obtained and summarized in Table 4.1  

4.3 Fourier Transforms Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) 

 

Figure 4.1 Work principle of FT-IR analysis 

Infrared spectroscopy has been a workhorse technique for material analysis in the 

laboratory for over seventy years. An infrared spectrum represents a fingerprint of a 

specimen with absorption peaks corresponding to the frequencies of vibrations between 

the bonds of atoms making up the material. Since each different material is a unique 

combination of atoms, there are no two compounds producing exactly the same infrared 

spectrum. Therefore, infrared spectroscopy can result in a positive identification 
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(qualitative analysis) of every different kind of material. In addition, the size of the 

peaks in the spectrum is a direct indication of the amount of material present. With 

modern software algorithms, infrared is an excellent tool for quantitative analysis[215]. 

Table 4.2 Frequencies and assignments in pyridine containing PU 

Frequencies Assignments 

3503.7cm-1 

3330.3 cm-1 

3051 cm-1 

2934.3 cm-1, 2859.7 cm-1 

1710.9 cm-1 

1635.3 cm-1 

1600.9 cm-1,   

1530.4 cm-1,  

1462.5 cm-1, 1434.1 cm-1, 1410.5 cm-1,  

1368.3 cm-1 

1239.35 cm-1 

1136.4 cm-1, 1093.6 cm-1, 1043.8 cm-1 

998.1 cm-1,  

834.7 cm-1, 775.9 cm-1, 758.9cm-1, 

729.9cm-1, 630.2 cm-1 , 

υOH of H2O 

υNH of Urethane group 

υCH of Py ring 

υCH2 of HDI, BINA 

υC=O of Urethane 

υC=O stretching vibrations of beside Py ring 

υ C-N-C of Py ring 

υC-N +δN-H, Amide II 

υ Py stretching vibrations 

υ C-N of ɤ position amide  

υC-N +δN-H, Amide III,  

Stretching mode of Py ring 

breathing of Py ring 

υCH of PY ring 

 

υ: stretching vibration. 

The work principle of FT-IR analysis is provided in Figure 4.3. In infrared spectroscopy, 

part of the infrared radiation passing through a specimen is absorbed by the specimen 

while the rest is transmitted. The resulting spectrum represents the molecular absorption 

and transmission, creating a molecular fingerprint of the specimen. Similar to 
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fingerprint, no two unique molecular structures can produce the same infrared spectrum. 

This makes infrared spectroscopy useful for several types of analysis, i.e. 1) it can 

identify unknown materials; 2) it can determine the quality or consistency of a specimen; 

and 3) it can help to identify the amount of components in a mixture. 

In this project, Perkin-Elmer spectrometer (2000FT-IR) is used to characterize the 

molecular structure of polyurethane and track the association-dissociation process of 

hydrogen bonding. The FT-IR spectra were obtained by the FT-IR attenuated total 

reflection (ATR) method in the region of 700-4000cm-1. Each specimen was scanned 16 

times at a resolution of 2 cm-1 and the scan signals were averaged. The typical stretch 

vibration assignments are summarized in Table 4.2. Moisture-dependent FT-IR spectra 

were obtained at a temperature of 22℃ and moisture condition of RH=65% for various 

time with a thin SMPU film which was prepared on PTFE pan from the 5% 

SMPU/DMF solution. 

For the temperature-dependent FT-IR spectra, the dry thin film was held between two 

pieces of KBr Plate and placed into a temperature variable unit connected to the 

numerical temperature controller (Model WNMN, available from the Science 

Equipment Company of Hong Kong). The temperature of the thin film was monitored 

by a copper-constantan thermocouple held directly on the specimen between the two 

salt plates. FT-IR spectra at various temperatures were recorded after each temperature 

was held constant for 20 minutes (mins).  
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4.4 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy 
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Figure 4.2 Molecular structure and proton assignment of NMR in BINA-HDI 
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Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, commonly referred to as NMR, has become 

the preeminent technique for determining the structure of organic compounds as well as 

polymer. Of all the spectroscopic methods, it is the only one from which a complete 

analysis and interpretation of the entire spectrum is normally expected. Although a 

larger amount of specimens are needed than for mass spectroscopy, NMR is 

non-destructive, and good data may be obtained from specimens weighing less than a 

milligram [216]. 

In this project, the proton NMR (1H-NMR) spectra of the BINA-based-SMPUs 

(BIN-SMPUs) were recorded at 25 oC by the Varian VXR500 spectrometer at 500MHz 

using TMS as an internal standard. DMF-d7 was used as a solvent. Finally, the protons 

of NMR in the BINA-HDI copolymer should be assigned in the following [180]: 1H 

NMR (DMF-d7): δ8.78, δ7.34 (pyridyl, 4H), δ7.17 (-NHCOO-, 2H), δ4.18, δ3.99, δ3.66, 

δ3.37 (N-(CH2)-OCO, 8H), δ2.97, δ1.36, and δ1.22 (HDI –CH2- groups, 12H). The 

proton of NMR in the BINA-HDI-BDO system should be assigned in the following: 

δ8.61(a, 1H), δ7.34(b, 1H ), δ7.16(c, 1H), δ4.17(d, 2H), δ3.66(e, 2H), δ3.34(f, 2H), 

δ2.90 (g, 2H), δ2.96 (h, 2H), δ1.34(i, 2H), δ1.21(j, 2H), δ7.07 (n, 1H), δ5.75(k, 2H), 

δ3.97(m,2H ) and δ1.60(l, 2H). Molecular structure and proton assignment of NMR for 

BINA-HDI and BINA-HDI-BDO copolymer are presented in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, 

respectively. 

4.5 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

In the study of polymers and their applications, it is important to understand the thermal 
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properties. DSC is the widely used characterization technique to investigate thermal 

properties. In the DSC testing, the thermal properties of specimen are compared against 

a standard reference material which has no transition in the temperature range of interest. 

Each specimen is contained in a small holder within an adiabatic enclosure as illustrated 

in Figure 4.4. The temperature of each holder is monitored by a thermocouple and heat 

can be supplied electrically to each holder to keep the temperature of the two different 

specimens equal. A plot of the difference in energy supplied to the specimen against the 

average temperature is conducted. The temperature is slowly increased through one or 

more thermal transitions of specimen yielding important information about the 

transition such as latent heat or a relatively abrupt change in heat capacity.  

 

Figure 4.4 Principle of DSC testing 

Usually, DSC technique is used in polymer research for measuring mainly three 

parameters, namely 1) Glass-rubber transition temperature (Tg value) determinations; 2) 

Melting/re-crystallization temperature (Tm and Tc value) and heat determinations (∆H), 
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and 3) Measurements on reacting systems (cure measurements). 

In addition to the above parameters, DSC can also be used in the liquid crystalline 

system to identify their anisotropic-isotropic transitions. In the reacting systems, DSC is 

also used to check the reaction process. Based on the dependency of heat flow on times, 

the crystal kinetic can also be explored [217].   

It is well known that for different thermal histories of specimens, the scanning rate of 

instrument, heating procedure of instrument, specimen weights and so on will have a 

strong influence on the glass transition process, e.g. Tg value, and crystal melting 

process, e.g. Tm value. In this project, the DSC curves of specimens were determined 

using a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 instrument having nitrogen as the purged gas. Indium and 

zinc standards were used for calibration. As for the specimens obtained from the same 

preparation process, they were firstly heated up from -60℃ to 180°C at a heating rate of 

20 °C /min and kept at 180°C for 1 minute. Subsequently, the temperature was dropped 

to −60°C at a cooling rate of 20 °C /min, and the second heating scan from -60℃ to 

200℃ was performed again. The weight of the specimens was about 4.0-7.0mg.  

4.6 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) 

Dynamic mechanical analysis is a technique in which the elastic and viscous response 

of a specimen under periodical load is monitored against temperature, time or frequency. 

In DMA, the stress/strain relationship upon heating scan with a controlled heating rate 

is recorded to obtain the information about the relaxation behavior of the test piece. 
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Therefore, DMA is the most commonly used to identify the location of transitions 

which often have a significant effect on the modulus values.  

In this project, the specimens were prepared for DMA through film casting with a 

thickness of 1.0 mm, a width of 5 mm and a length of 25 mm. Dynamic mechanical 

properties of the specimen were determined in a tension mode by using a dynamic 

mechanical thermal analyzer (Perking-Elmer Instrument DMA 7) at a heating rate of 3 

°C /min from −120°C to 150°C.  

4.7 Investigation of Thermal-sensitive Shape Memory Properties 

4.7.1 Thermo-mechanical Testing 

The most important quantities determined for describing the shape memory properties 

of a material are the strain recovery rate (Rr) and strain fixity rate (Rf). The strain 

recovery rate qualifies the ability of the material memorizing its permanent shape, 

whereas strain fixity rate describes the ability of the switching segment fixing the 

mechanical deformation. A description of a thermo-mechanical test with loading at high 

temperature is shown in Figure. 4.5. A specimen is deformed to a constant strain εm at a 

constant strain rate. While maintaining the strain at εm, the specimens are cooled to a 

low temperature and unloaded. Upon removing the constraint under a cool condition, a 

substantial recovery of strain εu occurs. The specimen is subsequently heated above Ts 

and kept at that temperature allowing the recovery to take place. This completes a 

thermo-mechanical cycle leaving a residual strain εp. The Rr and Rf for Nth cycle can be 
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determined from the Equation 4.1 and 4.2 [8]: 

      ………………………………… (4.1)                                               

             …………………………………. (4.2)                                                                                                                       

 

Figure 4.5 Graphical description of thermo-mechanical test [194] 

The strain recovery ratio Rr(N) shown in equation 4.1 quantifies the ability of the 

material to memorize its permanent shape and is a measure of how far a strain that can 

be recovered in the course of the programming. εm- εp(N-1) is the recovered strain in the 

shape memory transition. εp(N) and εp(N-1) represent the strain of the specimen in two 

successively passed cycles in the stress free state. The strain fixity ratio Rf( N) shown in 

equation 4.2 is defined as the fixed strain percentage comparing to the original 

deformed strain of the specimen.  
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In this project, the thermal-mechanical testing was done by using an Instron 4466 

apparatus with a temperature-controlled chamber, and a personal computer was used to 

control and record all data. Firstly, the specimen film with a width of 5 mm, a length of 

20 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm was heated to T high=60°C within 600 s. The specimen 

was then stretched to εm=100% elongation at Thigh with 10 mm/min stretching rate. 

Subsequently, cool air was introduced to the chamber for cooling specimen film with a 

constant strain εm=100% to Tlow 20°C within 900 seconds. Thereafter, the strain was 

released from εm to 0 and the recurrent heating was increased to 80℃ for 600 seconds. 

This is the one cycle among all cyclic tensile testing. The cycle for each specimen was 

repeated four or five times for assessing the shape memory effect. The shape fixity (Rf) 

and shape recovery (Rr) was calculated according to the Equations 4.1 and 4.2 [199]. 

4.7.2 Thermal-strain Recovery Testing 

In order to investigate the dependency of strain recovery on the temperature, an optical 

microscope (Leitz Wetzlar) with a hot stage (Mettler Toledo FP90 Central Processor & 

FP82 Hot Stage) and a camera (Pixera PVC 100C) were used to observe and record the 

strain recovery of specimen film stretched in the cyclic thermal-mechanical 

investigation after one cycle. The heating rate of recovery measurement was 2°C/min, 

and the length of specimen was recorded during heating process at the temperature 

range of 25°C to 100°C. The shape recovery (RT), maximum shape recovery (Rmax), 

shape fixity (F), and shape stability (S) are defined as follows [218]:  

RT=(Ls-LT)/(Ls-L0)×100%          ............................................(4.3) 
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Rmax=(Ls-Lmax)/(Ls-L0)×100%       ............................................(4.4) 

F= (LF-L0)/(Lmax-L0)×100%         ……………………………(4.5) 

S= (Ls-L0)/(Lmax-L0)×100%         .............................................(4.6) 

where, L0 is the original length, Lmax is the maximum stretched length, LF is the fixed 

length, LS is the stable length at ambient temperature, LT is the length at a certain 

temperature (T) during the heating process, and LR is the recovered length. 

4.8 Investigation of Moisture Absorbability. 
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Figure 4.6 Process of moisturizing and measurement interval 

Usually, the moisture absorption is determined by weighing the specimens on a balance. 

Before testing, the specimens are dried in an oven at 100℃ for 12 hours. The specimen 

is then conditioned at a certain RH and temperature. The experimental processes of 

moisturizing and measurement interval with respect to time are shown in Figure 4.6. 

This illustration provides the duration of both moisturizing time and measurement time. 
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At the first stage, the duration of moisturizing time is short, e.g. ∆T=5 minutes. At the 

second stage, the duration of moisturizing time increases a little, e.g. ∆T=10 minutes. 

Later, the duration time will be long before the weight of specimen is constant. Finally, 

the moisture absorption expressed in percentage (Mt) at any time was calculated 

according to the literature [219]: 

     Mt= [(Wt-Wd) /(Wd) ]*100 %  ……..............................................(4.7) 

Where Wd and Wt refer to the weight of dry specimen and wet specimen, respectively. 

4.9 Investigation of Moisture-sensitive Shape Memory Properties. 

Before testing, the specimens with a thickness of 1.0mm, a width of 5.0mm, a length of 

20.0mm (L0=20mm) are dried in an oven at 100℃ for 12 hours, The specimens are 

stretched to a certain maximum elongation (Lmax) by heating up the temperature above 

Ttrans , e.g. 60℃. After they are fixed at low temperature to a deformed strain (Lf), the 

deformed specimen is conditioned from 40% RH to 95% RH. The lengths at any time 

(Lt) are then recorded. Finally, the strain recovery can be calculated at any time (Rt): 

        Rt= (Lf-Lt)/(Lmax-L0)*100%   ....................................................(4.8) 

Hence, the dependency of Rt on time can be obtained. Figure 4.7 presents the typical 

strain-time recover curves for moisture-sensitive strain recovery. According to the 

curves, the strain recovery start time (t10) can be defined as the immersion time at which 

the strain is recovered about 10% Rmax. Recovery time (tr) is the immersion time at 
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which the strain recovery is the 50% Rmax. Strain recovery end time (t90) is the 

immersion time at which the strain recovery is the 90% Rmax. Thus, the time length (∆t 

= t90-t10) can be used to characterize the moisture recovery speed. Three specimens are 

tested in parallel. When the three curves are very close, the curves used for analysis for 

each specimen are taken.  
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Figure 4.7 Typical strain recovery vs time curves for moisture-sensitive SME 

4.10 Wide Angle X-ray Diffraction (WAXD) 

Diffraction occurs when a wave encounters a series of regularly spaced obstacles which 

are capable of scattering the wave and have spacing that is comparable in magnitude to 

the wavelength of the radiation. X-rays have high energies and wavelengths which are 

of the order of the atomic spacing for solids. When a beam of X-rays encounters a solid, 

a portion of the beam is scattered in all direction by the electrons associated with each 

atom which lies within the path of the beam.  
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Wide Angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) is useful for obtaining information about 

semi-crystalline polymers with a range of inter-atomic distances from 1 to 50Å. The 

size of crystals can be determined from the measurement of the relative intensities of the 

diffraction peaks in the crystalline region. The crystallinity of a polymer and the 

distance between the parallel planes in the crystalline region can also be calculated by 

WAXD.  

In this project, the WAXD traces were recorded in the X-ray Diffractometer (Philips 

Xpert XRD System) at 40KV and 40mA which was equipped with Goebel mirror and 

Cu Kɑ radiation with a wavelength of 1.54 Å. Diffraction patterns were obtained in the 

range of Bragg’s angle 2θ=10 o -50o. The scan speed was 0.02°/min.  
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CHAPTER 5. STRUCTURE AND MORPHOLOGY OF PYRIDINE 

CONTAINING SMPU 

5.1 Introduction 

Over the past decade, the molecular design of SMPs mainly concentrates on the 

crystallization and vitrification of soft phase. Until recently, thermal-reversible 

non-covalent interactions like strong hydrogen bonding are proposed to utilize in SMPs. 

One application is that the reversible hydrogen-bonding is used to stabilize 

mechanically strain stated in polymer elastomers, and the shape recovery is achieved 

upon heating due to the dissociation of non-covalent bonds. An example is 

hydrogen-bonded semi-interpenetration networks (semi-IPNs) such as PEG (poly 

(ethylene glycol)) /PMMA (poly(methyl methacrylate), PEG/P(MMA-co-AA(acrylate 

acid)) and PEG/poly (MMA-co-VP (N-vinyl-2- pyrrolidone)) [90, 220, 221]. In addition, 

Li et al described one kind of supramolecular shape memory elasotmers containing 

reversibly associating side-groups, ureidopyridinone (UPy). In addition to the excellent 

SMEs, e.g. about 90% strain fixity and about 100% strain recovery, one unique feature 

of this new SMPs is the dynamics of its shape-memory response [222]. Most recently, 

Zhu et al. also synthesized a novel supramolecular polyurethane for utilization as SMPs 

by grafting the UPy unit to the elastic polyurethane [57]. It is proposed that the use of 

such non-covalent interactions in SMPs will offer several improvements over the 

existing materials. Another example about supramolecular SMPs is that the α-CD based 

supramolecular SMP networks through the inclusion between PEG or PCL with α-CD . 
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In this system, The α-CD-PEG inclusion crystallites and α-CD-PCL crystallites serve as 

a fixing phase while the naked PEG crystallites and PCL crystallites act as a reversible 

phase[58-60]. Most recently, they also prepared another novel supra-SMPs based on the 

self-assembly of γ-CD with PEG according to the same principle [61, 62]. These 

researches inspired us to develop supramolecular SMPs continuously with new kind of 

supramolecular entities. 

In addition, supramolecular complex formed with pyridine moieties as 

hydrogen-acceptors are widely studied [223, 224]. Many kinds of supramolecular 

polymer networks including functional polymers and supramolecular LCPs can be 

achieved through the strong hydrogen bonding between carboxyl or phenolyl and 

pyridine moieties. For example, the conjugated polymers having electro-conductive and 

photo-conductive properties such as poly(2,6- or 2,5-) pyridine were synthesized [225]. 

The conjugated semi-conductor polyazomethine containing pyridine units were also 

reported by Chang et al. [226]. Polyureas incorporating 2, 6-pyridine rings were 

synthesized and used for the production of light emitting diodes based on terbium 

immobilized polyurea chelates [227]. Furthermore, a lot of polyurethanes and 

polyurethane-ureas were synthesized to contain pyridine moieties through pyridine 

containing chain extenders such as  N, N-bis(2-hydroxyl ethyl) isonicotinamide (BINA) 

[228, 229] and  2,6-diamino pyridine [56]. As for the preparation of the 

hydrogen-bonded LCP complexes, polyurethane containing complementary pyridyl 

units in the main-chain and side-chain was also reported to be synthesized from 

2,6-bis(hydroxymethyl) pyridine and BINA, respectively [179, 180].  However, the 
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structure and morphology of pyridine containing polyurethanes (PUPys) have not been 

studied and reported clearly. Hitherto, there are no reports about SMPs based on the 

pyridine moieties.  

In view of the open area, it is realized that the fabrication of SMPs with supramolecular 

entities is feasible, and the supramolecular SMPs would be another attractive research 

direction of SMMs. Therefore, the pyridine derivative BINA is employed to synthesize 

pyridine containing SMPU with HDI in this study. For further understanding the 

supramolecular structure and morphology of BINA-based-SMPUs (BIN-SMPUs), BDO 

and MDI are also used to control the pyridine contents and the fraction of hard domains. 

Thereafter, (1) a series of studies focusing on the investigation of supramolecular 

structure, (2) the effect of pyridine content, and (3) the effect of hard domains were 

carried out in this chapter with FT-IR, DSC, DMA and WAXD etc..  

5.2 Brief Analysis of Molecule Structure of BIN-SMPUs 

Figure 5.1 presents the possible inter-molecular hydrogen bonding present in the 

BIN-SMPU. It is known that BINA is a hydroxyl end-capped pyridine derivative, and it 

is widely used as the chain extender in polyurethane synthesis [228, 229]. According to 

the molecule structure of BIN-SMPU, it can be observed that the pyridine ring acting as 

a pendant is attached to the backbone of polyurethane as shown in Figure 5.1. It is well 

known that the polar urethane groups have a great influence on the stabilization or 

destabilization of polyurethane in the polyurethane chemistry [189, 230]. The urethane 

groups (–NH-COO-) which have a partially negative charge on the oxygen atom can 
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interact with either the hydrogen-donor or the hydrogen-acceptor. Hence, it is predicted 

that there are hydrogen bonding associations between the C=O (A1) and NH (D1) of the 

urethane groups. This hydrogen bondings are beneficial to the formation of hard 

segment domains as shown in Figure 5.1(a). Similarly, the C=O group (A2) beside the 

pyridine ring also have the possibility to form hydrogen bonding with NH of the 

urethane groups as shown in Figure 5.1(b).  
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Figure 5.1 Illustration of inter-molecular hydrogen bonding in the BIN-SMPU 

However, the most favorable hydrogen-acceptor in this system is the nitrogen of 

pyridine ring [179, 180]. The >N of pyridine as hydrogen-acceptor (A3) has a great 
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tendency to form strong hydrogen bonding with the NH of urethane group as 

hydrogen-donor as shown in Figure 5.1(c). In addition, the N (A4) beside C=O is also 

hydrogen-acceptor which can form hydrogen bonding with N-H of urethane too. Hence, 

this hydrogen bonding will influence it formation between urethane groups.  

5.3 Theoretical Calculations of BIN-SMPUs 

 

a-H 

 

b-H 
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c-H 

 

d-H    

 Figure.5.2 Optimized geometries at the b3lyp/6-31G level using G03W program 

To estimate the interaction energies of hydrogen-bonds, ab-initio calculations are 

performed using a truncated molecule containing a BINA unit and urethane unit as 

models. The compounds considered in the theoretical calculations contain the same 

hydrogen-bonded functional groups as the real species used in this experiment. In doing 
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the calculations, the most possible hydrogen-bonds formed (1) between D1 and A1 

(N-H….O=C-O) marked as a-H, (2) between D1 and A2 (N-H….O=C-Py) marked as 

b-H, (3) between D1 and A3 (N-H….N-py) marked as c-H and (4) between D1 and A4 

(N-H…N-C=O) marked as d-H are taken into account. Figure 5.2 shows the optimized 

binding geometry of hydrogen-bonds. The calculated interaction energies of 

hydrogen-bonds are summarized in Table 5.1.  

In Figure 5.2, it can be found that the distance of hydrogen bond between 

hydrogen-donor and hydrogen-acceptor is 1.91 Å in a-H, 1.90 Å in b-H, 1.98 Å in c-H, 

and 2.53 Å in d-H. In addition, it is found in Table 5.1 that the hydrogen-bond energy is 

48.47 kJ.mol-1 in a-H, 43.49kJ.mol-1 in b-H, and 82.49kJ.mol-1 in c-H. They belong to 

the class of medium strong hydrogen bonds. However, the hydrogen bond (d-H) 

between N-H of urethane and N beside the carboxyl of BINA unit is weak as its bond 

energy is only 15.45 kJ.mol-1. These calculated interaction energies indicate that the 

hydrogen bonds present in the urethane group and pyridine ring are the most favorable 

hydrogen-bonds in the BIN-SMPUs. 

Hence, the hydrogen-bonded supramolecular structure is expected in the BIN-SMPUs. 

Generally, the movement of polymer chain of SMPU is mainly determined by the ratio 

of flexible soft segment and rigid hard segment or the flexibility of soft segment. 

However, in this system, the hydrogen bonding present in both the pyridine ring and 

urethane group plays an important role in the movement of polymer chain. One reason 

is that the hydrogen bonding present in both the urethane group and pyridine ring is 
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much stronger. Another reason is that the fraction of urethane group and pyridine ring is 

high.  

Table 5.1 Energy of hydrogen bond at the b3lyp/6-31G level using G03W program 

Type Hydrogen bonding EH/kJ.mol-1 

a-H  between the urethane group  (D1-A1) -48.47 

b-H  between NH of urethane with C=O of pyridine  (D1-A2) -43.49 

c-H  between NH of urethane with N of pyridine  (D1-A3) -82.49 

d-H  between NH of urethane with N beside C=O  (D1-A4) -15.45 

EH is energy of hydrogen bond; D1 is hydrogen-donor (N-H), and A1, A2, A3, A4 are 

four kinds of different hydrogen-acceptors  

5.4 FT-IR Analysis of BIN-SMPUs  

5.4.1 FT-IR Spectroscopy Study of BIN-SMPUs with BINA and PCL-SMPUs 
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Figure 5.3 FT-IR spectra of (b)BINA-HDI copolymer comparing with (a) BINA 

and (c)PCL-based-SMPU  
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Infrared spectroscopy is a powerful tool used for the study of specific interactions in the 

hydrogen-bonded system, and the frequency shift has been generally accepted as a 

measure of the strength of hydrogen bonding [230]. Figure 5.3 presents the FT-IR 

spectra of BINA-HDI copolymer comparing with its monomer, BINA and a typical 

SMPU, PCL-based-SMPU [122]. It is found that when BINA is copolymerized with 

HDI to form BINA-HDI copolymer, two obvious frequencies appear at 3317cm-1 and 

1696cm-1 in the spectrum of HDI-BINA copolymer which are widely accepted as the 

stretching vibration of N-H and the stretching vibration of C=O, respectively. They 

represent the formation of urethane group (-NHCOO-).  At the same time, it is 

observed that some closed frequencies between BINA-HDI copolymer spectrum and 

BINA spectrum at 1623 cm-1, 1603 cm-1, 1503 cm-1, 1464 cm-1, 1374 cm-1, 1001 cm-1, 

757cm-1 shift to 1626 cm-1, 1606 cm-1, 1500 cm-1, 1463 cm-1, 1369 cm-1, 998 cm-1 and 

758 cm-1, respectively. Therefore, it is confirmed that urethane groups are formed, and 

the pyridine ring is attached to the polyurethane chain as a pendant in the BIN-SMPU. 

In addition, the frequency at about 3059cm-1 should be assigned to the C-H vibration of 

pyridine ring since it appears in the spectrum of monomer BINA and BINA-HDI 

copolymer while no absorption is observed at the same frequency in the 

PCL-based-SMPU.  

In the previous studies [5, 100, 205, 206], SMPUs are usually designed to the 

segmented block copolymer composing of hard segment and soft segment with a long 

chain. As a result, they usually have a relatively low fraction of urethane group, and 

their movement of polymer chain is mainly determined by the ratio of flexible soft 
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segment and rigid hard segment. However, in the BIN-SMPUs, the fraction of urethane 

group is much higher since both HDI and BINA have a relatively lower molecular 

weight. Hence, the density or peak area of frequency at 3317 cm-1 for N-H stretching 

vibration is much higher in the spectrum of BINA-HDI copolymer in Figure 5.3. This 

implies that the urethane group can provide a large number of hydrogen-donors for the 

formation of hydrogen bonding.  

5.4.2 FT-IR Spectroscopy Study of PUPys with Various BINA Contents 

Aiming at investigating the effect of pyridine content, a series of PUPys with various 

BINA contents were synthesized by adding BDO to the BINA-HDI prepolymer. Figure 

5.4 presents the FT-IR spectra of PUPy with various BINA contents, and Table 5.2 

shows the frequencies of PUPys with various BINA contents for some typical vibrations. 

In Table 5.2, it can be found that the BINA content reflecting the fraction of pyridine 

ring decreases with the increase of BDO content. However, the HDI content reflecting 

the fraction of urethane group increases with the decrease of BINA content. Hence, it 

can be found in Figure 5.4 (a) that the band density at 3313-3320 cm-1 representing the 

N-H stretching vibration of urethane group increases as the BINA content drops. With 

regard to the band density at about 3059 cm-1 for C-H stretching vibration of pyridine 

ring and at about 2935 cm-1 and 2868 cm-1 for CH2 vibration both decrease with the 

decrease of BINA content. However, it should be pointed out that a relative strong 

density is still achieved at this frequency in the sample of PUPyBDO10 containing a 

small fraction of pyridine ring. This implies that the frequency at the range of 3000 cm-1 
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to 2800 cm-1 is resulted from the stretching vibration of CH2 from both the BINA unit 

and HDI unit. 
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(c)  

Figure 5.4 FT-IR spectra of PUPy with various BINA contents, 1:PUPyBDO53; 2: 

PUPyBDO40; 3:PUPyBDO30; 4: PUPyBDO20; and 5: PUPyBDO10 at the 

frequency range of (a) 3500-2800cm-1 (b) 1800-900 cm-1 (c) 900-700 cm-1 

Table 5.2 Typical frequencies of PUPys with various BINA contents 

Sample BINA 

wt% 

HDI 

wt% 

υNH 

(cm-1) 

υC=O (NH) 

(cm-1) 

υC=O(Py) 

(cm-1) 

υC-N Amide 

II (cm-1) 

υCH(py) 

(cm-1) 

PUPyBDO53 53.7 46.3 3319.5 1695.9 1628.2 1530.4 832.3 

PUPyBDO40 43.3 50.3 3316.8 1693.3 1630.8 1530.7 832.7 

PUPyBDO30 38.5 51.9 3315.2 1682.0 1632.2 1531.8 833.1 

PUPyBDO20 28.8 55.8 3316.3 1681.3 1637.9 1532.6 833.7 

PUPyBDO10 19.1 59.5 3312.8 1680.6 - 1532.8 834.5 

In Figure 5.4 (b), it can also be found that the C=O stretching vibration of urethane 
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group shifts to a low frequency as the BINA content is decreasing, and a relatively high 

density is obtained when the BINA content is lower than 30wt% due to their much high 

fraction of urethane groups. However, the density of C=O stretching vibration at about 

1635 cm-1 as well as the density of C-N-C stretching vibration at about 1600 cm-1 drops 

significantly as the BINA content is decreasing. Finally, it tends to be overlapped by the 

stretching vibration of C=O of urethane group in the sample of PUPyBDO10 due to its 

very low fraction of BINA. Hence, it is confirmed again that the frequency at 1600cm-1 

is assigned to the C-N-C stretching vibration of BINA unit. In addition, it is also found 

that the density at about 1530 cm-1 become higher with respect to the increase of HDI 

content. Hence, this implies that the frequency at 1530cm-1 is assigned to the stretching 

vibration of C-N of amide II in the urethane group. At the same time, the frequencies at 

1434 cm-1 and 1411 cm-1 can be assigned to the stretching vibrations of pyridine ring 

because their density is found to drop with respect to the decrease of BINA content. 

However, the frequencies at 1474cm-1, 1337 cm-1, 1258 cm-1, 1241 cm-1 and 1220 cm-1 

may be resulted from the urethane groups for they get clearer as the HDI content 

increases particularly in the spectra of samples PUPyBDO30, PUPyBDO20 and 

PUPyBDO10. Moreover, it can be found that the density of frequencies at 1094cm-1 and 

1054cm-1 drops with respect to the decrease of BINA content.  

Furthermore, it can be found in Figure 5.4(c) that the frequencies at 835cm-1 and 759 

cm-1 both drop as the BINA content decreases. This means that the frequency at 835 

cm-1 and 759 cm-1 is also assigned to the vibration of BINA unit. Moreover, the pyridine 

monomer, 4-aminopyridine (DMAP), also shows a strong frequency at 759 cm-1. Hence, 
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it is confirmed that the 759 cm-1 is assigned to the C-H stretching vibration of pyridine 

ring. 

In addition, it can be found in Table 5.2 that as the BINA content is dropping, the 

stretching vibration frequencies of N-H of urethane group as well as stretching vibration 

frequencies of C=O of urethane group shift to lower frequencies. However, the 

frequencies of stretching vibration of C=O beside pyridine ring and out-of-plane CH 

stretching vibration shift to high frequencies. For example, the 832.3 cm-1 vibration 

frequency of CH of pyridine ring in PUPyBDO53 shifts to 832.7cm-1 in PUPyBDO40,  

to 833.1 cm-1 in PUPyBDO30,  to 833.7 cm-1 in PUPyBDO20, and to 834.5 cm-1 in 

PUPyBDO10. In addition, another vibration frequency of CH of pyridine ring at 774 

cm-1 in PUPyBDO53 to 775 cm-1 in PUPyBDO40,  to 777 cm-1 in PUPyBDO30, to 

779 cm-1 in PUPyBDO20, and to 780 cm-1 in PUPyBDO53. Previously, it was reported 

that the hydrogen-bonded N-H vibration and C=O vibration appeared at a lower 

frequency [231, 232]. Hence, these results indicate that as the BINA content is dropping, 

the strength of hydrogen bonding present in the urethane group is getting stronger while 

the strength of hydrogen bonding present in the pyridine ring is getting weaker. 

5.4.3 FT-IR Analysis for Pure-PUPyA, Protonized-PUPyA and Crosslinked 

-PUPyA 

Nitrogen atom of pyridine ring has a great tendency to accept free H+ or form hydrogen 

bond with -COOH. Hence, pyridine ring will be protonized easily by the H+ of acid like 

H2SO4; or linked physically by the agent with two or more carboxyl groups like oxalic 
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acid. FT-IR spectra of the BINA-HDI copolymer (named as PUPyA temporarily), 

protonized-PUPyA and crosslinked-PUPyA are presented in Figure 5.5. According to 

the FT-IR spectra, it can be found that the frequencies at 1600 cm-1, 1502 cm-1, 992 cm-1 

in the spectrum of PUPyA tend to disappear in the protonized-PUPyA. Theoretical and 

experimental FT-IR spectroscopy study of isonicotinamide suggests that frequencies at 

1600 cm-1 and 1502 cm-1 are assigned to the stretching vibration of C-N-C in the 

pyridine ring, and the frequency at 992 cm-1 is resulted from the ring breathing vibration 

[233]. This means that the electric structure of pyridine ring is influenced by the 

protonization reaction with H2SO4. 
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Figure 5.5 Spectra of (1)pure-PUPyA comparing with (2) protonized PUPyA and 

(3) cross-linked-PUPyA  

In addition, it is also observed that the frequencies at 3314cm-1, 3050cm-1, 1697cm-1 in 
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the pure PUPyA shift to 3320 cm-1, 3061 cm-1, 1702 cm-1, respectively, in the protonized 

PUPyA, and to 3317cm-1, 3059 cm-1 and 1694cm-1, respectively, in the linked-PUPyA. 

As mentioned in section 5.4.2, the frequency at 3314cm-1 is assigned to the N-H 

stretching vibration of urethane groups; the frequency at 3050cm-1 is assigned to the 

C-H stretching vibration of the pyridine ring; and the frequency at 1697cm-1 is assigned 

to the C=O stretching vibration of urethane groups. It means that the stretching 

vibration frequency of N-H of urethane group and the stretching vibration frequency of 

C-H of pyridine ring both shift to higher frequencies in the protonized PUPyA and in 

the linked PUPyA. The stretching vibration frequency of C=O of urethane group shifts 

to higher frequency in the protonized PUPyA while it shifts to lower frequency in the 

physically crosslinked PUPyA. These results indicate that the strength of hydrogen 

bonding presented in the N-H and present in the pyridine ring get weaker after being 

protonized by H2SO4 as well as being physical-linked by oxalic acid. In addition, the 

strength of hydrogen bonding presented in C=O of urethane group gets weaker after 

protonization while it gets stronger after crosslinking. It is confirmed again that the 

pyridine ring is the important hydrogen-acceptor for the formation of hydrogen bonding 

present in the PUPys. 

5.5 Thermal-properties of BIN-SMPUs 

It is known that the traditional polyurethanes are composed of alternative soft segment 

and hard segment. The soft segments are usually long chain polyols like polyether 

glycols and polyester glycols, while the hard segments are usually the reaction products 
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of diisocyanates and short chain extenders. Due to the thermodynamic incompatibility 

between the soft segments and hard segments, micro-phase separation occurs resulting 

in the formation of hard segment-rich and soft segment-rich matrix. The phase 

separation is also influenced by many factors such as chemical composition, sequence 

length of hard segment and hydrogen bonding. It is generally accepted that hydrogen 

bonding present in the polyurethane is very closely related to the phase separation. 

Thermal-properties are the fundamental properties of polymer. According to the 

thermal-properties, the information of structure and morphology of polymers can be 

found. In the BIN-SMPUs, there are strong hydrogen bondings between the urethane 

groups and between urethane group and pyridine ring. Hence, the thermal-properties 

may be quite different from the traditional polyurethanes. The following sections will 

introduce the thermal-properties of BIN-SMPU systematically. 

5.5.1 Influence of Protonization of Pyridine Ring 

Table 5.3 DSC results of pure-PUPyA comparing with protonized-PUPyA and 

linked-PUPyA 

Samples Tg (℃) ∆Cp (J/g) 

Pure-PUPyA 48.50 0.451 

Protonized-PUPyA 25.51 0.397 

Linked-PUPyA 54.09 0.424 
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Figure 5.6 DSC curves of pure-PUPyA comparing with the protonized-PUPyA and 

linked-PUPyA 

Figure 5.6 presents the DSC curves of pure-PUPyA comparing with the 

protonized-PUPyA and linked-PUPyA, and Table 5.3 summaries their DSC results. 

Under the same condition, i.e. drying and annealing at 100℃ oven, it is found in Figure 

5.6 that the Tg of soft phase in the pure-PUPyA is 48.50℃; but it decreases to only 

25.51℃ in the protonized-PUPyA, and increases to 54.09 ℃ in the linked-PUPyA. This 

implies that the inter-molecular interaction of PUPyA gets weak when the pyridine ring 

is protonized by H+, while it gets stronger when the pyridine ring is cross-linked 

physically by the oxalic acid. Generally, the movement of polymer chain in SMPU is 

mainly determined by the ratio of flexible soft segment and rigid hard segment. 

However, the hydrogen bondings present in both the urethane groups and pyridine rings 

are much stronger in this system. Moreover, the fractions of urethane group and 

pyridine ring are relatively high. Therefore, the hydrogen bonding of PUPy plays an 
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important role in the movement of polymer chain, i.e. the Tg of soft phase is controlled 

by the hydrogen bonding of polyurethane particularly in the pyridine ring. 

5.5.2 Influence of BINA Contents  
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Figure 5.7 the first DSC cooling curves of PUPys with various BINA contents: 

1-PUPyBDO53; 2-PUPyBDO40; 3-PUPyBDO30; 4-PUPyBDO20; 5-PUPyBDO10 

Figures 5.7 to 5.9 present the first DSC cooling curves, the first DSC heating curves and 

The second DSC heating curves of PUPys with various BINA contents, respectively. It 

can be observed in Figure 5.7 that an obvious re-crystalline peak appears at 103.3℃ and 

131.8℃ on the cooling curves of PUPyBDO20 and PUPyBDO10, respectively. On the 

other hand, PUPyBDO53, PUPyBDO40 and PUPyBDO30 only show a slight glass 

transition at lower temperature range with the scan rate of 10℃/min. On the first 

heating curves as shown in Figure 5.8, the crystal melting peak can still be measured 

clearly in the PUPyBDO10, PUPyBDO20, PUPyBDO30 and even PUPyBDO40 since 
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they recrystallize at room temperature for a long time.  
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Figure 5.8 The first DSC heating curves of PUPys with various BINA contents: 

1-PUPyBDO53; 2-PUPyBDO40; 3-PUPyBDO30; 4-PUPyBDO20; 5-PUPyBDO10 

Interestingly, in addition to the lower temperature glass transition upon cooling, the 

PUPyBDO53 also shows a clear glass transition with big ∆Cp at higher temperature 

range on the first heating curves. This implies that the PUPyBDO53 has two amorphous 

phases. However, this exothermic process occurred in PUPyBDO53, PUPyBDO40 and 

PUPyBDO30 disappears in the DSC trace when the specimen undergoes the second 

scan as shown in Figure5.9. Robert et al suggested that the three characteristic 

endoderm transitions observed in the MDI-BDO based polyurethane at the temperature 

of 60-80℃, 120-180℃, and above 200℃ were correlated, respectively with the 

short-range, long-range and microcrystalline ordering of hard segment units [234]. 
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Therefore, this high temperature transition should result from the long-range disorder 

hard-segment unit which is formed through the strong hydrogen bonding among the 

urethane groups [110].  
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Figure 5.9 The second DSC heating curves of PUPys with various BINA contents: 

1-PUPyBDO53; 2-PUPyBDO40; 3-PUPyBDO30; 4-PUPyBDO20; 5-PUPyBDO10 

In Figure 5.9, it is also found that the Tg appears at 55.4℃ for the PUPyBDO53, at 

43.8℃ for PUPyBDO40 and at 33.7℃ for PUPyBDO30, i.e. the Tg of soft phase 

decreases as the BINA content decreases. In addition, it can be observed that both 

PUPyBDO20 and PUPyBDO10 show a big crystal melting peak at 148.2℃ and 

163.7℃, respectively. Howver, no clear glass transition is determined at lower 

temperature range. Moreover, the Tm as well as Tc tends to appear at higher temperature 

in the higher HDI-BDO content or lower BINA content sample. This implies that the 
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glass transition is influenced by the BINA unit and the hard phase is resulted from the 

HDI-BDO unit in the BIN-SMPUs. This is due to the fact that the pyridine ring of 

BINA unit which attaches to the polyurethane chain as a pendant prevents the 

aggregation of polymer chain to form crystals. However, more HDI-BDO units, which 

are reported to form crystal easily, are aggregated as the fraction of BINA is small in 

both PUPyBDO20 and PUPyBDO10. In addition to form amorphous soft phase based 

on BINA unit, the urethane unit of HDI-BINA as well as HDI-BDO unit also tends to 

form amorphous hard phase or even semi-crystalline hard phase when the fraction of 

HDI-BDO unit is high.  

5.5.3 Influence of Rigid Hard Segment  
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Figure 5.10 The first DSC heating curves of PUPys with various MDI-BDO 

contents: 1-PUPyMB15; 2-PUPyMB25;3-PUPyMB35; 4-PUPyMB45; 5-PUPy 

MB55 

As mentioned previously, there are not only inter-molecular hydrogen bonds, but also 
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dipole-dipole interaction and induced dipole-dipole interaction among the MDI formed 

hard segment in the polyurethanes[189]. If the HDI of BINA-HDI-BDO system is 

replaced partly by MDI to BINA-HDI-BDO-MDI copolymer, more rigid MDI-BDO 

segment will be formed [5]. Moreover, the aggregation of relatively regular HDI-BDO 

unit will interrupt by the irregular MDI-BDO unit. Consequently, they show different 

thermal-properties from the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys. 
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Figure 5.11 The second DSC heating curves of PUPys with various MDI-BDO 

contents: 1-PUPyMB0; 2-PUPyMB15; 3-PUPyMB20; 4-PUPyMB25; 5-PUPyMB30; 

6-PUPyMB35; 7-PUPyMB45 

Figure 5.10 to 5.12 present the first DSC heating curves, the second DSC heating curves 

and the first DSC cooling curves of PUPys with various BINA contents, respectively. As 

shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.12, no crystal melting peaks and recrystalline peaks can be 

observed on the second heating curves and on the first cooling curves. However, a clear 
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glass transition can be determined at lower temperature range on the second heating 

curves in all the PUPy-MB series of PUPys. Moreover, as the MDI-BDO content 

increases, the Tg of soft phase rises slightly, i.e. in the BINA-HDI-BDO-MDI system, Tg 

rises with the increase of MDI-BDO content. Because the increased MDI-BDO hard 

segment not only improves the interaction of polymer, but also improves the rigid of 

polyurethane chain[5]. In the PUPy-MB series of PUPys, there is a drop in the hydrogen 

bonding present in the pyridine ring as the BINA content decreases. This is confirmed 

that the increased MDI-BDO segment plays the main role in the movement of polymer 

chain. 
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Figure 5.12 The first DSC cooling curves of PUPy-MB series with various 

MDI-BDO contents: 1-PUPyMB0; 2-PUPyMB15; 3-PUPyMB20; 4-PUPyMB25; 

5-PUPyMB30; 6-PUPyMB35; 7-PUPyMB45 

Similar to the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys, the phase transition with big ∆Cp appears on 

the first heating curves in the PUPy-MB series of PUPys as shown Figure 5.10. It is 
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obvious that they all disappear in the DSC trace when the specimen undergoes the 

second scan. Hence, it is confirmed again that the hard phase is resulted from the 

disordered urethane unit through the hydrogen bondings and the two amorphous phases 

exist in the PUPy-MB series of PUPys. As compared with the PUPy-BDO series of 

PUPys, the addition of MDI-BDO unit does promote the formation of amorphous hard 

phase. 

5.6 WAXD of BIN-SMPUs 

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 present the WAXD traces of PUPys with various BINA contents 

and the WAXD traces of PUPys with various MDI-BDO contents, respectively. Similar 

to the result of DSC, no crystalline peaks can be observed in the WAXD traces of 

PUPys with more than 35 wt% BINA contents in the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys. 

When the BINA content drops to below 35wt%, some clear peaks appear at about 

2Ө=13.48º and 24.13º in the PUPyBDO25, and at 2Ө=13.55º and 24.32º in the 

PUPyBDO15. As for the PUPyBDO35, in addition to the diffraction peaks at 2Ө=13.86

º and 24.00º, there are also diffraction peaks appeared at about 2Ө=20.30º and 21.97º. 

With regard to the PUPyBDO45, it is difficult to find the peaks at about 2Ө=20.30º 

and 21.85º. In the case of the PUPyBDO53, there is only a broad non-crystalline peak 

at about 2Ө=20.30º. With reference to all the above DSC testing, it is known that 

semi-crystalline hard phases are formed in the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys with more 

than 30wt% BINA, and the soft phase is actually amorphous phase in all the PUPys 

samples. Therefore, this implies that the diffraction peaks at about 2Ө=13.48º and 
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24.13º are assigned to the crystals of HDI-BDO hard-segment. As the BINA content 

decreases from 35wt% to 25wt%, and then to 15wt%, the diffraction peak (2Ө) shifts 

from 24.00º to 24.13º and then to 24.32º, resepectively. This indicates that the 

distance d (d= nλ/2sinӨ) between the parallel planes in the HDI-BDO crystallites 

decrease with the increase of HDI-BDO content, implying that the hard phase gets more 

stable in the PUPys with higher HDI-BDO content. As the BINA content drops from 

53wt% to 15wt%, the soft phase tends to change gradually from the continuous 

amorphous phase above 30wt% to the droplet-like dispersion phase below 15wt%. On 

the contrary, the hard phase grows up from the droplet-like dispersion amorphous phase 

above 40wt% to the continuous crystalline phase below 30wt%. This changing tendency 

is very similar to the micro-structures changing in the SBS/PCL blends [235].  
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Figure 5.13 WAXD traces of PUPys with various BINA contents: 1-PUPyBDO53; 

2-PUPyBDO45; 3-PUPyBDO35; 4-PUPyBDO25; 5- PUPyBDO15 

In addition, it was reported that the HDI-BDO hard segment did not form crystalline 
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phase until the content of HDI-BDO was higher than a critical value, e.g. above 

28.6wt% in the PLA3000 based polyurethane, above 19.4wt% in the PLA5000 based 

polyurethane and above 10.7wt% in the PLA10000 based polyurethane [236]. This 

means that the lower limit of HDI-BDO content required for the formation of crystalline 

hard phase is higher if the soft segment is shorter in the polyurethane containing the 

HDI-BDO hard segments. Since the BINA is a little molecular monomer in the present 

BINA-HDI-BDO system, the HDI-BDO segment cannot form crystalline hard phase 

until the HDI-BDO content is higher above 65wt%, i.e. the BINA content is less than 

35%. It is confirmed again that the soft phase is determined by the BINA unit,while the 

hard phase is influenced by the HDI-BDO unit. 
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Figure 5.14 WAXD traces of PUPys with various MDI-BDO contents: a-PUPyMB0; 

b-PUPyMB15; c-PUPyMB25; d-PUPyMB35; e- PUPyMB45; f-PUPyMB55 

In the PUPy-MB series of PUPys, no diffraction peaks can be observed from all 
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specimens. This means that both the soft phase and hard phase present in all the 

PUPy-MB series of PUPys are both amorphous phases. This result is also very 

consistent with the DSC testing results. It is confirmed that the aggregation of relatively 

regular HDI-BDO unit is interrupted by the irregular MDI-BDO unit present in the 

PUPy-MB series of PUPys. Furthermore, it is found that the non-crystalline peak gets 

broader in the higher MDI-BDO content of PUPy. The peak width at half height is 

related to the domain size [237]. Therefore, the enlargement of peak width reflects that 

the hard domains size becomes bigger with respect to the increase of MDI-BDO content. 

Hence, it is confirmed that the addition of MDI-BDO segment reinforce the hard 

domains in the PUPy-MB series of PUPys.  

5.7 Dynamic Mechanical Properties of BIN-SMPUs 

Usually, deformation at high temperature is much easier due to the lower rubbery 

modulus of polymer that makes the orientation of polymer more feasible[1]. However, 

the orientation will be partly relaxed before the structure is frozen during the subsequent 

cooling cycle. On the other hand, deformation at low temperature is more difficult due 

to its higher glassy modulus of polymer. However, chain orientation will remain at a 

higher degree as the relaxation process is slowed down. Hence, it is expected that a high 

glassy modulus (Eg) will provide the material with a high shape fixing during the 

simultaneous cooling and unloading, whereas a high rubbery modulus (Er) will provide 

the material with a high elastic recovery at higher temperature[8].  
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5.7.1 Comparison study with other kind of SMPUs  

Figures 5.15 to 5.17 present the dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) curves of 

Tm-type-SMPU, Tg-type-SMPU and BIN-SMPU, respectively. In Figure 5.15, it can be 

found that in addition to the crystal melting transition appearing at about 55.6℃, a glass 

transition also can be found on the Tanδ curves at about -30℃ in the Tm-type-SMPU 

synthesized from the PHAG soft segment and MDI-BDO hard segment [5, 206]. 

Moreover, the storage modulus is observed to decrease from 4.0GPa at -50℃ to 

0.57GPa at 0℃, having a modulus ratio of about 7 times resulting from the glass 

transition, and continually to only 0.041GPa at 80℃ after crystal melting transition, i.e. 

the decreases in modulus is about 14 times due to the crystal melting phase transition.  
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Figure 5.15 Storage modulus (E’) and tanδ of the Tm-type-SMPU as a function 

of temperature 
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The Tg-type-SMPU was synthesized from the PBAG soft segment and MDI-BDO hard 

segment[206]. In Figure 5.16, no crystals are formed in the soft segment domains of 

Tg-type-SMPU, and the dynamic mechanical properties are mainly influenced by the 

glass transition of soft segment. During the glass transition process, the modulus ratio 

(Eg/Er) is beyond 25 times. However, it should be pointed out that the Tg-type-SMPU 

usually has a wide transition range. In order to clearly show SME, its Tg was designed 

to above room temperature.  
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Figure 5.16 Storage modulus (E’) and tanδ of the Tg-Type-SMPU as a function of 

temperature  

For the BIN-SMPU, crystals also cannot be measured at lower temperature range on the 

Tanδ curves. However, strong hydrogen bondings are formed in both soft phase and 

hard phase. The polymer chain movement is greatly influenced by the inter-molecular 

force and particularly by the hydrogen bonding present in the pyridine ring as described 
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previously. Therefore, the dynamic mechanical properties of BIN-SMPUs are quite 

different from the dynamic mechanical properties of traditional Tg-type-SMPU and 

Tm-type-SMPU. In Figure 5.17, it is obvious that there is a great decrease in modulus at 

the temperature range of 40℃ to 60℃. A great plateau having Eg= 4.0GPa is obtained at 

the temperature range of below 20℃. This means that the BIN-SMPU is very rigid at 

room temperature comparing with the Tm-type-SMPU and Tg-type-SMPU. However, 

the Er is only 6.5MPa at above 80℃, making it very soft after the glass transition. The 

reason is that the hydrogen bonding results in great inter-molecular force which shows a 

high glassy storage modulus macroscopically at lower temperature range. However, 

after the dissociation of hydrogen bonding, the weak inter-molecular force results in a 

great movement of polymer chain. In addition, the pyridine ring is attached to the 

polymer chain as pendant; implying that the pendant pyridine ring also affects the 

stiffness of polyurethane. Hence, a great modulus ratio (Eg/Er>615) is observed in the 

BIN-SMPU. Moreover, it is also found that the transition range is very narrow when 

comparing with the Tg-type-SMPU. As a result, a fast strain recovery is expected in the 

BIN-SMPU. 

Another unique dynamic mechanical property is that the BIN-SMPU shows a very high 

maximum tanδ as shown in Figure 5.15. For example, the Tanδ at 58℃ is about 2.3 in 

the HDI-BINA copolymer,while the Tanδ of Tm-type-SMPU is only 0.09 during the 

crystal melting phase transition, and it is only 0.16 during the glass transition. In 

addition, the maximum Tanδ of the traditional Tg-type-SMPU is also only 0.18. This 

means that BIN-SMPU has a big energy loss during the glass transition process. Hence, 
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it is also expected that the BIN-SMPU can be used as good damping materials.  
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Figure 5.17 Storage modulus (E’) and tanδ of the BIN-SMPU as a function of 

temperature  

5.7.2 The Influence of Protonization of Pyridine Ring  

To further investigate the role of pyridine ring, the influence of protonization of pyridine 

ring is studied using the HDI-BINA copolymer (PUPyA). Figures 5.18 and 5.19 present 

the DMA curves of pure PUPyA comparing with the protonized-PUPyA and 

linked-PUPyA. According to the FT-IR analysis above, it is known that the high fraction 

of strong inter-molecular hydrogen bonds is associated at lower temperature range in the 

PUPyA. Hence, it is observed in Figure 5.18 that the pure-PUPyA shows a high Eg 

which is kept constant to above 4.3GPa at the temperature range of below 20 oC. 

However, when the pyridine ring is protonized by the H+, the Eg decreases significantly 
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from 4.2GPa at -80oC to only 2.0GPa at 20oC in the protonized-PUPyA. The decrease in 

modulus is observed particularly at the temperature range of -80oC to -50oC. In contrast, 

when the pyridine ring is linked by oxalic acid, no obvious decrease in modulus can be 

observed during the glassy state. These results exactly show that the hydrogen bonding 

present in the pyridine ring plays an important role in the inter-molecular interaction in 

the PUPy. The reason is that the inter-molecular forces are strong in the pure-PUPyA as 

well as in the linked-PUPyA, but the hydrogen bonding present in the pyridine ring is 

destroyed easily by the H+ in the protonized-PUPyA. As the temperature is raised to 

above -60 oC, the protonized pyridine ring starts to shake, and the Eg also decreases due 

to the drop of inter-molecular force. As a result, it is also observed in Figure 5.19 that a 

β transition referring to the relaxation of the protonized pyridine ring in the side-chain, 

appears at about -52℃ on the tanδ curve. Hence, it is confirmed again that the pyridine 

ring influences the movement of polymer chain through the formation of strong 

inter-molecular hydrogen bondings.  

Similar to other SMPs, the storage modulus of PUPyA also decreases in two steps upon 

heating. For the pure-PUPyA, the first-step decrease in modulus appears at the 

temperature range of 44℃-95℃,while the second-step decrease in modulus is observed 

at the temperature range of 115℃-129℃. This implies that phase separation occurs in 

the PUPyA. Finally, it can be found that the modulus ratio (Eg/Er) reaches 400 within 

the first stage with a high Er (>2.5MPa) at 100 . However, in the protonized℃ -PUPyA, 

the decrease in modulus appears at the temperature range of 23℃-54℃ and 78℃-94℃, 

respectively. Accordingly, the protonized- PUPyA is felt soft at room temperature but 
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become very viscous at above 100℃. Though it is easy to be manufactured to many 

kinds of shapes at high temperature, the recovery stress is still very weak. Hence, the 

pure-PUPyA is expected to show good SMEs, while the protonized-PUPy may have no 

SMEs. 
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Figure 5.18 Storage modulus (E’) of pure PUPy comparing with the protonized 

-PUPy and linked-PUP as a function of temperature 

In the linked-PUPyA, it is found unexpectedly that the decrease in modulus also starts at 

lower temperature, but the Er is still much higher than that in the protonized-PUPyA. 

The reason is that the strong hydrogen bonding existed between the N-H of urethane 

group and :N< of pyridine ring is replaced partly by the hydrogen bonding between the 

carboxyl group and :N< of pyridine ring. Moreover, the inter-molecular distance of 

polymer chain increases with respect to respect to the addition of oxalic acid. Hence, the 
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inter-molecular force existed in the linked-PUPyA should be weaker than that in the 

pure-PUPyA, but it is still stronger than that in the protonized-PUPyA. Therefore, the 

peak temperatures of Tanδ as shown in Figure 5.19, which reflect the Tg of soft phase 

and Tg of hard phase, are both observed to shift to lower temperature when PUPyA is 

protonized or linked. For example, in the protonized-PUPyA, the second peak 

temperature of Tanδ appears below 90 oC. This means that hydrogen bonds existed in 

both soft phase and hard domains will be dissociated when the temperature is raised to 

above 90 oC. Thereafter, the polymer chain can move freely without netpoints. The 

pre-deformed strain may also be damaged completely without strain recovery at that 

temperature.  
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Figure 5.19 Tan δ curves of pure-PUPyA comparing with the protonized -PUPyA 

and linked-PUPyA as a function of temperature 
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5.7.3 Influence of BINA Contents  
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Figure 5.20 DMA curves of (a) modulus (b) tanδ of PUPy samples with various 

BINA contents 
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Figure 5.20 presents the dynamic mechanical properties of PUPys with various BINA 

contents. Similar to other kinds of SMPs, it is observed in Figure 5.20(a) that at the 

glassy state, e.g. at below 47℃, all the BIN-SMPU samples have a high Eg followed by 

a significant decrease in modulus during the glass transition process. The polymer then 

enters into a rubber state with a relatively lower Er, particularly when the BINA content 

is high, e.g. above 40wt% by weight, the modulus ratio is also high, e.g. Eg/Er>300 in 

the PUPyBDO40. However, as the BINA content drops to below 30wt%, the Er 

increases significantly with respect to the decrease in BINA contents. As a result, the 

modulus ratio gets smaller, i.e. it is only 100 in the PUPyBDO10. These results show 

that when the BINA content drop to below 30wt%, the BINA-HDI-BDO polyurethane 

tends to form clearer micro-phase separation structure consisting of both soft phase and 

hard phase. Moreover, the soft phase mainly results from the congregation of 

HDI-BINA unit while the HDI-BDO unit mainly forms the hard phase. This observation 

is very consistent with the results of DSC testing. 

In addition, it is also found in Figure 5.20(b) that two transitions appear on the Tanδ 

curve of the PUPyBDO30, PUPyBDO20 and PUPyBDO10. They may be ascribed to 

the Tg transition of soft phase and Tm or Tg transition of hard phase. Interestingly, it is 

found that as the BINA content drops, the maximum Tanδ decreases from 1.40 in the 

sample PUPyBDO40 to only 0.31 in the sample PUPyBDO10. This implies that the 

BINA-HDI formed from the amorphous phase shows great influence on the energy loss 

of BIN-SMPUs, i.e. the higher content of BINA, the bigger Tanδ. This is due to the fact 

that higher fractions of hydrogen bondings formed in the pyridine ring do result in the 
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larger energy loss. Hence, it is confirmed again that the hydrogen bonding influences 

the glass transition of soft phase in the BINA-HDI-BDO system. 

5.7.4 Influence of Rigid Hard Domains  
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Figure 5.21 DMA properties of PUPys with various MDI-BDO contents 
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In order to further confirm the prediction of the morphology of BIN-SMPUs, according 

to the analysis of BINA-HDI-BDO system as mentioned above, the DMA properties of 

BINA-HDI-BDO-MDI copolymer are also investigated in this study. Figure 5.21 shows 

the DMA curves of PUPys with various MDI-BDO contents, and Table 5.4 summarizes 

the DMA results of PUPys with various MDI-BDO contents. It is well known that 

MDI-BDO is the main composition of hard segment which is the physical netpoints of 

SMPU due to their strong interaction [189]. They will probably lead to phase separation 

or hard domain formation and disperse among the soft segment phase as a filler to 

improve the mechanical properties of polyurethane. Hence, it is observed in Figure 5.21 

that as the MDI-BDO content increases, the Er enthances while the Tanδ decreases. In 

Table5.4, it can also be found that the Er enhances as the MDI-BDO content increases. 

As a result, the Eg/Er decreases significantly from 425 in the PUPyMB10 to only 19 in 

the PUPyMB45. This indicates that the addition of MDI-BDO segment reinforces the 

hard domains of PUPys. In addition, it is also observed that the Tanδ drops significantly 

with respect to the increase of MDI-BDO content and the decrease of BINA content. 

This tendency is very similar to the tendency observed in the PUPy-BDO series of 

PUPys. Hence, it is confirmed again that the hydrogen bonding present in the pyridine 

ring does affect the energy loss of BIN-SMPUs. 

Based on the investigation of DMA properties of PUPy-BDO and the PUPy-MB series 

of PUPys, it can be concluded that the dissociation of hydrogen bonding present in the 

pyridine ring contributes to the chain movement at glass transition. On the other hand, 

the hydrogen bonding present in the urethane group which shows a higher dissociation 
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temperature acts as physical netpoints. At the same time, if the dissociation of hydrogen 

bonding present in the pyridine ring is sharp, the modulus of polyurethane will drop 

significantly from glass state to elastic state. Therefore, a great modulus ratio can be 

observed in these supramolecular polyurethane systems. Moreover, modulus ratio 

increases with respect to the increase of BINA content as well as the decrease of 

urethane group’s content in both the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys and the PUPy-MB 

series of PUPys, i.e. it basically increases with respect to the decrease of pyridine ring 

content. Hence, it is expected that PUPys containing higher content pyridine unit show 

good SMEs.  

Table 5.4 DMA results of PUPys with various MDI-BDO contents 

Samples BINA wt% Eg at 20℃ Er at 90℃ Eg/Er Tanδ 

PUPyMB0 53.7 3.77+E09 6.88+E06 548 2.28 

PUPyMB10 48.3 5.14+E09 1.21+E07 425 1.23 

PUPyMB15 45.5 3.66+E09 1.06+E07 345 0.64 

PUPyMB25 40.3 4.56+E09 2.54+E07 180 0.56 

PUPyMB30 37.8 4.67+E09 4.01+E07 117 0.44 

PUPyMB35 34.9 5.51+E09 1.14+E08 46 0.42 

PUPyMB45 29.5 3.45+E09 1.79+E08 19 0.40 

5.8 Morphology Model of BINA-based-SMPUs  

In conclusion, the molecular structure of BIN-SMPU can be illustrated by the molecular 
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model as shown in Figure 5.22. In the molecular level, two kinds of strong hydrogen 

bondings exist in the polymer chain of BIN-SMPUs. One of them is the “lower 

dissociation temperature (Tl)” hydrogen bonds existing in the pyridine ring,while the 

other one is the “higher dissociation temperature (Th)” hydrogen bonds existing in the 

urethane groups. At the temperature above Th, all the hydrogen bonds are dissociated. 

During the cooling process, the higher dissociation temperature hydrogen bond 

associates, and it results in large fraction of physical netpoints in the polymer chain. As 

the temperature continues to cool down below Tl, the Tl hydrogen bonding will also 

associate, forming the strong inter-molecular force which will limit the movement of 

polymer chain. On the other hand, hydrogen bonds present in the pyridine ring are 

dissociated upon heating. When the temperature is raised to above Tr (Tl<Tr<Th), the 

deformed chain is then released, whereas the Th hydrogen bonding still provides the 

polymer with a elastic network.  

  

 Figure 5.22 Molecular model of hydrogen-bonded BIN-SMPUs  

As for the morphology of BIN-SMPU, the Th hydrogen bond promotes the aggregation 

: Polymer chain : Hydrogen bond 
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of urethane unit, and further form the hard phase when the fraction of urethane unit is 

high. At the same time, the Tl hydrogen bonding will promote the formation of 

amorphous soft phase. As a result, phase separation occurs in the BIN-SMPU. As the 

BINA content drops, the soft phase tends to change gradually from the continuous 

amorphous phase to the droplet-like dispersion phase,,while the hard phase grows up 

from the droplet-like dispersion amorphous phase to the continuous crystalline phase. 

The change in microstructure is illustrated in Figure 5.23.  
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Amorphous soft phase
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Figure 5.23 Illustration of morphology of BINA based polyurethane 

For example, in the PUPy-BDO series of BIN-SMPUs, the polymer is mainly composed 

of amorphous soft phase,while the hard phase is the in the form of droplet-like 

dispersion amorphous phase in the PUPyBD053,. With regard to PUPyBDO45 and 

PUPyBDO40, as the BINA content drops, or the HDI-BDO content increases, the 
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fraction of amorphous hard phase enhances. When the BINA content drops to below 

35wt%, and the HDI-BDO increases to above 65wt%, the semi-crystalline hard phase is 

partly formed in the PUPyBDO35. The hard phase continuously grows up to become a 

big crystalline phase in the PUPyBDO30. However, the fraction of amorphous soft 

phase decrease with respect to the decrease of BINA content. Finally, PUPy containing 

very lower BINA content forms a semi-crystalline continuous hard phase dispersed with 

a low fraction of droplet-liike amorphous soft phase. 

5.9 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a series of BIN-SMPU supramolecular networks were synthesized from 

the pyridine derivative and diisocyanate. Based on the instrumental analysis, the 

structure and morphology of BIN-SMPUs were investigated using FT-IR, NMR, DSC, 

WAXD, DMA etc. with the following conclusions being obtained: 

1). Strong hydrogen bonding is formed in both the urethane group and pyridine ring. As 

the BINA content drops, the fraction of hydrogen bonding present in the urethane 

groups increases,while the fraction of hydrogen bonding present in the pyridine ring 

decreases. Moreover, the strength of hydrogen bonding present in the urethane group 

gets stronger; but weaker in the pyridine ring. 

2). DSC results show that the presence of amorphous soft phase in PUPys, and the Tg of 

soft phase is controlled by the pyridine ring via hydrogen bonding. PUPys tend to form 

semi-crystalline hard phase in the PUPy-BDO series PUPys when the BINA content 
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drops to below 30wt%, while PUPys with more than 30wt% BINA content mainly form 

amorphous hard phase. Furthermore, the addition of MDI-BDO unit can promote the 

formation of amorphous hard phase in the PUPy-MB series of PUPys.  

3). DMA testing confirms that phase separation structure does occur in the PUPys. The 

rubber modulus enhances with respect to the decrease of BINA content as well as the 

increase of MDI-BDO content. Accordingly, the modulus ratio (Eg/Er) drops with 

respect to the decrease in BINA contents and the increase in MDI-BDO content. In 

addition, tanδ drops with respect to the decrease in pyridine content in both the 

PUPy-BDO series of PUPys and the PUPy-MB series of PUPys.  

4). DMA protonization investigation confirms that the pyridine ring does influence the 

movement of polymer chain through the formation of strong inter-molecular hydrogen 

bonding. The glassy modulus results from the association of a large fraction of 

hydrogen bonding,while the decrease in modulus is dependent on the dissociation of 

hydrogen bonding present in the pyridine ring.  

5). Finally, it is proposed that as the BINA content drops from 53wt% to 10wt%, the 

soft phase tends to change gradually from the continuous amorphous phase to the 

droplet-like dispersion phase. On the other hand, the hard phase grows up from the 

droplet-like dispersion amorphous phase to continuous semi-crystalline phase if there is 

no irregular unit like MDI. 
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CHAPTER 6. THERMAL-INDUCED SMEs of PYRIIDNE CONTAINING 

SMPU 

6.1 Introductions 

Shape memory effect (SME) is the basic properties of SMPs [8, 24]. According to the 

stimulus, SMEs are divided into the thermal-induced SMEs [8, 238], light-induced 

SMEs [22] and electro-active SMEs [239]. There are also reports mentioning about the 

magnetically-induced SMEs [240] and water-driven SMEs [146] etc.. Among them, the 

thermal-induced SMEs are more common as the shape recovery takes place with respect 

to a certain critical temperature [8]. Since the first discovery of SMPs under the trade 

name of polynorborene in 1984, the thermal-induced SMPs have drawn increasing 

attention because of their scientific and technological significance [8]. Various kinds of 

polymers like polyacrylate copolymers, segmented polyurethanes and cross-linked 

polyethylenes were developed to show SMEs. In particular, shape memory polyurethane 

(SMPU) composed of hard segment and soft segment has been extensively researched 

[5, 6, 221].  

SMPU is usually synthesized from the long chain polyols, diisocyanate and short chain 

extenders. Hitherto, the reported typical polyols include PCL, PTMG, PBA, PHA and 

PLA [8]. Some examples of hard segment include MDI/BDO, HDI /4,4-dihydroxyl 

-biphenyl, MDI/BEBP or BHBP, and MDI/DMPA [8]. In the common segmented 

SMPU, the phase-separation structure consisting of hard domains and soft domains is 

microscopically observed. It is generally accepted that hard segments can bind 
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themselves via hydrogen bondings or crystallization making the SMPU very solid 

below the melting temperature (Tm). The reversible phase transformation of soft 

segment, either the amorphous phase or the semi-crystalline phase, is reported to be 

responsible for the thermal-induced SMEs of SMPU. Hence, the SMEs of traditional 

SMPU can be controlled through the selection of (1) molecular weight of soft segment, 

(2) mole ratio between hard segment and soft segment, and (3) polymerization process  

[189].  

In addition to the Tg-type-SMPs with amorphous switching segment, and the 

Tm-type-SMPs with crystalline switching segment [8, 24], the supramolecular SMPs 

based on the thermal-reversible non-covalent bonding recently become another new 

kind of SMPs. In the previous literature, it was reported that the higher recovery rate 

was achieved when poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) with higher molecular weight was 

introduced into the P(AA-co-MMA) networks, and the reversible phase transformation 

was responsible for the SMEs in the hydrogen-bonded PEG/P(AA-co-MMA) semi-IPN 

[220]. In the polymer networks containing a small fraction (ca. 2 mol %) of 

2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy) pendent side-groups, the shape recovery and the 

sample’s viscosity strongly depend on the temperature, and the hydrogen bonding 

dissociation dynamics strongly influence the mechanical relaxation. It was suggested 

that a high fraction of hydrogen-bonding side group might provide a better SME [145]. 

Most recently, Zhu et al. had reported another kind of new supra-molecular 

polyurethane networks containing a little high fractions of UPy groups for shape 

memory materials (SMMs) [241]. However, SMEs of pyridine containing polyurethanes 
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(PUPys) have not been reported systematically until now. There are still no reports to 

explain the relationship between SMEs and non-covalent bonds in the previous 

literature [57, 58, 145].  

Therefore, based on the investigation of morphology and properties of BIN-SMPU in 

Chapter 5, the thermal-induced SMEs of BIN-SMPUs are studied carefully in this 

chapter. The influence of BINA contents or pyridine ring fractions on shape fixity, shape 

recovery, shape stability, thermal-dependent shape recovery and shape recovery force is 

also investigated systematically. 

6.2 Thermal Induced-SMEs of BIN-SMPUs Comparing with Other SMPUs 

6.2.1 Thermal-induced Shape Memory Behavior of BIN-SMPUs 

 

Figure 6.1 Opening process of shape memory coils upon heating 

SMPs are attractive because of their lower cost, excellent processability and good 

recovery ability, i.e. polymeric SMMs can be fabricated into many kinds of products 

easily. Figure 6.1 presents the thermal-induced shape recovery behavior of coils made of 

BIN-SMPU upon heating, and Figure 6.2 presents the opening process of shape 
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memory flower at a high temperature, e.g. 80℃. It is known that the temporary shape of 

the thermal-induced SMPs can be eliminated and their permanent shape can be restored 

at a critical temperature (referred to Ttrans). In the present study, a rectangle film is 

fabricated to a coil temporary shape. This coil shape is kept for a long time after fixing 

at lower temperature, e.g. 20℃. As the temperature is raised from 25℃ to 80℃, it is 

observed in Figure 6.1 that the coil shape is relaxed before 50℃, and the coil is 

deployed quickly to a flat rectangle film when the temperature is raised to above 50℃. 

Finally, the original shape is recovered perfectly.  

 

Figure 6.2 Opening process of shape memory flower at 80℃℃℃℃  

Another shape memory polymeric product is the shape memory flower having eight 

pedals which is cut from a plat square film made of BIN-SMPU. The original shape is 

an opening flower. By increasing the temperature to above Tr, e.g. 80℃, the petals of 

flower are coiled by hand to make a closed flower as shown in Figure 6.2 (1). After it is 
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cooled down to room temperature, the closed flower is fixed. However, when the closed 

flower is put in the oven at 80℃, the flower is observed to open its petals one by one. It 

is observed in Figure 6.2 that the petals are opened completely to a beautiful opening 

flower within 5 seconds. Hence, the two examples show that BIN-SMPU has the typical 

thermal-induced SMEs.  

6.2.2 Comparison Study of Thermal-Mechanical Behaviors 

The important quantities to be determined for describing shape memory properties of 

materials are the shape recovery (Rr) and shape fixity (Rf). The shape recovery qualifies 

the ability of SMMs to memorize its permanent shape, whereas the shape fixity 

describes the ability of switching segment to fix the mechanical deformation. In order to 

understand the shape memory behavior of BIN-SMPU, the thermal-mechanical testing 

was performed in the present study under the condition of 100% elongation at 45℃, 

fixing at 20℃ and recovering at 80℃. The thermal-mechanical strain-stress curve of 

PUPyBDO53 is presented in Figure 6.3. The strain-stress curves of Tm-type-SMPU 

synthesized from PHAG, MDI and BDO [5, 206], and Tg-type-SMPU synthesized from 

PBAG, MDI and BDO [206] are also presented in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. It is 

found that the Tm-type-SMPU shows a small stress at 60℃ due to its lower hard 

segment content (HSC), whereas the Tg-type-SMPU shows a higher stress because of 

their higher HSC. As for the PUPyBDO53, there are no soft segments. The BINA unit is 

the main component of soft phase, and the HDI-BDO forms the hard phase via the 

hydrogen bondings present in the urethane group as described in Chapter 5 section 5.4. 
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Hence, PUPyBDO53 also has higher stress since it still has a higher modulus at 45℃.  
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Figure 6.3 Cyclic tensile curves of typical Tm-type-SMPU 

Similar to the Tm-type-SMPU, it can be found that the PUPyBDO53 has very high 

shape fixity, i.e. above 98%, whereas the Tg-type-SMPU shows small shape fixity, i.e. 

only about 65%. Shape fixation in the Tm-type-SMPU is resulted from the fast 

crystallization of PHA soft segment. Most of the deformed strain in the Tg-type-SMPU 

is fixed when the polymer enters into glass state, and the chain relaxation influences 

greatly the strain fixation. However, the shape fixation in the PUPyBDO53 mainly 

depends on the thermal-reversible association of hydrogen bondings present in the 

pyridine ring. Due to the association of hydrogen bonding, polymer chain is fixed by the 

strong inter-molecular interaction. Therefore, the strain deformed at a higher 

temperature is easy to be fixed when the temperature cools down to below the 
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association temperature of hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring. 
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Figure 6.4 Cyclic tensile curves of typical Tg-type-SMPU 

As for the shape recovery, the Tm-type-SMPU and the PUPyBDO53 both have a shape 

recovery of above 90%. However, the Tg-type-SMPU shows a relatively lower shape 

recovery. In addition, it is observed that the shape recovery of PUPyBDO53 decreases 

as the test cycle time increases. However, the Tm-type-SMPU and Tg-type-SMPU have a 

stable shape recovery after the second cycle. This is due to the fact that the hard phases 

of both Tm-type-SMPU and Tg-type-SMPU are made with MDI and BDO. There are not 

only strong hydrogen bondings, but also dipole-dipole interaction and induced 

dipole-dipole interactions among the MDI formed hard segment [189]. Hence, the 

physical netpoints present in the Tm-type-SMPU and Tg-type-SMPU are relatively stable 

after thermal training process in the first test cycle. In contrast, the hard phases acting as 

the physical netpoints in the BIN-SMPU are ordered urethane group formed via 
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hydrogen bondings present in the urethane groups. Moreover, a large fraction of pendant 

pyridine ring in the PUPyBDO53 can prevent the aggregation of urethane unit. As the 

cycle time increases, the physical netpoints are destroyed easily. Therefore, the shape 

recovery of BIN-SMPU decreases as the cycle time increases. 
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Figure 6.5 Cyclic tensile curves of typical BIN-SMPU (PUPyBDO53) 

6.2.3 Influence of Pyridine Content on SMEs 

It is known that SMEs are influenced greatly by (1) the molecular weight of soft 

segment, and (2) the content of soft segment in the traditional SMPU including 

Tg-type-SMPU and Tm-type-SMPU [189]. However, the main composition of BINA of 

BIN-SMPUs is a small unit. Hence, the SMEs are mainly determined by the BINA 

content. In order to investigate the influence of BINA content on the SMEs, the SMEs 

of BIN-SMPUs with various BINA contents are investigated systematically using the 
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thermal-mechanical testing. Their strain-stress curves are shown in Figure 6.5, and their 

shape fixity and shape recovery are summarized in Table 6.1. 
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Figure 6.6 Cyclic tensile curves of BIN-SMPUs with various BINA contents: 

(a)-PUPyBDO40; (b)-PUPyBDO30; (c)-PUPyBDO20 and (d)-PUPyBDOO10 

In Figure 6.6 and Table 6.1, it is found that all the BIN-SMPUs have very good shape 

fixity. Comparatively, the higher BINA content samples, e.g. PUPyBDO53 and 

PUPyBDO40, exhibit higher shape fixity due to their large fraction of hydrogen 
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bondings present in the pyridine ring. However, significant differences are found in 

shape recovery. As the BINA content drops, the shape recovery decreases gradually, i.e. 

PUPyBDO53 containing 53wt% BINA has a shape recovery of 98.5%, and 

PUPyBDO40 containing 40wt% BINA has a shape recovery of 97.9%. However, when 

the BINA content drops to below 30wt%, the PUPyBDO20 containing 20wt% BINA 

has a shape recovery of 81%, and the PUPyBDO10 containing 10wt% BINA has a 

shape recovery of only 76%. At the same time, it is also found that the shape recovery in 

all BIN-SMPUs decreases as the cyclic times increases. This is due to the fact that the 

BINA content reflects the fraction of pyridine ring, and the shape recovery mainly 

results from the hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring. These results imply that 

the pyridine content has great influence on the shape recovery and shape fixity. The low 

limit of BINA content for BIN-SMPU having a good shape recovery is 30wt%. 

Table 6.1 Cycle tensile testing results of BIN-SMPU with various BINA contents 

Samples BINA wt% Rf (%) 1st Rr (%) 2nd Rr (%) 3rd Rr (%) 4th Rr (%) 

PUPyBDO53 53.7 97.9-98.7 98.54 96.34 94.49 92.57 

PUPyBDO40 38.5 99.1-99.2 97.96 96.03 94.68 93.80 

PUPyBDO30 28.8 97.3-97.5 92.54 88.78 87.16 86.15 

PUPyBDO20 19.1 91.7-92.5 81.01 76.94 74.36 72.73 

PUPyBDO10 9.5 94.7-95.5 76.0 70.64 68.71 67.53 

6.2.4 Influence of Rigid Hard Domains on SMEs 
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Figure 6.7 Cyclic tensile curves of BIN-SMPUs with various MB contents: 

PUPyMB15, PUPyMB25, PUPyMB35, PUPyMB45 and PUPyMB55 

It is known that the hard segment, i.e. MDI-BDO, acting as the physical netpoints is 

responsible for the strain recovery of the traditional SMPU. In the previous studies, 

it was observed that both the shape retention and shape recovery enhanced with 
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respect to the increase of MB content within the range of 30wt% to 45wt% in the 

PTMG/MDI/BDO system of SMPUs  [189]. Based on the investigation of 

influence of soft segment length (SSL) and hard segment content (HSC) on the SME 

in the PHAG/MDI/BDO system of SMPU, it is also observed that the shape fixity 

increases with respect to the increase of SSL, whereas the shape recovery decreases 

slightly as SSL increases. On the other hand, the lower HSC SMPU samples present 

a higher shape fixity and higher shape recovery. The shape recovery essentially 

decreases with respect to the increase of HSC except the 15% HSC SMPU sample. 

This is due to the fact that the phase mixing enhances as the HSC increases. 

Furthermore, the interaction of hard segment which is responsible for the shape 

recovery including dipole-dipole interaction, hydrogen bonding and induced 

dipole-dipole interaction, decreases as the phase mixing increases [5]. 

In Chapter 5, it was found that the polar MDI were used to reinforce the polarity of 

urethane unit due to their expected strong inter-molecular forces among the 

MDI-BDO (MB) hard segment in this PUPy-MB series of BIN-SMPUs. It was 

observed that the rubber modulus enhanced significantly as the MB content 

increases using the DMA testing. In order to investigate the influence of hard 

segment on the SME of the BIN-SMPUs, the SME of PUPy-MB series of 

BIN-SMPUs with various MB contents are investigated using the 

thermal-mechanical testing in this experiment. Their strain-stress curves are 

presented in Figure 6.7, and their shape fixity and shape recovery are summarized in 

Table 6.3. In Figure 6.7, it is found that the addition of MDI-BDO content has little 
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influence on the shape fixity of BIN-SMPUs. Even the PUPyMB55 which contains 

only 24.2wt% BINA and 55wt% MB content still has shape fixity of 96.9%. It is 

confirmed again that the higher glassy modulus is generated from the strong 

hydrogen bondings present in both pyridine ring and urethane groups, resulting in 

higher shape fixity in the BIN-SMPUs.  

Table 6.2 Cyclic tensile testing results of BIN-SMPU with various MB contents 

Samples BINA wt% MB wt% Rf 1st Rr 2nd Rr 3rd Rr 4th Rr 

PUPyMB0 53.7 0 98.4 98.54 96.34 94.49 92.57 

PUPyMB15 45.5 15  98.6 97.91 96.44 94.45 94.43 

PUPyMB25 40.3 25 98.0 96.17 94.08 93.16 92.09 

PUPyMB35 34.9 35 98.6 95.70 93.12 90.64 88.99 

PUPyMB45 29.5 45 97.4 86.65 82.88 80.41 78.85 

PUPyMB55 24.2 55 96.9 86.33 79.81 74.68 73.02 

In addition, it is also found in Table 6.2 that the shape recovery decreases with 

respect to the increase in the MB content as well as the drop in the BINA content. 

For example, the PUPyMB35 having 35wt% BINA and 35% MB content shows a 

shape recovery of above 90% in the first three test cycles. However, when the MB 

content is increased to 45wt%, while still keeping the BINA content close to 30wt%, 

the shape recovery decreases to only about 79% after the fourth test cycle. This 

means that the addition of MDI-BDO segment does not improve the shape recovery. 

It might be due to the fact that if the content of urethane unit is beyond 45wt% in the 
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BIN-SMPU, the excess hard segment will disrupt the hydrogen bondings present in 

both the pyridine ring and urethane groups.  
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Figure 6.8 Dependency of shape recovery with different test cycles on BINA 

contents 

Figure 6.8 presents the dependency of shape recovery on the BINA content. Two 

samples containing similar BINA content are selected from the PUPy-BDO series of 

PUPys and PUPy-MB series of PUPys, respectively, e.g. PUPyBDO30 with 29wt% 

BINA and PUPyMB45 with about 30wt%. It is found that the PUPy-BDO series of 

PUPys still show a high shape recovery. For example, the PUPyBDO30 has shape 

recovery of 92.54%, while the PUPyMB45 has only shape recovery of 86.65%. This 

implies that the addition of MDI-BDO segment decreases the shape recovery as it 

may destroy the regular structure of HDI-BDO urethane units. In addition, it is 
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found in Figure 6.8 that the shape recovery enhances linearly with respect to the 

increase in BINA contents in each test cycle. In order to obtain a higher shape 

recovery of above 90%, it is obvious that the BINA content should reach 30wt% in 

the BINA-based-SMPU. Therefore, it is confirmed that the pyridine content is the 

key element to determine shape recovery in the BIN-SMPUs. 

6.2.5 The Shape Stability of BIN-SMPU with Various BINA Contents 
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Figure 6.9 Strain stability of BIN-SMPU with various BINA contents and 

elongations 

Shape fixity determined by the thermal-mechanical testing is provided to 

characterize the capability of fixing an instant deformation. However, chain 

relaxation exists in almost all polymers. As the time goes by, the free strain tends to 

be recovered through the relaxation process. As a result, the shape fixity may 
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decrease if the inter-molecular action is weak. For example, Zhu et al. observed that 

the shape fixity decreased to only 60% after 24 hours of relaxation in the 

supramolecular SMPU grafting with UPy side groups [57]. The reason was that the 

supramolecular SMPU contained only a small fraction of UPy side groups. 

Therefore, it was suggested by Li et al. that a high fraction of hydrogen bondings 

present in side group might provide a better SME [145]. In the BINA-based-SMPU, 

a high fraction of hydrogen bondings are formed among the soft phase and hard 

phase. Hence, it is expected that the strain stability of BIN-SMPU will be better than 

the previous supramolecular SMPs. 

Figure 6.9 presents the strain stability of PUPyBDO45 with 100% elongation when 

comparing with the strain stability of PUPyBDO53 with 100% elongation, 150% 

elongation and 200% elongation. It is found that the shape fixities in all specimens 

decrease as the time goes by. In particular, the strain fixity of PUPyBDO45 

decreases significantly from the original value, closing to 100%, to only 83% after 

96 hours of relaxation. As compared with the PUPyBDO45, the PUPyBDO53 has 

higher strain stability. In particular, the PUPyBDO53 with 100% elongation tends to 

keep the shape fixity of above 85% after 40 hours of relaxation. However, when the 

elongation is too high, strain stability becomes worse. For example, the strain 

stability of PUPyBDO53 with 200% elongation decreases linearly with respect to 

the increase of relaxation time in particular in the first 40 hours of relaxation. This is 

due to the fact that the PUPyBDO53 contains a large fraction of thermal-reversible 

hydrogen bondings in the pyridine ring which are responsible for the shape fixation. 
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Hence, higher strain stability is expected in the BIN-SMPUs with higher BINA 

contents. However, higher elongation will destroy the non-covalent hydrogen 

bonding, and affect the stability of hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring. 

Hence, lower elongation will result in relatively higher strain stability.  

6.2.6 Dependency of Strain Recovery on Temperature 
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Figure 6.10 Strain recovery curves of BIN-SMPU with various BINA contents 

The thermal recovery testing is used to characterize the shape recovery behavior. 

The resultant temperature-dependent strain recovery curves describe the change of 

recovery rate as a function of temperature upon heating process. Usually, it is in the 

form of an S-shaped curve. In the lower temperature region, the size of the specimen 

does not change with respect to the increase in temperature. The recovery process 

usually starts at an initial temperature (Ti). The strain recovery rate changes slowly 
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at the initial stage, and it then increases abruptly within a narrow temperature range. 

It may approach a final value of shape recovery rate (Rf ) and the recovery process 

finishes at the end temperature (Te). Finally, several parameters can be obtained 

from the recovery curve for describing the characteristic features of shape memory 

behavior of specimens. The final recovery rate characterizes the recovery ability of 

the specimen. The temperature corresponding to a recovery rate value of 1/2Rf is 

called response temperature or average response temperature (Tr) of SMPs on the 

thermal recovery curve [195]. 

In general, the Tr mainly depends on the switch temperature of SMPs, e.g. Tm, and 

the Rf is influenced greatly by the SSL and HSC. For example, Tr enhances with 

respect to the increase of SSL, whereas it decreases with respect to the increase of 

HSC in the PHAG/MDI/BDO system of SMPU. At the same time, it can also be 

found that the Rf decreases with respect to the increase of HSC. In the 

Tg-type-SMPUs [196, 197], the Tr increases with respect to the increase of HSC. The 

higher HSC tends to show a higher Rr in both PTMG250/MDI/BDO system and 

PTMG650/MDI/BDO system. The difference of final recovery between 

Tm-type-SMPU and Tg-type-SMPU is resulted from their different phase separation 

structure and crystallization behavior. In the Tm-type-SMPU, the increase of HSC 

prevents the crystallization of soft segment. Higher HSC results in continuous hard 

phase and separated soft phase, even though the soft segment is dissolved by hard 

phase. Therefore, the recovery temperature decreases with respect to the increase of 

HSC. However, in the Tg-type-SMPU, Tr is dependent on the Tg which is usually 
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enhanced with respect to the increase of HSC. As the HSC increases, the phase 

separation also enhances in the segmented polyurethane. It then results in more 

perfect hard domains. Hence, Rf is usually higher in the Tg-type-SMPU with higher 

HSC.  

However, the structure and morphology of BIN-SMPU is quite different from those 

of the traditional Tm-type-SMPU and Tg-type-SMPU. Hence, the thermal recovery 

of BIN-SMPUs is investigated systematically in this experiment. During the test 

process, each specimen was fixed at 20℃ for 10 minutes after being elongated to 

100% at 80℃. After another 10 minutes of relaxation, the length of specimen was 

recorded upon heating with a heating rate of 3℃/ minute. Finally, the 

thermal-recovery curves of BIN-SMPU with various BINA contents and 

BIN-SMPU with various MB contents were calculated and plotted in Figures 6.10 

and 6.11, respectively. 

It can be found In Figure 6.10 that PUPyBDO53 and PUPyBDO40 show the typical 

S-shape strain recovery process. The shape changes slightly below the initial 

temperature (Ti), i.e. 50 oC, in the PUPyBDO53. However, when the temperature is 

raised to above Ti, the deformed strain starts to recover immediately, with significant 

strain recovery being observed within the temperature range of 50 oC to 70 oC. 

Hence, the Tr is about 60 oC in the PUPyBDO53, which is very close to the Tg of soft 

phase and the dissociation temperature of hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine 

ring. This implies that the strain recovery is resulted from the increasing chain 
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movement due to the dissociation of hydrogen bonding. When the temperature is 

raised to above the end temperature (Te), e.g. 80 oC, most of the deformed strains are 

recovered although there is still a slow strain recovery process. This shape recovery 

process exactly shows that both the PUPyBDO53 and PUPyBDO40 have excellent 

SMEs. However, the final strain recovery is unacceptable if the BINA content drops 

to below 30wt%. It is less than 50% in the PUPyBDO10. In addition, it is also found 

that the higher BINA content samples, e.g. PUPyBDO53 and PUPyBDO45, have 

higher shape fixity. On the contrary, the lower BINA content samples, e.g. 

PUPyBDO10 and PUPyBDO20, also have lower shape fixity. These observations 

are very consistent with the results observed using the thermal-mechanical testing. 

This implies that higher BINA content BIN-SMPUs show better shape recovery and 

better shape fixity. Hence, the lower limit of BINA content for BIN-SMPUs 

exhibiting good SMEs is about 30wt%. 

In Figure 6.11, it is observed that the PUPyMB55 shows the lowest shape fixity and 

the lowest final shape recovery. As for the other samples containing less than 45wt% 

MB (MDI-BDO) and more than 30wt% BINA, i.e. PUPyMB15, PUPyMB25, 

PUPyMB35 and PUPyMB45, they all show the typical S-shaped strain recovery 

process. Their shape fixity is beyond 95%, and their final shape recovery is 

approximately 90% at 110℃. This means that the addition of MDI-BDO has no 

influence on the SME of BIN-SMPUs if the BINA content is kept above 30wt%. 
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Figure 6.11 Strain recovery curves of BIN-SMPU with various MB contents 

Furthermore, it is found that both the BINA content and MB content have little 

influence on the shape recovery temperature of the PUPy-BDO series of 

BIN-SMPUs and the PUPy-MB series of BIN-SMPUs. The obtained result is 

exactly consistent with the Tg changing tendency as observed using the DSC testing. 

This is probably due to the fact that the strain recovery is determined by the 

dissociation of hydrogen bonding, and the recovery temperature is determined by 

the closed dissociation temperature of the same hydrogen bondings existed between 

the NH of urethane and N of the pyridine ring. 

6.2.7 The Shape Recovery Force of BIN-SMPUs 

The driving force of shape recovery in a polymer is actually the elastic strain 

generated during the deformation. It is proposed that the restoration force of SMPs 
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can be measured as the temperature increases from room temperature to the higher 

temperature (above Tr) by fixing the specimen length after a procedure of 

deformation and fixation [242]. In an earlier study [6], it was also found in the 

Tm-type-SMPU that the restoration stress (F) appeared at the beginning of strain 

recovery, e.g. T1= 41°C. It was then increased to its maximum restoration stress 

(Fmax) when the temperature was raised to T2=60°C, i.e. near the end temperature of 

strain recovery. After the deformed strain was released completely, the recovery 

stress began to decrease due to the increasing temperature.  
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Figure 6.12 Static stress curves of BIN-SMPU with various BINA contents 

In the present study, the static stress is recorded to characterize the restoration force 

upon heating using the DMA by controlling the displacement to a very small value, 

e.g. 0.001mm. Figure 6.12 presents the static stress curves of BIN-SMPU with 
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various BINA contents under the elongation of 100%. It can be observed in Figure 

6.12 that the static stress existed in the PUPyBDO53 does not appear until the 

temperature is raised to above 43℃. It then increases to its maximum value of about 

1.0MPa as the temperature is raised to T1=50℃. The static stress tends to be kept 

above 1.0MPa before it is raised to above 58℃. Thereafter, the static stress is 

observed to decrease with respect to the increase of temperature. Comparatively, it 

can be found that the maximum value of static stress increases significantly with 

respect to the decrease of BINA content. For example, about 2.5MPa static stress is 

obtained in the PUPyBDO40, while the PUPyBDO30 shows a maximum static 

stress of 4.6MPa at about 60℃. When compared, the PUPyBDO20 shows a much 

higher static stress of above 9.0MPa after it is heated to above 60℃. This is due to 

the fact that the rubber modulus enhances with respect to the decrease of BINA 

content as observed in the DMA test. The high rubber modulus results in a higher 

elastic stress when the hydrogen bondings are dissociated at above Tr. Therefore, it 

is confirmed that the recovery energy can be stored in the deformed shape, and the 

restoration force is considered as an important factor for the SMMs. 

In Figure 6.13, similar tendencies are also found in the PUPy-MB series of 

BIN-SMPUs, i.e. there is little static stress in the PUPyMB35 before 47℃. The 

static stress increases to its maximum value of 1.4MPa when the temperature is 

raised to above 47℃, but it will decrease to a very small value of above 100℃. In 

addition, it was also observed in Figure 6.13 that the higher MB content of 

BIN-SMPUs shows a much higher static stress as compared to the lower MB 
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content of BIN-SMPUs. This is due to the fact that the higher MB content of 

BIN-SMPUs have a higher rubber modulus resulting from its lower BINA content 

and higher MB content as described in DMA analysis. Therefore, it is concluded 

that the higher BINA content of BIN-SMPUs show a lower restoration force 

although they have a better shape recovery. However, the higher MB content of 

BIN-SMPUs show a lower shape recovery irrespective of its higher restoration force. 

It is confirmed that the thermal-induced SME is mainly influenced by the pyridine 

ring. The addition of MB segment reinforces the hard phase, resulting in a higher 

shape recovery force.  
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Figure 6.13 Static stress curves of BIN-SMPU with various MB contents 

Furthermore, the elongation also influences the recovery force of BIN-SMPU. 

Figure 6.14 presents the static stress curves of PUPyBDO30 with 100% elongation, 
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150% elongation and 200% elongation, respectively. It is observed that the highest 

elongation specimen has the highest maximum static stress while the lowest 

elongation specimen shows the lowest maximum static stress. This is due to the fact 

that the driving force of SMP is resulted from the stored elastic strain. According to 

the Hooke's law: σ =k×ε (σ is the elastic stress, K is the constant parameters and ε is 

the strain) [243], higher elongation will result in larger elastic force. 
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Figure 6.14 Static stress curves of PUPyBDO30 with different elongations: 

E1=100%; E2=150% and E3=200% 

6.2.8 The Influence of Deformation Temperature 

Further investigation of the influence of deformation temperatures is performed 

using the PUPyBDO30 and PUPyBDO53. Figure 6.15 shows the strain recovery 
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curves of PUPyBDO30 at various deformation temperatures. It is obvious that 

PUPyBDO30 shows the highest shape fixity and highest shape recovery when the 

sample is deformed at 80℃. As the deformation temperature drops, the shape fixity 

of PUPyBDO30 tends to decrease. For example, the lowest shape fixity is observed 

when the sample is deformed at 40℃. On the contrary, if the deformation 

temperature is raised to 100℃ or to 125℃, the shape recovery will be very low. In 

addition, it is also found in Figure 6.16 that the recovery temperature increases with 

respect to the increase of deformation temperature. 
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Figure 6.15 Strain recovery curves of PUPyBDO30 at different deformation 

temperatures: T1=40℃℃℃℃; T2=60℃℃℃℃; T3=80℃℃℃℃; T4=100℃℃℃℃ and T5=120℃℃℃℃    

As for the PUPyBDO53 sample, the influence of deformation temperature on the 

shape recovery temperature is more obvious. Figure 6.16 presents the strain 

recovery curves of PUPyBDO53 at different deformation temperature. Shape 
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recovery starts at about 32℃ for the sample deformed at 40℃, and its shape 

recovery temperature is about 50℃. When the deformation temperature is raised to 

above 80℃, the shape recovery of PUPyBDO53 will become worse. For example, 

before the condition temperature is raised to above 110℃, only 30% shape recovery 

of the sample deformed at 125℃ can be obtained. Although the strain can be fixed 

after the deformation at 110℃, most of the deformed strain still cannot be recovered 

to its original state below the deformation temperature.  
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Figure 6.16 Strain recovery curves of PUPyBDO53 at different deformation 

temperatures: T1=125℃℃℃℃; T2=100℃℃℃℃; T3=80℃℃℃℃ and and and and T4=40℃℃℃℃    

If the condition temperature is further raised to above 160℃, it is observed in Figure 

6.17 that the strain continues to recover its pre-deformed strain at the higher 

temperature range. As for the PUPyBDO30 sample deformed at 120℃ with 150% 
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elongation, only 50% strain can be recovered before 100℃. When the temperature is 

raised to 140℃, another 35% strain is recovered continuously. Hence, the final 

strain recovery can reach 85%. With regard to the PUPyBDO53 sample deformed at 

125℃ with 100% elongation, the strain recovery process is very slow, and only 15% 

deformed strain can be recovered before 70℃. Thereafter, the shape is kept 

relatively stable within the temperature range of 70℃ to 100℃. When the 

temperature is raised to 160℃, the strain recovers abruptly to a final strain recovery 

of above 80%. Hence, the recovery process of BIN-SMPU passes through a 

two-step strain recovery process below the temperature range of 160℃ when the 

deformed temperature is extremely higher. By adjusting the deformation 

temperature of BIN-SMPUs, a triple shape recovery behavior can be achieved. 
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Figure 6.17 Strain recovery curves of PUPyBDO53 and PUPyBDO30 at 

different elongation (150% and 100%) and deformation temperatures (120℃℃℃℃ 
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and 125℃℃℃℃))))    

It is known that BIN-SMPUs are composed of two kinds of strong hydrogen 

bonding. One is associated at a lower temperature acting as the molecular switch, i.e. 

the hydrogen bondings existed between the N-H of urethane group and pyridine ring 

while the other one is associated at a higher temperature acting as the physical 

netpoints, i.e. the hydrogen bondings among urethane groups. Hence, the hydrogen 

bondings with the lower association temperature might be destroyed partly upon 

applying the external force at the lower temperature range. Some deformed strain 

cannot be fixed after cooling down to room temperature. Moreover, these unstable 

hydrogen bondings are dissociated easily upon heating. As a result, a lower strain 

recovery temperature and a higher strain recovery can be achieved by deformation at 

lower temperature. On the other hand, if the specimen is deformed at a higher 

temperature, it does not only dissociate the hydrogen bondings with a lower 

association temperature, but it also destroys partly the hydrogen bondings with a 

higher association temperature. After cooling down to room temperature, both the 

hydrogen bondings with a lower association temperature and the hydrogen bondings 

with a higher association temperature contribute to the strain fixation. Moreover, 

most of the strains are fixed by the hydrogen bondings with the higher association 

temperature since it is firstly associated upon cooling from the high temperature. 

Hence, the recoverable strain is small before 100℃ or 80℃. By increasing the 

temperature to the higher dissociation temperature of hydrogen bonding, it will 

results in further strain recovery. 
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6.3 Mechanism of Thermal-induced SME of BIN-SMPUs 

6.3.1 Molecular Mechanism of Thermal-induced SME of Traditional SMPU  

It is known that SMPs are elastic polymer networks equipped with the suitable 

stimuli-sensitive switches. The polymer network consists of molecular switches and 

netpoints. The netpoints which determine the permanent shape of the polymer 

network can be of chemical netpoints, i.e. covalent bonds, or physical netpoints, i.e. 

inter-molecular interactions, in nature [2]. The thermal-induced SMPU, SMPUs are 

usually designed to be composed of soft segment and hard segment which form into 

soft phase and hard domain, respectively. The soft phase having a Tg or Tm above 

room temperature can be used as the reversible switch segment while the hard 

segment having strong inter-molecular interaction, e.g. MDI-BDO units, acts as the 

physical netpoints. Hence, in the solution state or melting state where the 

temperature is usually beyond Tmh (crystal melting temperature of hard domains), 

the polyurethane chain is random and free without inter-molecular interactions. At 

this moment, any initial shapes can be fabricated with the polyurethane solutions or 

melting polyurethane. If the temperature is decreased to Tl (T1<Tms) the micro-phase 

separation structure will result in the formation of soft phase and hard domain. 

However, when the temperature is raised to Th (Tms<Th<Tmh), the crystal of soft 

phase is melted while the hard domains is still fixed. The polyurethane can then be 

deformed to a second shape by applying the external force in the rubber state 

followed by a cooling process to Tl (Tl<Tms) under the load which will fix the 
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deformed shapes. Moreover, when the temperature is raised to above Th again, the 

deformed strain will release immediately; resulting in the shape recovery 

macroscopically. Hence, both the shape fixation and shape recovery can be achieved 

in the segmented SMPU.  

In the present BIN-SMPUs which are synthesized from (1) BINA, (2) HDI with the 

addition of (3) MDI, and/or (4) BDO, the BINA is not a long chain polyols. The 

BINA can form strong hydrogen bondings with the N-H of urethane groups. Hence, 

their shape memory mechanism will be different from the traditional SMPU. Further 

investigations about the thermal-induced shape memory mechanism of BIN-SMPU 

are performed in the following sections.  

6.3.2 Dependence of Hydrogen Bonding on Temperature  

Temperature-dependent FT-IR is widely used to study the association and 

dissociation of hydrogen bonding. According to the FT-IR spectra at different 

temperatures, the weakening and breaking of hydrogen bondings with respect to the 

increase of temperature can be tracked [244]. Figure 6.18 presents the FT-IR spectra 

of HDI-BINA copolymer at various temperatures upon heating. 

According to the FT-IR analysis of BIN-SMPUs shown in Chapter 5, it is known 

that strong hydrogen bonding is formed (1) between the pyridine ring and the NH of 

urethane groups, and (2) between the C=O of urethane groups and the NH of 

urethane groups. The frequency at 3330 cm-1 is assigned to the stretching vibration 
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of N-H of the urethane group, and the frequency at 3051cm-1 can be assigned to the 

stretching vibration of CH of the pyridine ring. In addition, the frequency at 1635 

cm-1 can be assigned to the vibration of C=O beside the pyridine ring of BINA unit, 

and the frequencies at 998.1 cm-1 and 832.7 cm-1 is resulted from the out of plane of 

CH deformation vibrations of the pyridine ring. There are also some characteristic 

frequencies ascribed to the pyridine ring such as 1600.9 cm-1, 1462.5 cm-1, 1434.1 

cm-1, 1410.5 cm-1, 1136.4 cm-1, 1093.6 cm-1 and 1043.8 cm-1. It is also known that 

the associated frequencies like hydrogen-bonded vibration are quite different from 

the non-associated frequencies. Hence, the temperature-dependent FT-IR can track 

the dissociation process of hydrogen bondings present in both the pyridine ring and 

urethane groups.  

In Figure 6.18(a), it can be found that the frequency of N-H stretching vibration 

shifts from 3329 cm-1 to higher frequency at 3349 cm-1 as the temperature increases 

from 20℃ to 180℃. However, the frequency of C-H vibration of the pyridine ring 

at about 3054 cm-1 shifts to lower frequency at about 3041cm-1. In addition, it is also 

observed in Figure 6.18(b) that the frequency of C=O stretching vibration of the 

urethane groups shifts from 1705 cm-1 to 1721 cm-1, and the frequency of C=O 

stretching vibration beside the pyridine ring shifts from 1633 cm-1 to 1642 cm-1, 

while the frequency of C-N-C stretching vibration of the pyridine ring shifts from 

1602 cm-1 to 1596 cm-1. It is even observed in Figure 6.18(c) that the breathing 

vibration frequency of pyridine ring shifts from 999 cm-1 to 991 cm-1. In particular, 

within the temperature range of 40℃ to 60℃, the breathing vibration frequency of 
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pyridine ring shifts abruptly from 997.5 cm-1 to 992.5 cm-1. Furthermore, the 

frequency at about 3057 cm-1 also drops significantly to 3048 cm-1 before 60℃, 

whereas the frequency of C-N stretching vibration at about 1183 cm-1 does not 

disappear until the temperature is raised to above 120℃. These observations 

indicate that most of the hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring dissociate at 

about 40-60℃, while the hydrogen bondings present in the urethane group 

dissociate slightly until the temperature is raised to above 120℃. Accordingly, the 

dependency of frequency on the temperature of some typical vibrations related to 

the pyridine ring and the urethane groups upon heating and upon cooling are 

presented in Figures 6.19 and 6.20, respectively. 

In Figure 6.19, it can be observed that the frequency of NH stretching vibration 

increases linearly from 3323 cm-1 at 20℃ to 3353 cm-1 at 190℃. It is well known 

that the strong N-H hydrogen bonding results in a higher frequency. The shift to 

high frequency shows that the strength of hydrogen bondings becomes weaker as 

the temperature increases. In addition, the frequency of CH stretching vibration at 

about 3057 cm-1 also decreases significantly before 60℃ and then drops 

continuously to below 3040 cm-1 at 190℃. Similarly, the frequency of C=O beside 

the pyridine ring at about 1602 cm-1 decreases rapidly from 20℃ to 70℃, and it 

drops continuously to the lower frequency at 1596 cm-1. However, the most obvious 

frequency shift is observed for the pyridine ring breathing vibration. At the lower 

temperature range, i.e. before 40℃, the frequency at about 999 cm-1 changes very 

slightly and then starts to drop abruptly at 50℃, shifting to the frequency at 
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992.5cm-1 at 70℃ within the 20℃ temperature range. Subsequently, the frequency 

changes slightly within the temperature range from 70℃ to 190℃. This implies that 

the dissociation of hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring is an abrupt 

dissociation process, i.e. the hydrogen bondings are responsive to the temperature 

stimulus at about 40-60℃. 
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Figure 6.18 FT-IR spectra of HDI-BINA at different temperatures upon heating 

at the frequency range of (a) 3600-2950 cm-1; (b) 1700-1350 cm-1; (c) 1230-980 

cm-1 

In addition, it is also found that the frequencies ascribing to the C=O stretching 

vibration of the urethane group and C=O stretching vibration beside the pyridine 

ring shift from the lower frequencies, i.e. 1702 cm-1 and 1630cm-1, to higher 

frequencies, particularly before 80℃ for the C=O vibration frequency of the 

urethane group, and before 60℃ for the C=O vibration beside the pyridine ring. The 

frequency of C=O vibration beside the pyridine ring then enters into the stable stage 

before it starts to shift rapidly to higher frequency above 120℃. However, the 

frequency of C=O vibration of the urethane groups starts to shift again until the 

temperature is raised to above 140℃. This implies that the hydrogen bondings 

present in the C=O group are dissociated partly before 80℃, and some stronger 

hydrogen bondings do not dissociate until the temperature is raised to a higher 

temperature, i.e. above 140℃.  
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Figure 6.19 Dependency of stretching vibrations versus temperature upon heating 

for (a) NH of urethane; (b) CH of BINA; (c ) C=O of urethane; (d ) C=O of BINA; 

(e) stretching vibration of pyridine ring; (f) breathing vibration of pyridine ring 
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Figure 6.20 Dependency of stretching region versus Temperature upon cooling for 

(a) NH of urethane; (b) CH of BINA; (c ) C=O of urethane; (d ) C=O of BINA; (e) 

stretching vibration of pyridine ring, and (f) breathing vibration of pyridine ring 
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Consequently, most of the hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring are 

dissociated before 70℃. However, the hydrogen bondings existed between NH and 

C=O dissociate in two steps, and most of them do not dissociate until the temperature is 

raised to above 140℃. Therefore, the modulus of BIN-SMPU decreases significantly 

within the temperature range of 40℃-60℃ as observed using the DMA testing. This is 

due to the fact that the dissociation of hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring 

results in the increase of chain movement. The pre-deformed strain can be recovered 

due to the weak inter-molecular interaction. However, the whole polymer chain is still 

kept unchanged by the hydrogen bondings present in the urethane group before its high 

dissociation temperature. It is believed that the hydrogen bondings present in the 

pyridine ring serve as the molecular switch, whereas the hydrogen bondings present in 

the hydrogen bondings act as the physical netpoints for the utilization of BIN-SMPUs as 

SMMs. 

On the other hand, the N-H stretching vibration frequency also drops linearly upon 

cooling, i.e. the frequency shifts to lower frequency as the temperature decreases. This 

means that the N-H of the urethane group provides the hydrogen-donor to form 

hydrogen bondings continually during the cooling process. However, the frequency of 

about 992.0 cm-1 corresponding to the pyridine ring stretching vibration at 160℃ shifts 

gradually to only 992.7 cm-1 at 40℃, and it then increases to 999 cm-1 abruptly within 

the temperature range of 40℃ to 25℃. This means that the hydrogen bondings present 

in the pyridine ring are formed quickly as the temperature decreases to below 40℃. As a 

result, very strong inter-molecular interactions resulting in a high modulus are formed at 
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room temperature in the BIN-SMPU. Therefore, good shape fixity is expected in this 

kind of polymers. In addition, another characteristic frequency of pyridine ring also 

shifts from 3037 cm-1 at 190℃ to 3048 cm-1 at 40℃, and then shifts abruptly to 3052 

cm-1 at 20℃ as observed. Similarly, the hydrogen bondings existed between the NH 

and C=O are also observed to show a reversible association process. Hence, upon the 

association of hydrogen bondings, the NH and C=O vibrations both shift to lower 

frequencies, while the pyridine ring vibrations shift to higher frequencies. 

Therefore, these two kinds of hydrogen bondings will influence the morphology of 

BIN-SMPUs. The hydrogen bondings present in the urethane group limit the movement 

of polymer chain at the high temperature. However, the association and dissociation of 

hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine result in the change of inter-molecular force, 

influencing the stiffness or modulus greatly. 

6.3.3 Influence of Pyridine Content on Association and Dissociation of Hydrogen 

Bondings 

It is found that the changing tendency of pyridine ring of breathing vibration frequency 

reflects effectively the association-dissociation process of hydrogen bondings. Hence, 

the frequency at about 998 cm-1 is selected to investigate the influence of pyridine 

contents on the association-dissociation process of hydrogen bondings present in the 

pyridine ring in this experiment. Figures 6.21 and 6.22 show the frequency change of 

the breathing vibration of pyridine ring upon heating and cooling, respectively.  
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Figure 6.21 Frequency of pyridine ring vibration versus temperature upon heating 
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Figure 6.22 frequency of Pyridine ring vibration vs temperature upon cooling 

It is observed in Figure 6.21 that when the BINA content is beyond 40wt%, the 
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frequency at about 998 cm-1 drops abruptly at a critical temperature (Td), i.e. 60 oC, as 

the temperature increases. Moreover, the critical temperature tends to increase with 

respect to the decrease of BINA content. When the BINA content is less than 30wt%, 

the breathing vibration frequency of pyridine ring at room temperature is lower than that 

of the higher BINA content sample, but their frequency at the elevated temperature is 

still higher. This means that the strength of hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine 

will become weaker at room temperature for the lower BINA content of PUPys. At 

higher temperature, their hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring may become 

weaker without dissociation. This is due to the fact that a large fraction of hydrogen 

bondings present in the urethane group may influence their dissociations. As a result, 

the strength of hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring of BIN-SMPU with 

lower BINA content becomes weaker gradually as the temperature increases.  

On the contrary, the breathing vibration frequency of pyridine ring of PUPys with 

higher BINA content, i.e. PUPyBDO53, shifts to lower frequency slowly upon cooling 

until the temperature cools below a critical temperature, e.g. 50 oC for the PUPyBDO40, 

and 40 oC for the PUPyBDO53. When the temperature cools below this critical value, 

the frequency will shift abruptly to a high frequency at about 998 cm-1 again. This 

means that the strong hydrogen bonding is associated again when it cools down to lower 

temperature particularly for the BIN-SMPU with higher BINA content. On the other 

hand, when the BINA content is decreased to below 20wt%, no abrupt frequency shift 

can be found during the cooling process. With regard to the strength of hydrogen 

bondings present in the pyridine ring of BIN-SMPU with lower BINA content becomes 
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stronger gradually as the temperature decreases. This is the reason to explain why the 

BIN-SMPU with higher BINA content shows an excellent SME while the lower BINA 

content polyurethane shows a lower shape recovery and a slow shape recovery process. 

It is also confirmed again that the hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring plays 

a key role in the shape recovery of the thermal-induced SMEs of BIN-SMPUs. This 

result exactly confirms the changing tendency of shape recovery and shape fixity of 

BIN-SMPUs as mentioned in section 6.2.3.  

6.3.4 Model of Thermal-induced Shape Memory Mechanism of BIN-SMPUs 
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Figure 6.23 Shape memory mechanism of thermal-induced SME of BIN-SMPUs 
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In order to explain the thermal-induced shape memory behavior a molecular model of 

thermal-induced SME mechanism of BIN-SMPUs is presented in Figure 6.23. It shows 

that the large fraction of hydrogen bondings with Tah acting as the physical netpoints 

will determine the permanent shape of the polymer network, whereas the large fraction 

of hydrogen bondingswith Tal acting as the reversible “switch” will fix the deformed 

strain upon cooling and release the stored strain upon heating, resulting in the shape 

recovery. When the BIN-SMPU is in solution state or melting state (T> Tah), at state 1 

as shown in Figure 6.23, the polymer chain is random and free. The BIN-SMPU 

solutions or melting polymer, namely shape a, can then be fabricated to any initial 

shapes using the conventional process, e.g. shape b. When the temperature cools to a 

lower temperature below the Tal at state 2, the two kinds of hydrogen bondings are 

associated and the resulted shape b can be remembered. Thereafter, if the temperature is 

raised to a temperature of Th (Tal<Th<Tah) at state 3, the hydrogen bondings with Tal is 

dissociated or becomes weaker, whereas the hydrogen bondings with Tah are still strong 

enough to keep the microscopical shapes. The polymer can then be deformed to a 

temporary shape, i.e. shape c, by applying the external force to the rubber state. A 

cooling process to Tl (Tl<Tal) at state 4 under the load will fix the deformed shapes, i.e. 

shape d, since the hydrogen bondings with Tal are associated. Moreover, when the 

temperature is raised to above Th again at state 5, the deformed strain will release 

immediately as the hydrogen bondings with Tal are dissociated. This will result in the 

macroscopic shape recovery like shape e and the shape fixation again at room 

temperature, i.e. shape f. The shape f basically is very close to the shape b. Hence, both 
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the shape fixation and shape recovery can be achieved in the BIN-SMPUs.  

6.4 Conclusions 

Based on the investigation of structure and morphology of PUPy in Chapter 5, the 

thermal-induced SME has been studied systematically in this chapter with the following 

conclusions be obtained.  

1) The BIN-SMPUs have the typical S-shaped thermal-induced SMEs with a Tr of 

45℃-55℃. Relatively high shape fixity and high shape recovery are achieved in both 

the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys and the PUPy-MB series of PUPys.  

2) The BINA content or pyridine ring fraction is the key element to determine the shape 

recovery in the BIN-SMPUs. As the BINA content drops, the shape fixity decreases 

slightly, while the shape recovery decreases significantly. In order to achieve a 

satisfactory shape recovery of above 90%, the lower limit of BINA content should be 

30wt% in the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys.  

3) In the PUPy-MB series of PUPys, the shape recovery drops with respect to the 

decrease of BINA content as well as the increase of MDI-BDO content. However, the 

addition of MDI-BDO segment does not improve the shape recovery as they 

presumably interrupt the stability of the hard phase of PUPy.  

4) The instant shape fixity is very good in the BIN-SMPUs, but the shape retention 

tends to decrease as the time goes by. When compared, PUPys with a higher BINA 

content show a better shape stability. In addition, the lower elongation results in a 

relatively higher strain stability in the BIN-SMPUs. 
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5) Shape recovery force enhances as the BINA content drops in the PUPy-BDO series 

of PUPys. It also enhances as the MDI-BDO content increases in the PUPy-MDI series 

of PUPys, i.e. the addition of MDI-BDO content can improve the shape recovery force..  

6) The deformation temperature influences the SMEs of BIN-SMPUs greatly. Tr 

enhances as the deformation temperature increases, Higher deformation temperature 

results in higher shape fixity, while lower deformation results in lower shape fixity. 

Moreover, the final shape recovery is usually higher in the BIN-PUPys deformed at the 

lower temperature, whereas the shape recovery process of BIN-SMPUs deformed at 

higher deformation temperature tends to pass through two stages with a much higher 

temperature in the second stage of strain recovery.  

7). Temperature-dependent FT-IR shows that the hydrogen bondings present in the 

pyridine ring are responsive to the temperature stimulus at about 40-60℃. However, the 

hydrogen bondings existed between the C=O and N-H of the urethane groups do not 

dissociate completely until the temperature increases to above 120℃. Hence, it is 

proposed that hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring serve as the molecular 

switches, and the hydrogen bondings present in the urethane groups can provide the 

PUPys with an elastic polymer networks for shape recovery. 
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CHAPTER 7. MOISTURE-SENSITIVE SMEs OF PYRIDINE 

CONTAINING SMPU 

7.1 Introduction 

SMPs are elastic networks equipped with suitable stimuli-sensitive switches, and their 

SME may be induced by temperature, light and pH etc. [8]. In the common 

thermal-induced SMPs, the thermal reversible phase serving as a “switch” is either 

amorphous phase or semi-crystalline phase [59]. In the light-induced SMPs, stimulation 

has been realized by the incorporation of reversibly reacting molecular switches [22]. In 

addition, SMEs are also observed in the polymer blends consisting of immiscible 

elastomer and switch polymer [235]. Thus, by incorporating suitable switches including 

molecular switches, switch segment and switch polymer, various SMEs including the 

moisture- sensitive SME are expected in the elastic networks.  

Hitherto, the most attractive SMPs are still thermal-induced SMPs due to their wide 

availability and broad possible applications [235]. Their thermal-induced SMEs are 

generally triggered by heating the specimen above the Tm of crystalline soft segment or 

Tg of amorphous soft segment [245, 246]. However, the application temperature is 

limited to a lower temperature range, particularly in the biomedical area. Hence, the 

pre-stored strain is expected to be recovered without external heating. Recently, the 

water-driven programmable shape memory behavior is observed in the SMPUs since 

the Tg of SMPU is found to reduce dramatically after immersing in water. Further 

investigation shows that the hydrogen bondings are the key player behind the 
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water-driven SME in the SMPUs, and the water or moisture absorbed in the polymer 

plays a main role in the shape recovery process [63, 65, 247]. However, their shape 

recovery is limited to water, and their strain recovery cannot be triggered by moisture 

due to their very lower moisture absorption. 

In the previous investigations on the morphology and the thermal-induced SME, it was 

found that the hydrogen-bonded supramolecular polyurethane networks containing 

pyridine moieties could be used as SMMs. It was also confirmed that the movement of 

the polymer chain of BIN-SMPU was influenced greatly by the hydrogen bonding, and 

the dissociation of hydrogen bonding present in the pyridine ring resulted in the strain 

recovery. In addition, the humidity absorption of poly (vinyl pyridine) was observed to 

be a few times higher when comparing with that of polythiophene during the 

investigation of humidity and solvent effects of polythiophene and poly(vinyl pyridine) 

by Jaczewska et al.. [248]. It was suggested that the pyridine ring was responsive to the 

moisture absorption. Hence, the moisture-sensitive SME should be expected in the 

SMPU containing pyridine moieties since the pyridine formed hydrogen bondings with 

supramolecular “switches” which showed a great response to the moisture. Therefore, a 

series of BIN-SMPUs having moisture-sensitive SMEs have been synthesized in the 

present study. Based on the study of morphology of BIN-SMPUs in Chapter 5 and the 

study of thermal-induced SMEs of BINA-SMPUs in Chapter 6, the properties of the 

moisture-sensitive SMEs of BIN-SMPUs are investigated systematically in this chapter.  

7.2 Moisture Absorption of BIN-SMPUs 
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Moisture absorption in the polymeric films is important for a variety of industries 

ranging from micro-electronics to adhesives and coatings. Hitherto, there are few 

reports on the moisture absorption of the thermal-induced SMPs. Since the moisture 

absorption is the fundamental to moisture-sensitive SME. Thus, the moisture absorption 

and moisture diffusion are investigated firstly in the present study. Usually, the moisture 

absorption is determined by weighting the specimens on a balance. The moisture 

absorption in percentage at any time t (Mt) is calculated by Equation 7.1: 

      Mt= [(Wt-Wd) /(Wd) ]*100 % .............................................. 7.1  

where Wd and Wt refer to the weight of the dry specimen and the wet specimen, 

respectively.  

7.2.1 Influence of Temperature on Moisture Absorption 

In the present study, the rectangle specimens with a thickness of 2mm cut from the 

PUPy-BDO45 sample are selected for moisture absorption testing. After dying at 100℃ 

for 12 hours, the specimens have to be placed in the humidity-temperature oven with a 

constant relative humidity of RH=65%, but with different temperatures, i.e. 22 ℃, 25 ℃, 

28 ℃, 31 ℃ and 37 ℃. In the first 30 minutes, the weight percentage of specimen is 

weighted each 5 minutes. The interval time for weighting specimen is then increased to 

10 minutes within the time range of 30 minutes to 60 minutes, and increases to 20 

minutes within the time range of 60 minutes to 120 minutes, and increased to 30 

minutes after its absorption speed is very slow. The dependency of moisture absorptions 
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on time at different conditioning temperatures are shown in Figure 7.1. Furthermore, the 

dependency of maximum moisture absorption on conditioning temperature at RH=65% 

is shown in Figure 7.2. 
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Figure 7.1 Dependency of moisture absorption on time under the condition of 

RH=65% with different conditioning temperatures: T1-22℃℃℃℃, T2-25℃℃℃℃, T3-28℃℃℃℃, 

T4-31℃℃℃℃ and T5-37℃℃℃℃,  

It can be observed in Figure 7.1 that the PUPyBDO45 absorbs moisture very quickly 

within the first 90 minutes. It then slows down and tends to reach its saturated state after 

1500 minutes within the temperatures range of 22℃ to 37℃. This moisture absorption 

process matches with Fick’s second law in the initial stage [249]. Based on the 

Shen-Springer Equation that the diffusion coefficient increases with respect to the 

increase of conditioning temperature [250]. Hence, the moisture content of polymer at 

any time also enhances with respect to the increase of conditioning temperature as 
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observed in Figure 7.1. For example, the moisture absorption is only 0.7% at 22℃ 

while it increases to 2.1% at 37℃ within 90 minutes. Finally, it is observed in Figure 

7.2 that the maximum moisture absorption also enhances with respect to the increase of 

conditioning temperature particularly within the temperature range of below 28℃. The 

maximum moisture absorption increases slightly when the temperature is raised to 

above 28℃. This is probably due to the fact that the moisture absorption is mainly 

determined by the moisture content between the conditioning environment and the 

materials [249]. In addition, it is observed in Figure 7.1 that the slope of moisture 

absorption at 37℃ is much higher than that at 22℃, i.e. the moisture absorption speed 

is faster at the higher temperature. Although the moisture content may be lower at 

higher temperature, the diffusion speed is still the main driving force for moisture 

absorption due to its high diffusion coefficient at the elevated temperature.  
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Figure 7.2 Dependency of maximum moisture absorption on temperature at 

RH=65% 
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7.2.2 Influence of RH on Moisture Absorption  
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Figure 7.3 Dependency of moisture absorption on time with different RH at a 

constant temperature of 34℃℃℃℃    

Figure 7.3 shows the dependency of moisture absorption on time with different RH at a 

constant temperature of T=34℃. The dependency of maximum moisture absorption on 

the RH is presented in Figure 7.4. It is observed that the moisture absorption of 

PUPyBDO45 is kept rising with respect to the increase of time until the moisture 

content of the specimen is saturated. Generally, the specimen has different its moisture 

absorption after being exposed to the moisture condition for a certain time, e.g. 300 

minutes at RH=90%, above 450 minutes at RH=70%, and above 700 minutes at 

RH=60%. It is also found in Figure 7.4 that the maximum moisture absorption enhances 

with respect to the increase of RH, particularly at the RH range of above 70%. For 
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example, the maximum moisture absorption is only 4.5% at RH=70%, while it reaches 

7.23% at RH=80% and 10.51% at RH=90%. It is confirmed that the moisture absorption 

at equilibrium is dependent on the RH, i.e. higher RH results in a higher moisture 

absorption speed. This indicates that the BIN-SMPU is sensitive to moisture. Since 

temperature and RH can influence the moisture absorption speed and maximum 

moisture absorption greatly. Thus, higher moisture absorption can be obtained by 

controlling the RH and temperature. 
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Figure 7.4 Dependency of maximum moisture absorption on RH at T=34℃℃℃℃ 

7.2.3 The Influence of Pyridine Content on Moisture Absorption  

Under the same conditioning condition of T=32.5 ℃ and RH=85 %, the BIN-SMPUs 

with different BINA contents show different moisture absorption. Figure 7.5 shows the 

dependency of moisture absorption on time for the BIN-SMPUs with various BINA 
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contents, and Figure 7.6 presents the dependency of moisture absorption at different 

time on the BINA content. In Figure 7.5, it is observed that all BIN-SMPU samples 

show the similar moisture absorption process. The difference is that after the moisture 

reaches its saturation, the moisture absorption tends to decrease slightly as the time goes 

by, particularly for the BIN-SMPU with high BINA content, e.g. PUPyBDO53 and 

PUPyBDO45. More importantly, it is found that the BIN-SMPU samples with higher 

BINA content have higher moisture absorption at any time as compared to those with 

lower BINA content. It is also observed that there is an increase in the maximum 

moisture absorption and the moisture absorption within 24 hours, 48 hours and 65 hours 

with respect to the rise of BINA content. 
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various BINA contents 
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Figure 7.6 Dependency of moisture absorption on BINA content at different times 
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Figure 7.7 Moisture absorption per unit vs time for BIN-SMPU with various BINA 

contents 
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With regard to the influence of thickness on the contact surface of moisture absorption, 

the dependency of moisture absorption per unit on time is presented in Figure 7.7. It can 

be found that the initial slope of moisture absorption increases with respect to the 

increase of BINA content strictly, i.e. the BIN-SMPU sample with higher BINA content 

shows a higher moisture absorption speed. In addition, the BINA content reflects the 

pyridine content in the BIN-SMPUs. Finally, it can be concluded that higher pyridine 

content will result in higher moisture absorption with higher speed in this experiment.  

7.2.4 The Influence of MDI-BDO Content  
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Figure 7.8 Dependency of moisture absorption on times for BIN-SMPU with 

various MDI-BDO contents 

Figure 7.8 shows the dependency of moisture absorption on time for the BIN-SMPU 

with various MDI-BDO contents. It is observed that the PUPyMB0 sample without 
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MDI-BDO segment reaches its maximum moisture absorption of 10.2wt% within 354 

minutes. In addition, the maximum moisture absorption of PUPyMB15 and PUPyMB25 

is 9.12wt% within 1238 minutes and 8.0wt% within 1188 minutes, respectively. On the 

other hand, the PUPyMB35 takes 2000 minutes to reach its maximum moisture 

absorption of 6.78wt %, and PUPyMB55 needs 2600 minutes to reaches its maximum 

value of 5.45%. However, it should be pointed out that these values are not their 

saturated value. This is due to the fact that the absorbed moisture molecule can be 

divided into two parts. One is the free water molecule whereas the other one is the 

hydrogen-bonded water molecule. Although the specimens can reach their maximum 

moisture absorption, the free water molecule still continues to exchange with the 

environment. As a result, the moisture absorption decreases slightly after reaching its 

maximum moisture absorption. 

More importantly, it is also found that there is a drop in the maximum moisture 

absorption and the final moisture absorption with respect to the increase of MDI-BDO 

content or the decrease of BINA content in the PUPy-MB series of BIN-SMPUs. 

Therefore, it is confirmed that the moisture absorption is mainly dependent on the BINA 

content, i.e. the pyridine ring plays an important role in the moisture absorption of the 

BIN-SMPUs.  

7.2.5 TGA Analysis  

In general, the moisture absorption is determined by weighing the specimens on a 

balance. In the present study, TGA analysis is also performed to investigate the 
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moisture absorption at equilibrium. Specimens are put in the humidity-temperature oven 

at RH=85% and T=37℃ for reaching their saturated state prior to test the weight loss. 

The TGA curves of BIN-SMPUs with various BINA contents are shown in Figure 7.9, 

and the weight loss at different temperature ranges is summarized in Table 7.1. It is 

found in Figure 7.9 that the first-stage of the weight loss of BIN-SMPU starts at about 

60℃, and then stops temporarily at about 150℃. The second-stage of the weight loss 

starts at 220℃ and then stops after the temperature is raised to above 500℃. In Figure 

7.9, it is further observed that the first-stage of weight loss decreases as the BINA 

content drops. Moreover, the data summarized in Table 7.2 show that the weight loss 

before 200℃ is similar to the value of moisture absorption at equilibrium as tested 

using the weight method. For example, the moisture absorption at equilibrium tested by 

the weight method is 7.31wt% for the PUPyBDO45, and 6.80wt% for the PUPyBDO40. 

However, the TGA results show that the first-stage of weight loss for the PUPyBDO45 

and PUPyBDO40 is 7.18 wt% and 6.80 wt%, respectively. Hence, it is confirmed that 

the weight loss occurred between 20℃ and 200℃ is resulted from the moisture 

desorption existed in the polymers, and the moisture absorption at equilibrium enhances 

as the BINA content increases. 

Figure 7.10 shows the TGA curves of BIN-SMPU samples with various MDI-BDO 

contents, and their TGA data are summarized in Table 7.2. In the PUPy-MB series of 

BIN-SMPUs, it is observed that the first-stage of weight loss decreases with respect to 

the increase of MDI-BDO content. It is consistent with the moisture absorption 

tendency observed using the weight method. Hence, it is confirmed that the moisture 
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absorption in both the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys and PUPy-MB series of PUPys is 

dependent on the BINA content. The moisture absorption at equilibrium enhances as the 

BINA content increases.  
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Figure 7.9 TGA curves of BIN-SMPU with various BINA contents 
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Figure 7.10 TGA curves of BIN-SMPU with various MDI-BDO contents 
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Table 7.1 TGA data of BIN-SMPU with various BINA contents  

Samples Weight loss at 
50-200℃ 

(wt%) 

Weight loss at 
200-300℃ 

(wt%) 

Weight loss at 
300-420℃ 

(wt%) 

Weight loss at 
300-500℃ 

(wt%) 

PUPyBDO53 11.08 30.84 53.06 

PUPyBDO45 7.18 31.22 56.61 

PUPyBDO40 6.80 30.99 58.08 

PUPyBDO30 3.66 30.39 50.19 

PUPyBDO20 3.60 41.82 39.86 9.98 

PUPyBDO10 2.39 46.66 37.24 8.56 

Table 7.2 TGA data of BIN-SMPUs with various MDI-BDO contents  

Samples 50-200℃ 200-300℃ 300-420℃ 420-500℃ 

PUPyMB0 11.08 30.84 53.06 

PUPyMB15 8.87 30.07 53.92 

PUPyMB25 7.02 32.93 54.78 

PUPyMB35 7.46 33.11 27.57 23.74 

PUPyMB45 5.10 31.28 32.82 23.03 

PUPyMB55 5.83 34.13 30.28 19.00 

7.3 Effect of Moisture Absorption on the Thermal properties of Polyurethane 

According to the analysis in Section 7.2, it is known that a large fraction of water 

molecules are absorbed into the BIN-SMPU in the form of moisture. According to the 
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expression given by Couchman and Karasz [251, 252], moisture will influence the 

thermal properties of polymers. As the moisture content increases from 0 to 20% by 

weight, the Tg of collagen, elastin and cellulose decreases approximately by 200℃, 

145℃ and 260℃,respectively [253]. Recently, Yang et al. found that more than 35℃ 

decrease in Tg was obtained when the polymer absorbed about 4wt% water. As a result, 

they observed the shape recovery by putting the SMP into water instead of heating [65].  
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Figure 7.11 DSC curves of PUPyBDO45 after conditioning at RH=90% and 

T=34℃℃℃℃ for different time 

As for the BIN-SMPU, the hydrogen-bonded supramolecular structure has been 

described in Chapter 5. When compared with the previous water-driven SMPUs [63-65], 

this kind of SMPU is more responsive to moisture. For example, more than 7wt% 

moisture absorption can be obtained by conditioning the specimens at RH=85% and 
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T=32.5oC in the PUPyBDO45 sample as discussed in section 7.2. Hence, their thermal 

properties are affected greatly by the absorbed moisture. Figures 7.11 to 7.13 show the 

DSC curves of PUPyBDO45 after conditioning at RH=90% and T=34 oC, RH=80% and 

T=34 oC, and RH=65% and T=22 oC, respectively for different times. It is observed in 

Figure 7.11 that an obvious Tg appears at about 40.7 ℃ on the first heating curves of dry 

PUPyBDO45. However, after it has been conditioned at RH=90% and T=34℃ for 0.5 

hour, the glass transition process becomes broader from 3℃ to 77℃, and the Tg tends to 

shift to lower temperature, e.g. 34℃. This implies that the amorphous phase is 

influenced greatly by the absorbed moisture. In addition, no difference is observed at 

the higher temperature range after conditioning for 0.5 hour. After it has been immersed 

in the higher temperature moisture condition for more than 3.5 hours, the Tg moves to 

lower temperature, e.g. 13℃. An abrupt phase transition with a big enthalpy change 

(∆Cp) accompanied by a lot of little exothermic peak is measured at above 130℃. The 

high temperature phase transition with a big enthalpy change should result from the 

glass phase transition of hard phase, while the exothermic peak is presumably ascribed 

to the dissociation of bounded water.  

A further investigation is conducted at a lower RH=80% without changing the 

temperature. It is found in Figure 7.12 that the Tg of PUPyBDO45 moves to a lower 

temperature significantly as the conditioning time goes by. Within 6.5h, the Tg decreases 

by approximately 39℃, e.g. from 41℃ to 2℃. A big enthalpy change also appears on 

the heating curves at about 133℃ after conditioning at this moisture condition for 2.0h, 

little exothermal peak appears during the high temperature phase change process. 
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However, as the moisture absorption of polymer increases, the enthalpy change 

becomes bigger and moves to a lower temperature. For example, a high temperature 

phase transition appears at 127℃ after conditioning for 3.0 hours, and then it moves to 

124℃ after conditioning for 6.5 hours. Moreover, quite a lot of exothermic peaks 

appear upon the enthalpy changing process after conditioning for more than 4.5 hours. 

This implies that both the RH and conditioning time affect the morphology of 

BIN-SMPU. 
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Figure 7.12 DSC curves of PUPyBDO45 after conditioning at RH=80% and 

T=34℃℃℃℃ for different time: 1-0 hours, 2-1.0 hours, 3-2.0 hours, 4-3.0 hours, 5-4.0 

hours and 6-6.5 hours    

As mentioned in section 7.2.2, higher RH results in higher moisture absorption for the 

BIN-SMPU, while the PUPyBDO45 tends to have lower moisture absorption under the 
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lower RH condition. Since higher temperature can enhance the moisture absorption 

speed, the specimens cut from the same PUPyBDO45 sample is conditioned at lower 

RH of 65%, and lower temperature of 22℃ in the present study. The DSC curves of 

PUPyBDO45 after conditioning at RH=65% and T=22℃ for different time are 

presented in Figure 7.15. It is observed that the Tg change slightly within the first 4 

hours, and the big enthalpy change at higher temperature range also does not appear 

until it is conditioned at lower RH and lower temperature for more than 7.5 hours. 

Thereafter, it is observed that the glass transition of hard phase moves to a lower 

temperature range as the conditioning time increases. The phase transition even starts at 

82℃ after conditioning for more than 11 hours. More importantly, it is found that there 

are no small exothermic peaks being measured at above 100℃ by DSC under this 

condition. Hence, it is confirmed that the high temperature phase transition is not 

resulted from the evaporation of water molecules, but due to a phase transition of long 

range disordered structure.  

Therefore, the DSC results imply that the moisture absorption enhances with respect to 

the increase of conditioning time in the polymer. The absorbed moisture mainly 

contains two fractions. One of the fractions is the free moisture, and another one is the 

bonded moisture, particularly under the higher RH condition. Firstly, the free moisture 

molecule will lubricate the polymer chain, thereby decreasing the Tg significantly. 

Secondly, the bonded moisture molecule between polymer chains also reduces the Tg 

due to the decrease of inter-molecular interaction. It is believed that the bonded 

moisture molecule mainly promotes the aggregation of ordered urethane unit via the 
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water bridge hydrogen bonding, e.g. -N-H…H-O-H..O=C-. Finally, the long range 

disordered structure tends to form a hard phase with high Cp.  
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Figure 7.13 DSC curves of PUPyBDO45 after conditioning at RH=65% and 

T=22℃℃℃℃for different time: 1-0 hour, 2-1.0 hour, 3-2.0hours, 4-4 hours, 5-8.0 hours, 

6-10.0 hours and 7-11.0 hours 

7.4. Influence of Moisture Absorption on Dynamical Mechanical Properties  

In Chapter 5, it was found that the glassy modulus is very higher, e.g. 4.0GPa, but the 

rubber modulus is very low, e.g. 6.5MPa, and significant decrease in modulus is 

observed during the glass transition process due to the dissociation of hydrogen bonding. 

The decrease in modulus is responsive to the stimulus of temperature. Similarly, it is 

also observed that the polymer becomes soft as the conditioning time goes by at specific 

RH and room temperature. This implies that the moisture absorption also influences the 
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dynamical-mechanical properties of BIN-SMPUs.  
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Figure 7.14 Storage modulus curves of PUPyBDO45 after conditioning at 

RH=65% and T=20oC for different conditioning time: t1=0 hour, t2=2 hours, t3=5 

hours, t4=24 hours and t5=36 hours 

Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the dynamical-mechanical properties of PUPyBDO45 

sample after conditioning at RH=65% and T=20℃ for different time. It is observed in 

Figure 7.14 that the modulus starts to decrease at 45℃, and the polymer enters into its 

rubber modulus plateau after 75℃. In the rubber state, the modulus drops continuously 

with respect to the increase of temperature followed by an abrupt decrease in modulus at 

about 90℃. This means that the dry PUPyBDO45 sample have the imperfect phase 

separation structure. In addition to the amorphous soft phase and hard phase, there are 

also unstable mixing phases. Hence, the first stage of abrupt decrease in modulus is 
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observed during the glass transition process of soft phase. As the temperature increases, 

the dissociation of hydrogen bonding in the mixing phase results in the decrease in 

modulus continuously. However, the second stage of abrupt decrease in modulus should 

be resulted from the phase transition of hard phase as described in Chapter 5.  
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Figure 7.15 Tanδ of PUPyBDO45 under the condition of RH=65% and T=20 oC for 

different time: t1=0hour, t2=2hours, t3=5 hours, t4=24 hours, t5=36 hours 

When the PUPyBDO45 sample is conditioned at RH=65% and T=20℃, moisture is also 

absorbed into the polymer. Since the moisture absorption speed is very slow at lower 

temperature, the absorbed moisture affects slightly the dynamical-mechanical properties 

within the first 5 hours. As the conditioning time goes by, the starts temperature for the 

first-stage of decrease in modulus shifts to lower temperature. For example, it shifts 

from 45℃ before conditioning to 41℃ after conditioning for 5 hours, and it shifts to 
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29℃ after conditioning for 24 hours, and finally shifts to 20℃ after conditioning for 36 

hours. It is also found that the glassy modulus plateau decreases to a lower modulus 

level as the conditioning time goes by. Hence, the polymer becomes soft due to the 

significant decrease in modulus as the conditioning time goes by at room temperature. 
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Figure 7.16 Tanδ of PUPyBDO45 after conditioning at RH=65% and T=20℃℃℃℃for 

different time    

It is also found that the second-stage decrease in modulus also moves to lower 

temperature. The decrease in modulus becomes slower as the conditioning time goes by, 

but no abrupt decrease can be measured after 5 hours. This means that the fraction of 

mixing phase enhances while the fraction of hard phase decreases as the conditioning 

time goes by. Finally, the rubber modulus plateau disappears and the polymer even 

enters into a viscosity modulus plateau by passing through the third stage of decrease in 

modulus process after conditioning for 24hours. The fraction of amorphous soft phase 
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also becomes smaller. For example, the first-stage of modulus appears only within the 

temperature range of 35-55℃ after conditioning for 36 hours, while the second-stage of 

decrease in modulus starts at about 60℃, and the polymer enters into viscosity-elastic 

state at about 90℃. 

Additionally, tanδ reflects the influence of moisture absorption on polymer chain. It is 

observed in Figure 7.15 that a big peak with a maximum tanδ of more than 20 is 

observed within the higher temperature range of 90℃ to 180℃. This big energy loss 

should be resulted from the phase transition of hard phase. It is confirmed again that a 

large fraction of hydrogen bondings exists in the hard domain. As the conditioning time 

goes by, the peak range becomes broader and the right shoulder shifts to high 

temperature within the 24 hours. This implies that the fraction of hydrogen-bonded hard 

domains become richer as the moisture absorption increases. However, after 

conditioning for more than 36 hours, since the hard domains tend to be unstable due to 

their high moisture absorption, the tanδ peak shifts to lower temperature. This means 

that the moisture absorption not only promotes the aggregation of hard domains, but 

also destroys the stable of hard domains. As a result, the original hydrogen bondings 

present in the urethane groups become weaker after the moisture molecules enter into 

the polymer chain.  

A magnified picture of tanδ at the lower temperature range is showed in Figure 7.16. It 

is obvious that a clear glass transition is observed at about 66℃ for the PUPyBDO45 

sample after conditioning for 140 minutes, while a small phase transition appears at 
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about 54℃ after conditioning for 280 minutes,and it becomes bigger gradually and 

shifts to lower temperature range as the conditioning time goes by. For example, the 

peak appears at. 38℃,32℃ and 29℃ after conditioning for 24 hours, 25 hours and 26 

hours, respectively. This implies that the moisture absorption results in a new transition 

which may be ascribed to the relaxation of pendant pyridine side group. It is believed 

that the pyridine ring is bonded at the dry state through the strong hydrogen bondings 

existed between the N-H of the urethane groups and the N of pyridine ring. However, 

the absorbed moisture interrupts this kind of hydrogen bonding, resulting in the 

formation of a large fraction of water bonded pyridine ring through the new hydrogen 

bondings existed between the pyridine ring and the moisture molecules. Hence, it is 

found in the tanδ curves that a clear new transition appears at the lower temperature 

range after conditioning for 24 hours.  
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Figure 7.17 Storage modulus of PUPyBDO45 after conditioning at RH=80% and 

T=34℃℃℃℃ for different time 
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Figure 7.18 Tanδ of PUPyBDO45 after conditioning at RH=80% and T=34℃℃℃℃ for 

different times 

When the RH is raised to 80% and the temperature is raised to 34℃, the influence of 

moisture absorption on the dynamical-mechanical properties becomes more obvious. 

Figure 7.17 and 7.18 show the dynamical-mechanical properties of PUPyBDO45 under 

the condition of RH=80% and T=34℃ for different conditioning time. It is observed in 

these two figures that the onset temperature (T1) for the first-stage of decrease in 

modulus shifts to 16℃ within the first 1 hour of conditioning time, and the onset 

temperature (T2) for the second-stage of decrease in modulus also moves to 68℃. After 

2 hours of conditioning time, the first-stage of decrease in modulus starts at 12℃, 

i.e.T1=12℃, while the T2 is kept constant. Moreover, after conditioning for 4 hours, the 
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T1 also stops at 9℃. This implies that the influence of moisture on both the soft phase 

and hard phase is kept constant after the moisture absorption reaches its saturate state. 

In addition, it is also found in the tanδ curves as shown in Figure 7.18 that the transition 

temperature shifts very quickly as the conditioning timegoes by under the condition of 

higher RH and higher temperature. These results imply that the higher moisture 

absorption does affect the dynamical-mechanical properties quickly.  
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Figure 7.19 Storage modulus of PUPyBDO53 after immersing in water for 

different time: t1=0, t2=10 minutes, t3=20 minutes, t4=60 minutes 

In addition to the moisture conditioning, water immersion also shows a quicker and 

more serious influence on the dynamical-mechanical properties. Since the key 

component responsible for moisture absorption is BINA unit as discussed in section 

7.2.3, the samples with higher BINA content, e.g. PUPyBDO53, will be more sensitive 
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to moisture and water. Figure 7.19 shows the DMA curves of PUPyBDO53 after 

immersing in water for different times. Similar to the PUPyBDO45, the decrease in 

modulus of dry PUPyBDO53 is also divided into two-steps as shown in Figure 7.19. 

However, the two stages of decrease in modulus are very close. After the sample is 

immersed in water for only 10 minutes, the onset temperature (T1) for the first-stage of 

decrease in modulus appears at a lower temperature, and it shifts continually to lower 

temperature range in the following 20 minutes and 60 minutes. However, the onset 

temperature (T2) for the second-stage of decrease in modulus moves slightly within the 

60 minutes. As for the Tanδ curves, it is also observed in Figure 7.20 that the Tanδ peak 

reflecting the glass transition of soft phase moves to the lower temperature as the water 

immersion time goes by. However, the Tanδ peak at higher temperature range is 

relatively stable within 60 minutes. This implies that the absorbed moisture only enters 

into the soft phase, making the hydrogen bondings present in the hard phase become 

relatively stable within the first 60 minutes of water immersion. 

With regard to the Tanδ curves of PUPyBDO53 shown in Figure 7.20, it is also 

observed that the β relaxation showing the relaxation of side chain [254] appears at 

-70℃ after the polymer is immersed in water for more than 60 minutes. This 

observation is very consistent with the result of prontonization mentioned in Chapter 5. 

Since the lower temperature β transition is not measured in the moisture condition. It 

implies that the pendant pyridine ring is free after 60 minutes of immersion in water. 

This is due to the fact that under the condition or after a short time water immersion, the 

pyridine ring tends to physically link together via the formation of new hydrogen 
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bondings between the pyridine ring and the water molecules (.>N….O-H-O….N<) by 

replacing the original hydrogen bondings between the pyridine ring and the N-H of the 

urethane group (>N…H-N-). However, when the absorbed water molecule content is 

too high in the polymer after a long time of water immersion, the pyridine ring will also 

be prontonized by the water molecules due to the formation of new hydrogen bonding 

( >N…O-H-O).  
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Figure 7.20 Tan δ of PUPyBDO53 after immersing in water for different time: t1=0, 

t2=10 minutes, t3=20 minutes and t4=60 minutes 

7.5 Moisture-sensitive and Water-driven SMEs  

In the previous literature [63, 65, 247], it was reported that the Tg of some SMPUs, e.g. 

MM3520 and MM5520, could be reduced dramatically after immersing in water. For 
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example, the Tg of MM3520 was reduced by about 35℃ after absorbing the moisture 

fraction of 4.5wt%. Hence, a water-driven actuation and recovery in sequence were 

observed in this kind of SMPUs [63, 65, 247]. In the present study, higher moisture 

absorption, e.g. 10%, can be achieved by the BIN-SMPUs in a short time under the 

condition of high RH and high temperature, e.g. RH=90% and T=34℃. As the moisture 

fraction goes by, the Tg of BIN-SMPU also moves to the lower temperature as described 

in section 7.3. Hence, shape recovery is expected to occur by applying the stimulus of 

moisture without external heating. 

7.5.1 Moisture-sensitive SMEs 

 

Figure 7.21 Moisture-sensitive shape recovery process of flower under the 

condition of RH=65% and T=20℃℃℃℃  

Figure 7.21 shows the moisture-sensitive shape recovery process of flower made of 

PUPyBDO45 film under the condition of RH=65% and T=20℃. It has been presented 

in Chapter 6 that the shape memory flower opens their petals in sequences at a 
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temperature of above Tr, e.g. 80℃. In the present study, it is also observed that the 

shape memory flower open the petals step by step. The difference is that the shape 

memory flower in this experiment opens the petals under the condition of RH=65% and 

T=20℃ without external heating. As shown in Figure 7.21, a closed flower starts to 

open the outside petals after being placed in the moisture condition for 24 hours, and the 

flower becomes relax as the conditioning time goes by. After conditioning for 35 hours, 

the flower opens completely their petals by themselves. Therefore, it is confirmed that 

shape recovery of BIN-SMPU can be triggered by the moisture stimulus.  

When compared with the previous water-driven SMPs, e.g. MM3520 as observed by 

Yang et al. [247], it is found that the BIN-SMPU is triggered by moisture at a very low 

RH, e.g. RH=65%, and a lower temperature, e.g.. T=20 oC. On the other hand, the shape 

recovery of MM3520 is triggered by water, but is taken a very long time to be immersed 

in water. Based on the experimental results, it is confirmed that the BIN-SMPU should 

be more sensitive to the moisture. Hence, shape recovery can be achieved in the 

BIN-SMPU by reducing transition temperature so called recovery temperature to below 

ambient temperature, i.e. Tr <20℃. This discovery should be considered as a great 

development of SMPs.  

7.5.2 Water-driven SMEs 

In order to further investigate the water-driven shape memory behavior, three specimens 

namely PUPyBDO53, PUPyBDO35 and PUPyMB30 are immersed in water for 

different time followed by recording their lengths at different immersion time. A 
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comparison result summarized in Table 7.3 show that the PUPyBDO53 sample 

containing about 53wt% BINA starts to recover its deformed strain after immersing in 

water for only 10 minutes, and then reaches its equilibrium state within only 20 minutes. 

The PUPyBDO35 sample containing 35wt% BINA starts to recover after immersing in 

water for 40 minutes and the PUPyMB30 having 35wt% BINA and 30wt% MDI-BDO 

sample takes more than 70 minutes to start up the strain recovery. When compared, the 

PUPyBDO35 sample reaches its finial equilibrium state within 85 minutes while the 

PUPyMB30 sample takes more than 180 minutes to finish the strain recovery process. 

According to the final shape recovery, it can be found that the PUPyMB30 sample 

shows the highest final shape recovery of 77%, but the PUPyBDO53 sample shows the 

worst shape recovery of 7.7%. This is due to the fact that the samples with higher 

pyridine ring content are more sensitive to water absorption. The high moisture 

absorption will destroy the physical netpoints of BIN-SMPUs. In addition, the polar 

aromatic structure influences the sensibility to water, and the MDI-BDO hard segment 

of PUPyMB30 shows a more stable hard phase with respect to water.  

Table 7.3 Results of water-sensitive shape recovery behavior of PUPyBDO53, 

PUPyBDO35 and PUPyMB30 

Sample Lstart(mm) Lfinal(mm) T star (min ) T final (min) Rr (%) 

PUPyBDO53 52.0 50.0 10 20 7.7 

PUPyBDO35 50.0 39.1 50 85 44.0 

PUPyMB30 58.0 35.0 60 180 79.0 
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Finally, it should be pointed out that although the shape recovery can be achieved either 

in water condition or moisture condition, the final shape recovery of PUPys triggered by 

water and moisture is still less than that triggered by heat. This is due to the fact that 

water interrupts the hydrogen bondings both in the reversible phase and physical 

netpoins which will destroy the shape recovery force greatly. Therefore, it is proposed 

that the water-sensitive switches or moisture-sensitive switches as well as stable 

netpoints or domains are the two necessary conditions for the SMPs having 

water-sensitive SMEs or moisture-sensitive SMEs. 

7.6 Characterization Quantitatively of Moisture-sensitive SMEs  

7.6.1 Quantitative Analysis method of Moisture-sensitive SMEs  

In the thermal-induced SMPs, the thermal-induced SME is usually quantified by the 

thermal-mechanical investigations. A typical test protocol is described in the following 

order. Firstly, the test specimen is heated up to a temperature (Thigh) above the switching 

temperature (Ttrans), and stretched to a strain (εmax). The sample is then cooled below the 

transition temperature under a constant strain (εmax), thereby fixing the temporary shape. 

Retracting the clamps to its original position may partially cause the strain relaxation. 

After raising the temperature to Thigh>Ttrans, the sample contracts and the permanent 

shape is recovered. According to the maximum strain (εmax), the fixed strain (εf), and the 

recovered strain (εr), the shape fixity (Rf) and the shape recovery (Rr) can be calculated.  

Rf= εf / εmax *100% 
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Rr= εr /εmax*100% 

With reference to the previous studies, the microscope (Leitz Wetzlar) with a hot stage 

(Mettler Toledo FP90 Central Processor & FP82 Hot Stage) and a camera (Pixera PVC 

100C) has also been used to record the strain recovery process upon heating. Finally, 

the curves of temperature-dependent shape recovery can be obtained. According to the 

curve, the shape fixity and shape recovery can also be calculated at any temperature.  
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Figure 7.22 Typical strain recovery vs time for moisture-sensitive SME 

Aiming at quantitatively investigating the moisture-sensitive SMEs, in the present study, 

the specimens with a thickness of 1.0mm, width of 5.0mm, length of 20.0mm 

(L0=20mm) are stretched to a certain maximum elongation (Lmax) by heating up the 

temperature at above Ttrans. After the deformed strains (Lf) are fixed at lower 
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temperature, the deformed specimen is conditioned in the moisture or water, followed 

by recording the lengths at any times (Lt). Finally, the strain recovery can also be 

calculated at any time (Rt) using Equation 7.2. 

                   Rt= (Lf-Lt)/(Lmax-L0)*100% ……………………… Equation 7.2 

Hence, the dependency of Rt on time can be obtained. Figure 7.22 shows a typical 

strain-time recovery curves for the moisture-sensitive SME.  

According to the strain-time recovery curves, the final balanced strain recovery (Rr) is 

defined as the maximum strain recovery (Rmax),. The strain recovery start time (ts) is 

defined as the conditioning time at which the strain recovery is 10% Rmax. The strain 

recovery time (tr) is defined as the conditioning time at which the strain recovery is 50% 

Rmax, and the strain recovery end time (te) is defined as the conditioning time at which 

the strain recovery is the 90% Rmax. The time length (∆t = te-ts) is also used to 

characterize the moisture recovery speed, i.e. ∆t is shorter, the recovery speed is 

quicker.  

7.6.2 Influence of RH on Moisture-sensitive Shape Recovery  

Figures 7.23 and 7.24 show the dependency of strain recovery on time under various 

RH conditions at the constant temperature of T=30℃ for the PUPyBDO53 sample and 

the PUPyBDO45 sample, respectively. Their strain recovery onset time, strain recovery 

time, the strain recovery end time, and their final strain recovery are summarized in 

Table 7.4. According to the recovery curves of the PUPyBDO53 sample and the 
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PUPyBDO45 sample under the condition of RH=65%, it can be found that the shapes 

tend to keep unchanged at the first stage, and the deformed strain starts to recover after 

the polymer is conditioned for a critical time, e.g. 77 minutes for the PUPyBDO53 and 

200 minutes for the PUPyBDO45. Thereafter, an abrupt strain recovery is followed and 

the strain recovery becomes slow after the Te. Since this strain recovery process is very 

similar to the thermal-induced strain recovery process, it is thought that this strain 

recovery process is the typical moisture-sensitive SME. 
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Figure 7.23 Dependency of strain recovery of PUPyBDO53 on time at various RH: 

RH1-65%, RH2-70%, RH3-75%, RH4-80% and RH5-85%, at the constant 

temperature of T=30℃℃℃℃    

In addition, it is found in Table 7.4 that ts in both the PUPyBDO53 and PUPyBDO45 

samples tends to be short in higher RH condition,, and both the tr and te decreases 
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accordingly as the RH increases. Moreover, the final strain recovery drops with respect 

to the decrease of RH. However, the PUPyBDO53 shows a bad strain recovery at 

RH=85%. This is due to the fact that not only the switch phase is destroyed, but also the 

physical netpoints under the higher RH condition as discussed in section 7.4. According 

to the ∆t, it is also found that the strain recovery of PUPyBDO53 recovers most of its 

deformed strain within only 18 minutes at RH=85%. However, it takes about 120 

minutes to recover the same strain recovery under the condition of RH=65%. This 

means that the strain recovery speed under the condition of higher RH is higher than 

that under the condition of lower RH.  

Table 7.4 Moisture-sensitive SME results of BIN-SMPU at different RH 

Samples RH (%) T (℃) Ts (mins) tr (mins) Te (mins) Rr (%) ∆t 

85 30 21.2 28.0 39.54 86.1 18.34 

80 30 5.1 17.9 50.4 99.4 45.3 

75 30 38.2 60.9 79.5 95.9 41.3 

70 30 83.7 94.7 124.8 94.7 41.1 

 

PUPyBDO53 

65 30 115 158.8 234.9 90.6 119.9 

85 30 13.7 40.8 106.3 93.9 92.6 

80 30 114.1 207.6 388.1 93.8 274 

75 30 92.1 203.1 388.2 92.2 296.1 

70 30 128.4 271.6 428.8 83.2 300.4 

 

PUPyBDO45 

65 30 280.2 387.0 473.5 81.1 193.3 
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Figure 7.24 Dependency of strain recovery on time for PUPyBDO45 at various RH: 

RH1-65%, RH2-70%, RH3-75%, RH4-80% and RH5-85%, at the constant 

temperature of T=30℃℃℃℃    

7.6.3 Influence of Temperature on the Moisture-sensitive Shape Recovery 

Figures 7.25 and 7.26 show the dependency of strain recovery on time at various 

temperatures under the condition of RH=80% for the PUPyBDO53 and PUPyBDO45, 

respectively. Their strain recovery onset time, strain recovery time, strain recovery end 

time and their final strain recovery are summarized in Table 7.5. It is observed in 

Figures 7.25 and 7.26 that temperature influences the strain recovery time greatly. Both 

the PUPyBDO53 and PUPyBDO45 show a high strain recovery under the condition of 

RH=80%. As the temperature increases, the strain-time recovery curves are observed to 

shift to a long time range.  
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Figure 7.25 Dependency of strain recovery on time for PUPyBDO53 at different 

temperatures: T1-26℃℃℃℃, T2-28℃℃℃℃, T3-30℃℃℃℃ and T4-32℃℃℃℃ at RH=80% 
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Figure 7.26 Dependency of strain recovery on time for PUPyBDO45 at different 

temperatures: T1=32℃℃℃℃, T2=30℃℃℃℃, T3=28℃℃℃℃and T4=26℃℃℃℃ at RH=80% 
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Table 7.5 Moisture-sensitive SME Results of BIN-SMPU at Various Temperatures 

Samples RH (%) T (℃) t10 

(mins) 

tr (mins) t90 

(mins) 

Rr  (%) ∆t 

(mins) 

80 32 1.0 5.0 19.8 93.11 18.8 

80 30 29.8 49.3 74.5 94.64 44.6 

80 28 59.2 77.2 101.5 96.65 42.3 

 

PUPyBDO53 

80 26 67.9 93.9 147.1 98.32 79.2 

80 32 17.0 69.7 208.6 96.23 19.2 

80 30 125.1 212.6 423.0 97.15 29.8 

80 28 234.0 334.8 436.5 93.10 20.3 

 

PUPyBDO45 

80 26 267.3 384.2 534.0 94.26 26.7 

In addition, it is also found in Table 7.5 that all the critical time including ts, tr, te 

increase as the temperature increases. This is due to the fact that moisture absorption is 

faster at higher temperature as a result of their higher diffusion coefficient mentioned in 

section 7.2.1. According to the ∆t, it is found that at the higher temperature, both the 

PUPyBDO53 and PUPyBDO45 tend to show their higher strain recovery speed. For 

example, the ∆t is 18.8 minutes at T=32℃ while it is 79.2 minutes at T=26 ℃ in the 

PUPyBDO53 sample. Comparatively, it is also found that the PUPyBDO45 have a high 

recovery speed than that of PUPyBDO53 within the temperature range of 26℃ to 32℃. 

Moreover, it is observed that the maximum strain recovery of PUPyBDO53 sample 

decreases as the temperature increases. This implies that high temperature may 
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influence the physical netpoints under the condition of RH=80%.  

7.6.4 Influence of Pyridine Content on the Moisture-sensitive Strain Recovery 
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Figure 7.27 Dependency of strain recovery on time for BIN-SMPU with various 

BINA contents under the condition of RH=85% and T=34℃℃℃℃ 

The influence of pyridine content on the strain recovery is shown in Figure 7.27, and 

Table 7.6 summarizes their results. It is found in Figure 7.27 that the PUPyBDO53, 

PUPyBDO40 and PUPyBDO30 all have a higher strain recovery at T=34℃, whereas 

the PUPyBDO20 and PUPyBDO10 show a bad strain recovery under the condition of 

RH=85%. This means that the BIN-SMPU tends to show less strain recovery even at 

higher RH and higher temperature when the BINA content is below 20%. These results 

obtained are consistent with those of the thermal-induced strain recovery mentioned in 

Chapter 6. The BIN-SMPU with lower BINA content usually has a poor shape recovery. 
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Hence, it is confirmed that the BINA plays an important role in the shape recovery, not 

only for the thermal-sensitive SME, but also for the moisture-sensitive SME in the 

BIN-SMPUs.  

The analysis shown in table 7.6 demonstrate that the Ts, Tr and Te of PUPyBDO53 are 

generally shorter than those of PUPyBDO45 within the RH range of 65% to 85% as 

well as within the temperature range of 26℃ to 32℃. It is also found in Table 7.6 that in 

the BIN-SMPU with higher BINA content, the ts and tr become shorter and the strain 

recovery becomes faster. 

Table 7.6 Moisture-sensitive SME results of PUPys with various BINA contents 

Samples RH (%) T (℃) Ts 

(mins) 

tr 

(mins) 

Te 

(mins) 

Rr (%) ∆t 

(mins) 

PUPyBDO53 85 34 0.1 5.0 17.4 93.42 17.3 

PUPyBDO40 85 34 4.5 21.95 59.1 65.82 21.5 

PUPyBDO30 85 34 16.9 36.3 54.1 75.35 37.2 

PUPyBDO20 85 34 - - - 25.53 - 

PUPyBDO10 85 34 - - - 17.86 - 

7.6.5 Influence of MDI-BDO Content on the Moisture-sensitive Strain Recovery 

Figure 7.28 shows the dependency of strain recovery on time for the BIN-SMPU with 

various MDI-BDO contents under the condition of RH=85% and T=34℃. It is observed 

that the PUPyMB0, PUPyMB15 and PUPyMB25 show a higher strain recovery with a 
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fast strain recovery process. However, the BIN-SMPUs with higher MDI-BDO content, 

e.g. PUPyMB45 and PUPyMB55, tend to show a lower strain recovery with a slow 

strain recovery process. It is also found in Table 7.7 that the final strain recovery 

decreases as the MDI-BDO content increases. Furthermore, the time ts, tr and te all are 

prolonged with respect to the increase of MDI-BDO content. This observation is very 

consistent with the influence of BINA content on moisture strain recovery as mentioned 

in section 7.2.3. The increase of MDI-BDO content will result in the decrease of BINA 

content for the PUPyMB series of BIN-SMPUs. Therefore, the increase of MDI-BDO 

content does not result in the increase of strain recovery and the reduction of recovery 

time. As a matter of fact, the enhancement of strain recovery is dependent on the 

increase of BINA content, and the short recovery time is observed in the sample with 

high BINA content.  
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Figure 7.28 Dependency of strain recovery on time for BIN-SMPU with various 

MDI-BDO contents under the condition of RH=85% and T=34℃℃℃℃ 
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It is confirmed that the strain recovery and recovery time are mainly dependent on the 

BINA content under a certain condition. However, the PUPy-MB series of BIN-SMPUs 

show a relatively higher final strain recovery as compared to the PUPy-BDO series of 

BIN-SMPUs. This is due to the fact that among the samples with the same BINA 

content, the samples containing MDI-BDO unit shows a much higher strain recovery as 

compared to the PUPy-BDO samples without MDI-BDO unit. For example, the 

PUPyMB25 containing about 40wt% BINA content has final strain recovery of 90.7%, 

while the PUPyBDO40 also containing 40wt% BINA content has a final strain recovery 

of 65.8%. This means that the addition of MDI-BDO unit can improve the 

moisture-sensitive strain recovery greatly. This is due to the fact that the MDI-BDO unit 

will reinforce the physical netpoints or hard phase which can provides a stable polymer 

networks for the moisture-sensitive SME.  

Table 7.7 Results of Moisture-sensitive SME of BIN-SMPU with different 

MDI-BDO content  

Samples RH (%) T (℃) t10 (mins) tr (mins) t90 (mins) Rr (%) ∆t(mins) 

PUPyMB0 85 34 6.0 17.0 49.9 99.20 43.9 

PUPyMB15 85 34 12.4 61.5 134.8 93.66 122.4 

PUPyMB25 85 34 10.0 88.2 214.4 90.67 204.4 

PUPyMB45 85 34 34.4 116.0 555.0 58.70 520.6 

PUPyMB55 85 34 117.0 336.8 609.3 58.70 492.3 

7.7 Mechanism of Moisture-sensitive SME of BIN-SMPUs 
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Figure 7.29 FT-IR spectra of BIN-SMPUA moisture absorption for different times 

at the frequency range of (a) 3800-2900 cm-1, (b) 1640-1585 cm-1, (c) 1015-985 cm-1 
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Figure 7.30 Illustration of moisture absorption mechanism at the hydrogen-bonded 

pyridine ring  

In the previous literature [255, 256], there are a lot of researches conducted to 

investigate the moisture/water absorption mechanism in the polymer system. York had 

listed three mechanisms by which moisture could be held in a polymer system: (1) as 

mono-molecular layers bound to the surface, namely adsorbed moisture, (2) as isolated 

molecules distributed internally, either bound or free, namely absorbed moisture, and (3) 

as multi-molecular layers, namely condensed moisture [253].  

Aiming at investigating the molecular mechanism of moisture absorption and the 

influence of moisture on the structure, the FT-IR spectra of PUPyBDO53 after 

conditioning for different times were recorded. Figure 7.29 shows some typical 

vibration frequencies at different times under the condition of T=30℃ and RH=80%. It 

is found in Figure 7.29 (a) that as the conditioning time goes by, the density of 

frequency corresponding to water vibration increases quickly within the first 20 minutes 

until it reaches a stable density. Finally, this result indicates that the PUPyBDO53 
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reaches its equilibrium state within 20 minutes under the condition of RH=80% and 

T=30℃. Since the moisture absorption time is very close to the strain recovery time of 

PUPyBDO53, it is confirmed that the moisture absorption results in the strain recovery.  

Furthermore, the frequencies corresponding to the vibration of pyridine ring are also 

observed to shift to higher frequency. It is shown in Figure 7.29(c) that the moisture 

absorption results in the breathing vibration frequency of pyridine ring shifting from 

994 cm-1 to 999 cm-1. At the equilibrium state, the frequencies of pyridine ring appear at 

3060 cm-1, 1603 cm-1 and 999 cm-1. These frequencies are very close to those of 

pyridine ring observed at higher temperature as shown in the temperature-dependent 

FT-IR spectra [241]. These results indicate that the hydrogen bonding present in the 

pyridine ring is free or very weak when it absorbs moisture, i.e. the moisture will affect 

the dissociation of hydrogen bondings existed between the pyridine ring and the N-H of 

urethane group. 

In the previous models concerning the interaction of water with hydrophilic polymers, it 

is generally hypothesized that water molecules are either bonded to specific polymer 

chain sites or free to disperse them homogeneously throughout the amorphous polymer 

matrix [247]. However, based on the FT-IR analysis of the BIN-SMPU, the moisture 

absorption mechanism can be explained by the theory of dynamic combinatorial 

chemistry or constitutional dynamic chemistry proposed by Lehn, which relies on the 

selection of the thermodynamically most stable product from an equilibrating mixture 

[41]. The illustration of moisture absorption mechanism in the pyridine ring is proposed 
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in Figure 7.30. Under the stimulus of moisture, the pre-formed hydrogen bonding, 

N-H…N-Py, at the dry state is replaced by a more adaptive hydrogen bonding. The 

pyridine ring tends to be free due to the protonization of pyridine ring by water 

(O-H…N-Py), or be linked via water molecules in the form of bridged hydrogen 

bonding (Py-N-H…O-H-O…H-N-Py) which shows a long bond distance [257]. As a 

result, the interaction becomes weaker, and the stiffness or modulus of polymer 

becomes softer as the moisture absorption increases. Similar to the dissociation of 

hydrogen bondings induced by temperature, the replacements of hydrogen bondings 

present in the pyridine ring also result in the shape recovery. Therefore, the hydrogen 

bondings existed between the pyridine ring and the N-H of the urethane group are used 

as the moisture-sensitive “switch”, while the hard phase formed via hydrogen bondings 

among the urethane groups are the physical netpoints in the moisture-sensitive SMPU. 

7.8 Conclusions 

Based on the investigation of structure and morphology of PUPy in Chapter 5, the 

moisture-sensitive SMEs were studied systematically in this Chapter with the following 

conclusions be obtained.  

1) BIN-SMPUs have high moisture absorption which increases with the increase of 

temperature as well as the increase of RH at any time. Additionally, the moisture 

absorption increases with respect to the increase of BINA content at any time as well as 

the decrease of MDI-BDO content at any time. 
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2) Moisture absorption influences the morphology of BIN-SMPUs. The Tg of soft 

segment drops with respect to the increase of conditioning time, particularly at higher 

RH and at higher temperature. The phase transition of hard phase moves to lower 

temperature as the conditioning time is increasing. As a result, the polymer becomes 

softer at room temperature.  

3) The moisture-sensitive SME and water-driven SME are achieved in the PUPys. 

Moreover, the RH, temperature, BINA content and MDI-BDO content all influence the 

moisture-sensitive SME greatly. Generally, the deformed strain recovers very quickly at 

higher RH and at higher temperature. The strain start recovery time (ts), strain recovery 

time (tr) and strain recovery end time (te) is prolonged with respect to the decrease of 

RH as well as the decrease of temperature. The recovery speed becomes faster at higher 

RH and at higher temperature. The final strain recovery generally decreases with respect 

to the decrease of RH as well as the increase of temperature. A too higher RH results in 

a lower final strain recovery for the PUPy-MDI series of PUPys. 

4) The key component which affects the moisture-sensitive SME is BINA unit. The 

addition of MDI-BDO enhances the moisture-sensitive shape recovery. In the 

PUPy-BDO series of PUPys, the final shape recovery decreases as the BINA content 

drops. In order to achieve a satisfying shape recovery of above 90%, the lower limit of 

BINA content is 30wt% in the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys. In addition, the ts, tr, te and 

∆t also become shorter in the PUPys with higher BINA content. In the PUPy-MDI 

series of PUPys, the final shape recovery decreases with respect to the increase of 
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MDI-BDO content as well as the decrease of BINA content. The ts, tr, te and ∆t also 

become shorter in the PUPys with lower MDI-BDO content.  

5) Finally, it is proposed that the hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring serve as 

the molecular “switches”, while the hydrogen bondings present in the urethane groups 

can provide the PUPys with an elastic polymer networks for shape recovery in the 

moisture-sensitive SME of PUPys. Moisture-sensitive shape recovery is mainly resulted 

from the dissociation of hydrogen bondings present in the pyridine ring by the 

replacement of new hydrogen bondings with absorbed water molecules.  
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS, APPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

FOR FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Conclusions 

8.1.1 Preparation and Characterization of PUPys 

In the present study, a series of supramolecular polyurethanes networks containing 

pyridine moieties were synthesized using the pyridine derivative like BINA, 

diisocyanates like HDI, MDI, and short chain extender like BDO. Among them, the 

pyridine containing polyurethanes (PUPys) without soft segment was synthesized using 

BINA and HDI. To investigate the effect of pyridine contents, PUPys with various 

BINA contents were synthesized by adding BDO to the HDI-BINA prepolymer. The 

BINA content was adjusted from 53wt% to 10wt% in the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys. 

To investigate the effect of hard domains, PUPys with various MDI-BDO (MB) 

contents were synthesized by adding MDI and BDO to the HDI-BINA prepolymer. The 

MB content was adjusted from 0wt% to 55wt%; while the BINA content was controlled 

to more than 20wt% in the PUPy-MB series of PUPys. To investigate the relationships 

among the supramolecular structure, morphology and properties particularly shape 

memory properties, modern characterization techniques, such as FT-IR, GPC, NMR, 

DSC, DMA and WAXD, were employed. There were also computational simulation 

analysis, thermo-mechanical testing, thermal-induced strain recovery testing, moisture 

absorption testing and moisture-sensitive strain recovery testing, being employed in the 

present study 
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8.1.2 Structure and Morphology of PUPys 

FT-IR spectra show that hydrogen-bonded supramolecular structure is formed in the 

PUPys, and the strength of hydrogen bonds present in the urethane group becomes 

stronger whereas the strength of hydrogen bonds present in the pyridine ring becomes 

weaker as the BINA content drops. 

DSC results show that the PUPys have amorphous soft phase, and the Tg of soft phase is 

controlled by the pyridine ring via hydrogen bonding. In the PUPy-BDO series of 

PUPys, the Tg of soft phase tends to drop with the decrease of BINA content, 

particularly when the BINA content is above 30wt%. In addition, PUPys tend to form 

semi-crystalline hard phase when the BINA content drops to below 40wt% while PUPys 

with more than 40wt% BINA content mainly form amorphous hard phase. In the 

PUPy-MB series of PUPys, the addition of MB unit can promote the formation of 

amorphous hard phase This morphology change is confirmed by the WAXD testing 

DMA testing confirms that micro-phase separation morphology occurs in the PUPys. 

The PUPys not only exhibit much high glassy modulus, but also show significant 

decrease in modulus and much higher maximum tanδ during the glass transition process. 

The rubber modulus enhances with respect to the decrease of BINA content as well as 

the increase of MB content. Hence, the modulus ratio (Eg/Er) drops with respect to 

decrease of BINA contents as well as the increase of MB content. In addition, tanδ 

decreases with respect to the decrease of pyridine content. Moreover, the protonization 

investigations support that the pyridine ring does influences the movement of polymer 
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chain through the formation of strong inter-molecular hydrogen bonding.  

Finally, it is proposed that the micro-phase separation morphology of PUPys changes 

with respect to the change of BINA content, i.e., as the BINA content drops from 

53wt% to 10wt% in the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys, the soft phase tends to change 

gradually from the continuous amorphous phase to the droplet-like dispersion phase. On 

the other hand, the hard phase grows up from the droplet-like dispersion amorphous 

phase to the continuous semi-crystalline phase if there is no irregular MDI unit.  

8.1.3 Thermal-induced SME of BIN-SMPUs 

The PUPys to show excellent thermal-induced SMEs,.The pyridine content is the key 

element to determine the shape recovery in the BIN-SMPUs. As the BINA content 

drops, the shape fixity decreases slightly while the shape recovery decreases 

significantly. To achieve a satisfying shape recovery, the low limit of BINA content is 

30wt% in the PUPy-BDO series of PUPys. In the PUPy-MB series of PUPys, the shape 

recovery drops with respect to the increase of MB content as well as the decrease of 

BINA content. The addition of MB contents does not improve the shape recovery. These 

results were also confirmed by the temperature-dependent strain recovery testing. 

Although the instant shape fixity is very good in the BIN-SMPUs, the shape retention 

tends to decrease as the time goes by. Comparatively, PUPys with higher BINA content 

show a better shape stability, and the lower elongation will result in the relatively higher 

strain stability in the BIN-SMPUs. The recovery force increases with respect to the 
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decrease of BINA content and the increase of MB content.  

In addition, the deformation temperature influences the SMEs of BIN-SMPUs greatly, 

The recovery temperature increases with the increase of the deformation temperature. 

Higher deformation temperature will result in higher shape fixity. The final shape 

recovery is usually higher in the BIN-PUPys deformed at the lower temperature. 

However, a much higher deformation temperature will result in a two-stage of strain 

recovery process.  

Finally, it is proposed that the hydrogen bonds present in the pyridine ring serve as the 

molecular switches while the hydrogen bonds present in the urethane groups can 

provide the PUPys with an elastic polymer networks acting as the physically netpoints. 

8.1.4 Moisture-sensitive SME of BIN-SMPUs 

BIN-SMPUs show high moisture absorption, and the moisture absorption process 

matches with Fick’s second law in the initial stag. The moisture absorption increases 

with the increase of temperature in particular below 28℃, and the moisture absorption 

increases with the increase of RH in particular above 70% RH. In the PUPy-BDO series 

of PUPys, as the BINA content increases, the moisture absorption at any time, the 

maximum moisture absorption and moisture absorption speed at first stage all increase. 

In the PUPy-MB series of PUPys, the moisture absorption at any time decreases with 

respect to the increase of MB content. The TGA analysis confirms that the moisture 

absorption is dependent on the BINA content. The moisture absorption at equilibrium 
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increases as the BINA content increases. 

DSC results show that the moisture absorption influences the structure and morphology 

of PUpys greatly. The Tg of soft segment decreases with respect to the increase of 

conditioning time in particular at high RH and high temperature. The moisture 

absorption promotes the aggregation of long-range urethane unit as well as the 

formation of hard phase. As the immersion time increases, the phase transition of hard 

phase tends to appear at lower temperature. These results are confirmed in the DMA 

analysis. Furthermore, it is found that the moisture absorption results in a new transition 

and it even results in the free relaxation of free protonized-pyridine ring after immersion 

in water for a long time.  

Consequently, the moisture-sensitive SME is observed in the BIN-SMPU film, and the 

water-driven SME is also achieved in the PUPy-MB series of PUPys. The strain-time 

curves show that the RH and temperature, both influence the moisture-sensitive SME 

greatly. The strain start recovery time (ts), strain recovery time (tr) and strain recovery 

end time (te) increases with respect to the decrease of RH and temperature. The final 

strain recovery generally decreases with respect to the decrease of RH as well as the 

increase of temperature. However, an excess higher RH results in the lower final strain 

recovery in the BIN-SMPUs.  In addition, the final shape recovery decreases with 

respect to the decrease of BINA content significantly. The ts, tr, te and ∆t are also short 

in the higher BINA content PUPys. Hence, to show excellent moisture-sensitive SME, 

the BIN-SMPU is required to contain at least 30wt% BINA unit. However, in the 
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PUPy-MB series of PUPys, the final shape recovery decrease with respect to the 

increase of MB content as well as the decrease of BINA content. The ts, tr, te and ∆t are 

also short in the PUPys with the lower MB content. As compared with the PUPy-BDO 

series of PUPys, the PUPy-MDI series of PUPy containing the same BINA content 

show a higher final shape recovery and a slow shape recovery process. Therefore, the 

key component which affects the moisture-sensitive SME is still BINA unit, and the 

addition of MB enhances the moisture-sensitive shape recovery.  

Finally, it is proposed that the hydrogen bonds existed between the pyridine ring and the 

N-H of urethane group are used as the moisture-sensitive “switch” whereas the formed 

hard phase via hydrogen bonds existed between the urethane groups are the physical 

netpoints in the moisture-sensitive BIN-SMPUs. Moisture-sensitive shape recovery is 

mainly resulted from the dissociation of original moisture-sensitive “switch” due to the 

formation of new hydrogen bonds existed between the pyridine ring and the absorbed 

water molecules.  

8.2 Potential Applications of PUPys 

Being one of the most attractive smart materials, the applications of SMPs covers 

various areas of everyday life such as smart fabrics, heat-shrinkable tubes and films, 

self-deployable device in spacecraft, self-disassembling mobile phones, intelligent 

medical devices or implants for minimally invasive surgery; thermally reversible 

recording, temperature sensors and actuators [8, 23, 24]. In the previous studies, the 

potential applications of the smart breathable textiles in the controlled release, food 
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packaging and gas separation were widely reported by Ding and Hu et al. [25, 26, 193]. 

There are also a lot of reports about the applications of SMPs in the medical fields [9, 

12, 27, 258, 259]. In this chapter, some potential applications of BIN-SMPUs are 

introduced. 

8.2.1 Re-shape Applications 

 

Figure 8.1 Shape memory flower closing processs upon heating: T1=25℃℃℃℃,T2=35; 

T3=40℃℃℃℃; T5=50℃℃℃℃ and T6=80℃℃℃℃    

It is known that SMPs have the ability to remember its original shapes, i.e. the 

temporary shape can recover to permanent shapes by applying the external stimulus. As 

for the one-way SME, the permanent shape is the remembered shape while the 

temporary shape cannot be remembered. Generally, the permanent shape can be 

prepared by the conventional process whereas the temporary shape is achieved by 

deformation at high temperature. For example, permanent shapes are molded from a 

melt polymer at a high temperature, or from a polymer solution followed by the 
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evaporation of solvent. In order to achieve SME, the permanent shape should be 

deformed by increasing the temperature to above the transition temperature or deformed 

at room temperature with a higher external force. However, such disadvantages may 

influence the application of SMPs sometimes.  

In the present study, it is observed that the BIN-SMPUs show excellent moisture 

absorption and moisture-sensitive SMEs. The higher moisture absorption will result in 

the decrease in modulus. This is due to the fact that the absorbed moisture molecules 

can destroy the original hydrogen bondings present in both the soft phase and hard 

phase particularly under the wet condition with higher RH, or under the water condition. 

Hence, the original shape, e.g. shape A, can be deformed easily to a second shape, e.g. 

shape B, when the polymer becomes soft by conditioning in water at room temperature. 

The second shape can also be fixed after it is dried. Since the hydrogen bondings 

present in the hard phase acting as physical netpoints can also be destroyed using higher 

RH or water, the polymer networks can be reassembled. When the polymer is dried 

under the second shape, the newly associated hydrogen bondings present in the hard 

phase will form new physical netpoints to provide a new polymer network. However, 

the newly formed hydrogen bondings present in soft phase will serve as the molecular 

switch again. Finally, the second shape can be remembered as a permanent shape. When 

the second shape is deformed to any other shape including shape A at a temperature of 

above the transition temperature of soft phase (Ttrans), but below the transition 

temperature of hard phase, the new temporary shape can be obtained and fixed by 

cooling down below Ttrans. Thereafter, the second shape, e.g. shape B, can be recovered 
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in the thermal recovery process. This technology provides an easy method to prepare 

shape memory products with any shapes.  

The opening process of reshaped flower is presented in Figure 8.1. A shape memory 

flower with eight petals is made from the flat BIN-SMPU film prepared by solution 

casting. The initial shape is an opened flower. However, by immersing it in the water or 

keeping it in wet condition at RH=95% and T=40℃, the petals of flower become soft 

within 1 hour. The initial opened shape is then deformed to a closed shape by applying 

the external force. By holding the closed shape, the flower is then dried in an oven at 

50℃ for 24 hours in order to get rid of the absorbed moisture. Finally, the closed shape 

memory flower so obtained is a new permanent shape. After it is deformed to an opened 

shape at 80℃ and fixed at ambient temperature; the opened shape will become a new 

temporary shape. With the stimulus of temperature, the shape memory flower will show 

the self-closing process of petals upon heating as shown in Figure 8.1. As the 

temperature increases from T1=25℃ to T6=80℃, the petals is observed to close step by 

step. Finally, the opened flower is recovered to the closed flower shape completely.  

8.2.2 Shape Memory Effect for Hair Style in Beauty Care  

In the daily life, people spend a lot of time on the beauty care of hair. In addition to the 

hair health, people wish to show different hair style at various environments; or they 

wish to keep a good style for a long time, i.e. hair style is expected to change shapes 

with an external stimulus. Therefore, SMPs are attractive to this SME on hair since they 

show the shape change with the stimulus of temperature.  
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In an initial proposal, SME on hair is expected by combining the SMPs with cationic 

active ingredient [260]. In that system, SME on hair is mainly resulted from the SMPs 

which are coated on hair by the cross-linking agent via chemical cross-linking upon UV 

light. Similarly, the PUPys can form a large fraction of hydrogen bondings to show 

good thermal-induced SME. Moreover, the BIN-SMPU can be dissolved by the acetic 

acid/ethanol mixing solvent to show a very fast evaporation speed. Therefore, the 

PUPys can be coated on hair via hydrogen bondings existed between the PUPys and 

hair in a short time after the PUPys solution is sprayed on the hair.  

 

Figure 8.2 Illustration of shape memory effect on SMPs coating hair 

A typical finishing process for hair showing SME is described in the following. Firstly, 

the 10% PUPy acetic acid/ethanol solution is prepared in an oven at 50℃. Secondly, the 

hair is coiled to an initial hair style; and the 10% PUPy solution is then added onto the 

hair homogeneously. Thirdly, the coiled hair style is either held at room temperature for 

15 minutes or dried by hair dryer for 3 minutes. After the solvent is evaporated, the 
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PUPy polymer will be coated on hair with a very thin layer. At the same time, the coiled 

hair style will be fixed to form the permanent shape. Fourthly, the coiled hair style is 

elongated to a straight hair style at a temperature of above Ttrans of BIN-SMPUs. The 

straight hair style will be temporarily fixed after it is cooled down to below Ttrans. 

Finally, the temporary hair shape will be kept before the temperature is raised to above 

Ttrans. Moreover, the hair shape can recover to the coiled hair style after the temperature 

is higher than Ttrans. Hence, the hair shows a typical thermal-induced SME. Figure 8.2 

illustrates the shape memory behavior of hair coated with SMPs. The original length of 

the coiled hair is L0, and the length of hair is Lt after deformation. When the hair is 

heated to above 65 oC, it will recover very closely to the original length, Lr. This is the 

shape memory behavior of SMPs coating hair. 

8.2.3 Two-way Shape Memory Polymer Laminates 

The two most common SMEs observed in SMMs are the one-way SME and two-way 

SME. In general, the one-way SME cooling from high temperatures does not cause a 

macroscopic shape change. However, the SMMs with two-way SME can remember two 

different shapes, i.e. one at lower temperatures and the other one at higher temperature. 

Among so many kinds of SMMs, the SMPs have found wide industrial applications 

because of their better versatility of chemical structure, lower cost, easier pretreatment 

procedure, larger deformation and lower recovery temperature. Since most of the SMPs 

only show one-way SME, researchers are actively developing two-way shape memory 

properties in the liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) and the photo-deformation polymers. 
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In the LCEs, higher deformation up to 300% can be obtained, but it is still difficult to 

put LCEs into industrial application due to their high manufacturing cost and unstable 

shape memory effect. As for the photo-deformation polymers, they show very low 

shrinkage if the azobenzene moieties cannot be incorporated into liquid crystalline 

polymers. Hence, the application of photo-deformation polymers is also limited. Most 

recently, Chen et al. introduced another kind of two-way SMPs [6], i.e. polymer 

laminated composites, prepared by the layer technique with the one-way SMPs. In the 

resulted polymer laminates, not only the two-way SME can be achieved, but also the 

reversible deformation can be controlled. Moreover, a wide range of response 

temperature can also be achieved.  

 

Figure 8.3 Typical two-way SME of SMP laminated composites [6] 

As for the two-way SMP laminated composites, two independent layers are required. 
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One is the active layer made with SMPs, while the other is the substrate layer made with 

a polymer having a high glassy modulus and slightly higher Tg than the Ttrans of SMPs. 

Hence, the produced bending force of the substrate layer can be the complementary of 

recovery force of the active layer in the SMP laminate during the recovery process, 

particularly in the cooling process. Figure 8.3 shows a typical two-way SME of SMP 

laminated composites.  

Based on the investigation of the morphology of BIN-SMPUs, it is known that the 

BIN-SMPUs have a very high glassy modulus, i.e. above 1.0GPa. The glassy modulus 

does not decrease before 60℃; and some of the PUPys-MB series of PUPys still show a 

high modulus above 70℃. Therefore, the BIN-SMPUs are not only used as an active 

layer after deformation, but also serve as a good candidate for substrate layer as they 

can provide a high contrary recovery force during the cooling process [6]. 

In this condition, it is proposed that the laminated polymer composite can be prepared to 

compose of the thermal-induced SMPU with the Ttrans below 50℃, acting as the active 

layer; and PUPyMB30 acting as the substrate layer. Upon heating, the laminated 

polymer composite will bend toward the active layer due to the strain recovery of 

SMPU above 50℃, and it then reaches its balance state. However, the bending force of 

PUPyMB30 layer upon cooling will draw the polymer composite to unbending state. 

Hence, the polymer composites show an interesting two-way shape recovery behavior, 

i.e. bending upon heating and unbending upon cooling. Due to the low cost, light weight 

and easy preparation method; the two-way SMP laminated composites are expected to 
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promote the application of SMPs in many fields.  

8.2.4. Medical Anti-bacterial Applications 

In recent years, medical devices that help prevent bacterial colonization have attracted a 

lot of attention because the controlling over bacterial infections is an important part of 

any medical procedure. Nowadays, the majority of anti-bacterial materials commonly 

used to build medical devices are polymeric. Over the past decades, many kinds of 

polymeric materials are developed to show anti-bacterial properties. Among them, there 

are some materials related to the pyridinium moieties [261-263]. Moreover, it was 

reported that the surface antimicrobial properties were improved by increasing the 

concentration of the pyridinium groups at the surface. In addition, the bactericidal 

efficiency would enhance with respect to the increase of hydrophilicity and pyridinium 

concentration at this surface. Furthermore, biocidal polyurethane via incorporating 

BINA as a chain extender possessed high anti-bacterial activity against the 

Gram-positive S. aureus after it was quaternized with 1-iodooctadecane and 

1,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8- Heptadecane-iododecane [264]. Most recently, Zhu et 

al. also showed that the ionic polyurethane containing BINA as a chain extenders 

demonstrated excellent anti-bacterial properties [261].  

In this project, PUPys is synthesized to contain a large fraction of BINA moieties 

ranging from 53% down to 10%, i.e. the pyridine content is much higher than the 

previous systems. After quaternizing with alkyl halides like 1-iodooctadecane (C18) and 

1-iodooctane (C8), the BIN-SMPU is expected to show excellent anti-bacterial 
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properties due to their high pyridinium moieties and high hydrophilicity. In particular 

when they are electro-spun to nano-fibers, the anti-bacterial properties will be better. 

Even the pure PUPys like PUPyMB30 also have anti-bacterial properties due to their 

high surface area to volume. Hence, BIN-SMPUs can be further developed to show 

excellent anti-bacterial properties for the medical applications.  

8.2.5 Intelligent Windows for Smart Textiles Applications 

The common SMPs only show the thermal-induced one-way SME. After recovery, an 

external force is usually required to deform the permanent shape to temporary shape. 

Although two-way SMEs may be achieved in the polymer laminated composites as 

mentioned previously, a solid film is still not easy to be utilized in textiles, i.e. the sole 

SMP fiber or layer cannot fabricate a satisfactory intelligent smart textile.  

RH increasing

Tdry >Ttrans

Channel close Channel open

Air flow

Moisture-sensitive SMP 
layer

Thermal-induced SMP layer

 

Figure 8.4 Illustration of intelligent textiles for self-opening and self-closing 
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However, the BIN-SMPU not only shows the thermal-induced SME, but also 

demonstrates good moisture-sensitive SME. By combining the thermal-induced SME 

and moisture-sensitive SME into a textile with two soft layers, an intelligent textile 

system is expected to be achieved. Figure 8.4 illustrates the intelligent textile system for 

self-opening and self-closing. It is proposed that the textile is composted of two layers. 

One is the thermal-induced SMP layer while another one is the deformed 

moisture-sensitive SMP layer. As the moisture content and temperature of inner clothing 

increases, the moisture-sensitive SMP layer recovers to its original length. The window 

is then coiled and the channel used for moisture permeation is opened. Hence, the body 

is felt dry and cool. On the other hand, when the intelligent textile is dried at the 

temperature of above Ttrans for the thermal-induced SMPs, the pre-stored strain 

presented by the moisture-sensitive recovery will be recovered when the temperature is 

raised to beyond Ttrans. The thermal-induced shape recovery will result in self-closing of 

window. At the same time, the moisture-sensitive layer is dried, and the Tg is also 

increased to above ambient temperature. Hence, the moisture-sensitive layer can show a 

strain recovery with respect to high RH condition again. This process can be repeated 

for many times.  

8.2.6 Others  

In addition to the SMEs, many unique properties are also found in the BIN-SMPUs 

which are quite different from the traditional SMPs. According to these unique 

properties, many special potential applications are expected. For example, they are also 
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good candidates for the utilization of damping materials because of their high energy 

loss during the phase transition process of soft phase and hard phase. The phase 

transition will even appear at lower temperature after conditioning at moisture or water 

environment. Besides, the BIN-SMPUs have very high glassy modulus, and so it is a 

good candidate for high performance polymer or fiber. It can be further developed to 

show a high shape recovery force by improving the rubber modulus and glassy modulus. 

As the BIN-SMPUs can show excellent moisture absorption, they may be a new kind of 

sweat absorption fibers or fabrics for textile applications. 

8.3 Outlooks and Suggestions for Future Work 

Fabricating smart materials with supramolecular switch is an attractive research topic. 

The use of non-covalent interactions in supramolecular SMPs can offer several 

improvements over the existing materials. The research of supramolecular SMPs tends 

to be a new research direction for SMMs. Furthermore, the unique feature of this new 

SMP endows smart materials with more attractive functions. It can further promote the 

applications of SMPs greatly.  

Through this project, a comprehensive understanding of the hydrogen-bonded 

supramolecular structures, phase-separated morphology, and excellent SME including 

the thermal-induced SMEs and moisture-sensitive SME has been achieved. In addition, 

this project has also investigated the influence of BINA content and MB content on the 

hydrogen-bonded supramolecular structure, phase-separation morphology, 

thermal-induced SME and moisture-sensitive SME of BIN-SMPU. Finally, the 
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mechanism of the thermal-induced SME of PUPys and the mechanism of 

moisture-sensitive SME of PUPys are also explored in the present study. Since the 

study of supramolecular SMPs is very broad, the contribution described in this 

dissertation can be summarized as one slight development of supramolecular SMPs. 

The research of pyridine containing supramolecular SMPs networks is just in the 

beginning. Based on these contributions, a wide range of future possibilities for new 

research and applications are expected and some future works are suggested in the 

following.  

8.3.1 Study of PUPys Polymer Blends with Other Polymers 

Polymer blending provides an easy method to fabricate more new kinds of SMP 

networks. For example, Zhang et al. [235] prepared a novel styrene-butadiene-tri-block 

copolymer(SBS) and PCL bend for the utilization of SMMs. In the polymer blends, the 

phase separation and macromolecular miscibility are important. In addition, the specific 

interactions particularly hydrogen bondings are of central importance to a large number 

of polymer-blend systems.  

Pyridine containing polymers provide a large fraction of hydrogen-acceptor which can 

form strong hydrogen bondings with hydrogen-donors like carboxyl and phenol groups. 

For example, poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) which is inherently, weakly self-associated 

can form a strong association with polymer containing methacrylic acid groups [265]. 

Another example is the miscible polymer blends of poly(styrene-co-methacrylic acid ) 

with copolymers containing vinylpyrrolidone and vinylpyridine groups which are 
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prepared via hydrogen bonding.  

As for the BIN-SMPUs as studied in the present study, the excellent thermal-induced 

SMEs can be achieved based on the association-dissociation of hydrogen bonding. The 

BIN-SMPUs like PUPyBDO53 contain a large fraction of pyridine rings which can 

provide a large number of hydrogen-acceptors. Hence, PUPys can form miscible 

polymers blends with the polymer containing methacrylic acid groups. Based on the 

supramolecular structure of polymer network with the addition of PUPys, the excellent 

SMEs are expected to be achieved in these polymers possessing no SME properties 

before. Furthermore, other properties like mechanical properties and damping properties 

can also be improved in the new polymer blends. Hence, the preparation and 

characterization of SMP blends with PUPy are attractive. The investigation of the 

interaction of PUPys polymers blends is also interesting.  

8.3.2 Investigation of Supramolecular Liquid Crystalline SMPs 

Being one kind of important supramoelcular polymers, the supramolecular liquid 

crystalline polymers (LCPs) are widely studied. In particular, the hydrogen-bonded 

polymer complex is easy to be achieved in the polymer containing pyridine ring. For 

example, the hydrogen-bonded liquid crystalline polyurethane complexes with 

4-Dodecylcoylbenzoic acid have been widely studied by Ambraozic et al. [178, 179]. 

The self-organized comb copolymer-like systems is obtained by hydrogen bondings 

existed between poly (4-vinylpyridine) and 4-Nonadecylphenol. 
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LCPs are capable of forming regions of highly ordered structure, and many unique 

properties can be developed in LCEs. For example, mesomorphic structure is observed 

in the flexible polymer-surfactant systems due to the presence of hydrogen bondings 

existed between the poly(4-vinylpyridine) and the pentadecylphenol. In addition, 

two-way SME has also reported in the triblock LCEs. Hence, the study of the LCPs is 

one of hot topic in recent years. LCPs or LCEs can provide a route to nano-scale 

research as they are good polymer for many functional materials.  

In the present study, the BIN-SMPUs containing a large fraction pyridine ring, and there 

are strong hydrogen bondings among urethane groups. Therefore, polymer complex can 

be formed in the pyridine ring with the addition of 4-Dodecylcoylbenzoic acid. At the 

same time, the hydrogen bondings present in the urethane group can provide the 

polymer networks for the formation of liquid crystal phase. Since it is very close to 

supramolecular LCEs, it is expected to find some unique properties in this system. On 

the other hand, SMEs are still kept in these supramolecular LCEs. The liquid crystalline 

properties are combined to the BIN-SMPUs through this polymer complex. Therefore, 

the investigation of supramolecular LCEs is more attractive in the future study.  

8.3.3 Investigation of Gas-sensitive SME of PUPy 

Hitherto, the most widely studied SME is the thermal-induced SMEs, although there are 

also some reports about the light-induced SME, magnetic-induced SME and 

water-driven SME. In the present study, the thermal-induced SME and 

moisture-sensitive SME are both observed in the BIN-SMPUs. In this system, the 
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non-covalent molecular switch controls the shape recovery and shape fixation in both 

the thermal-induced SME and moisture-sensitive SME. The dynamical feature of 

non-covalent bond is responsive to the external stimulus. According to the principle of 

dynamic combinatorial chemistry or constitutional dynamic chemistry; the non-covalent 

bond like hydrogen bonding will be replaced by a more adaptive non-covalent bond 

upon applying the external stimulus. It is known that the moisture is the water gas or 

water vapor. Similarly, by applying a chemistry gas on the BIN-SMPUs, the new 

formed hydrogen bondings existed between the pyridine rings and chemistry gas, e.g. 

acetic acid vapor, will interrupt the original hydrogen bonding. Hence, a chemistry 

gas-sensitive SMEs can be expected in the BIN-SMPUs.  

A preliminary study shows that after the deformed film of BIN-SMPU is immersed in 

the acetic acid vapor condition, the temporary shape will recover to its original shapes 

within a few minutes. The recovery process is very similar to the moisture-sensitive 

shape recovery process. Since the acetic acid vapor sensitive SME can be achieved in 

the BIN-SMPU. The future study of the acetic acid vapor-sensitive SME will be very 

interesting.  

8.3.4 Study of Chemically Crosslinked PUPys 

According to the nature of netpoints, SMPs are divided to the physically crosslinked 

SMPs and the chemically crosslinked SMPs. Generally, the chemically crosslinked 

SMPs show a high shape recovery and a higher recovery force. In addition to synthesize 

the physically crosslinked SMPs, many kinds of chemically crosslinked SMPs are also 
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studied widely.  

In the present study, the physically crosslinked PUPys had been studied carefully. 

Although many unique properties are developed in this physically crosslinked PUPys, 

some properties are still need to be improved. For example, the final shape recovery 

under the higher moisture condition or water condition is not high. Shape recovery force 

is still low in the PUPys with higher BINA content. According to the previous study, it 

is known that the rubber modulus can be improved significantly by means of chemical 

crossslinking. Hence, it is expected that the hard phase acting as netpoints is more stable 

in the PUPys with chemical netpoints. Consequently, it is expected that the water-driven 

shape recovery can be improved by the chemical crosslinking. Since the study on the 

cross-linked PUPys is interesting, many new properties are expected to be developed in 

the cross-linked PUPys. 

8.3.5. Study of Main-chain Type of Pyridine containing SMPU. 

The main-chain type pyridine containing SMPU had not been investigated carefully in 

the present study. In the future study, the pyridine ring will be attached to the polymer 

backbone as a pendant. Based on the hydrogen-bonded supramolecular structure, the 

BIN-SMPUs will have many unique properties including shape memory properties, 

mechanical properties and damping properties.  

It was reported that the main-chain type of PUPys containing the pyridine ring on the 

backbone could be synthesized with 2,6-bis(hydroxylmethyl) pyridine [178-180]. The 
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polymer chain of main-chain type of PUPys is more regular than that of the side-chain 

type of PUPys. Accordingly, the supramolecular structure and morphology will be quite 

different from the side-chain type of PUPys. Based on the fact, it is expected to show 

some other unique properties or better SMEs. Therefore, the synthesis and 

characterization is another interesting work. The investigation of properties will 

reinforce the understanding of the supramolecular SMPs. In the future study, some 

unique properties and new applications are expected in this new kind of main-chain type 

of PUPys.  

In conclusion, the present study related to the supramolecular SMPs is attractive. The 

current investigation focusing on the BIN-SMPUs is just the beginning of the research. 

It is believed that the present study can initiate more and more research directions of 

SMPs, and the contributions are expected to promote the application of SMPs greatly.  
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